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A method to optimi z e the weight of plane frames 
subjected to dynamic loads is presented. Restrictions are 
imposed upon the maximum dynamic stresses and displacements, 
desirable section moduli of the con st ituent members, and 
the range of values allowed for natural frequencies. 
Various considerations for rigid frame design include 
damping, the P-6 effect, static girder loads, static column 
loads and girder shears transferred to the columns. A 
finite difference approach is presented to evaluate th e 
shock spectrum which is used in conjunction with modal 
superposition to obtain the peak upperbound dynamic dis-
placements and stresses for multistory and multibay frames. 
The displacement method is used for the structural matrix 
formulation from which the optimization process is shown in 
relation to the change of the design variables in the con-
densed stiffness matrix. 
A direct, non-linear mathematical programming method, 
the method of feasible directions, is used to minimize the 
weight of the structure, as the objective function, subject 
to the aforementioned linear and non-linear constraints. 
Using this method requires the calculation of the normals 
to the various response quantities of stresses, displace-
ments, eigenvalues and eigenvectors. These are obtained 
by taking derivativ e s with respect to the design variables 
i i i 
where the equations remain in closed form due to the 
utilization of information obtained from the shock spectrum 
and the eigensolution. 
The objective function is linearized by using wide 
flange sections as structural elements since the section 
modulus of each wide flange can be expressed linearly as 
a function of the depth and area. 
Several applications of the proposed method are 
presented to show the design process related to active 
constraints and the significant effects of various con-
siderations on optimum design. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Due to the relatively recent developing interest in 
more efficient utilization of materials in the construction 
industry there has been increasing interest in the area of 
structural research known as optimization. Lighter weight 
designs have always been sought in the aircraft industry 
and now the same is true in other engineering fields due to 
the disproportionate increase in material costs and the 
general large scale desire to conserve ever decreasing 
supplies of our natural resources. The most important 
reason is that in the conventional design method of the 
trial and error process it is always difficult for a 
designer to make a scientific judgement. 
The latest high speed digital computers make it 
possible to analyze structures very rapidly and to check 
the results of many trial designs which however, may not 
yield an optimum solution and satisfy all the required 
constraints. It is believed that the most significant 
contributions which have helped to advance computer 
oriented design methods are the very powerful mathematical 
programming methods. Information obtained from the analysis 
process can be coupled with one of the mathematical 
programming methods to obtain a lig~er weight design which 
satisfies all the requirements imposed upon the structure. 
It is no longer necessary to utilize trial and error. 
A. Purpose of Investigation 
It is desired to develop a computer oriented minimum 
weight design method to be used for the design of dynamic 
structures. One of the requirements is that dynamic 
loadings which are in various functions of time can be 
implemented to the computer program with a minimum of 
modification. 
An attempt was made to extend previous work( 5 , 28 ) so 
that some degree of proficiency was carried through the 
various projects. Adding this to the fact that the P-6 and 
damping effects had not been discussed as related to the 
optimum design of dynamic structures helped to form the 
basis of a proposed project. 
B. Scope of Investigation 
In the following eight chapters is developed a logical 
minimum weight design procedure to be used on multistory-
multibay frames subject to dynamic and static loadings. A 
non-linear mathematical programming method is utilized for 
finding lighter weight designs with the consideration of 
P-6 and damping effects. Information obtained from the 
gradients of the response quantities are used in the 
mathematical programming method for convergence to an 
optimum solution. 
Chapter II gives a brief discussion of the previous 




Chapter III describes the general mathematical program-
ming problem in terms of smooth, well defined curves. 
In Chapter IV is a brief discussion of some analysis 
and design considerations pertaining to the structural 
mode 1 . 
A detailed description of the method of analysis is 
presented in Chapter V. It contains a discussion of the 
general theory of dynamic analysis pertaining to the 
simplest single degree of freedom system. The concept of 
a shock spectrum is explained and the spectrum for a 
specific, time dependent loading is derived and plotted 
using a finite difference approach. Extension of the 
simplified theory to the multi-degree of freedom problem is 
presented and it is shown how this system may be analyzed 
by superimposing several single degree of freedom solutions. 
Chapter VI presents derivations in closed form for the 
gradients of the eigen solutions and of the upperbound 
dynamic response quantities. It is shown that the utiliza-
tion of the shock spectrum to obtain the upperbound response 
permits these gradients to be obtained in closed form. 
Gradients to the static stresses due to axial forces and 
bending moments are also derived so that the final design 
can be the result of the combined action of dynamic loadings 
and the ever present static loads. 
Chapter VII ties Chapters IV, V, and VI together so 
that it can be seen how mathematical programming can be 
used to solve structural dynamic design problems. 
4 
Chapter VIII presents the details involved in using 
the feasible directions method to search for the minimum 
weight design. First discussed is a method for decreasing 
the structural weight by a desired amount. Then, an inter-
polation procedure is presented so that a bounded design 
can be obtained efficiently without using trial and error. 
Finally, it is shown how the gradients of the bounded 
constraints are used to find a new feasible direction. 
Chapter IX presents several example problems solved 
using the computer program in the Appendix. The first 
example was also worked out by hand for one design step 
for the purpose of presenting the solution procedure in 
detail. 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A. Frequency Constraints 
Only recently have there appeared papers concerning 
optimization of dynamic structures. The most well written 
area to this date involves only frequency constraints. (B,g, 
10,11 ,13,14,15) 
Yasaka(B) used the finite element method for analysis 
and a linearization of an unconstrained minimization 
technique to optimize plate and truss problems. In the 
paper static stresses and natural frequencies were con-
sidered as constraints. The buckling modes were also 
treated in a manner similar to the frequency problem. 
Sheu(g) studied a specific problem, an axially loaded bar 
of a piecewise constant section, with only a single 
frequency constraint. An optimality criterion was derived 
and the weight minimized by combining this criterion with 
the displacement equation obtained from classical theory 
of elasticity. The method is applicable only to axial 
loaded columns and is not general enough to be computer 
oriented. A similar problem was considered by Turner(lO) 
but the method is somewhat more general. The author 
presented an iterative procedure which was developed using 
Lagrange multipiers to include the frequency as a condition 
for limiting the minimum weight of the column. McCart(ll) 
investigated a three member portal frame. The members were 
allowed to be non-uniform so that advantage could be taken 
of varying stress along the members. A computational 
algorithm was derived based on a steepest descent method. 
Only frequency constraints were considered. 
Young and Christiansen(l 3 ) developed an iterative 
procedure for reducing the weight of a space truss based 
on a fully stressed design. Frequency requirements were 
imposed upon the truss which caused the stresses to be 
reduced from the fully stressed condition. The resulting 
design was shown to be improved but not entirely a theo-
retical optimum design. Rubin(l 4 ) developed a design 
procedure using the frequency gradient equation first 
published by Zarghamee. (l 2 ) Two general steps were 
required for each new design. First, the design was 
modified to obtain the desired frequency. Then the weight 
6 
was reduced while this frequency was maintained. The paper 
represents the first published procedure for minimum weight 
design of very large structures with a specified frequency. 
Loomis(lS) presented an outstanding paper on minimum weight 
design based on a constant energy criterion. A structural 
design was deemed optimum when the ratio of strain energy 
density to material density was the same for all elements. 
Several types of constraints, including frequency, were 
considered and an optimum design was obtained by extremizing 
a potential function formed from Rayleigh's quotient. A 
rapidly converging iterative procedure resulted and can be 
applied to a variety of structures in which the stiffness 
is allowed to be proportional to the weight raised to 
either the lst, 2nd, or 3rd power. The paper presents 
great insight into the theory of optimum design of 
structures. 
B. Dynamic Response Constraints 
Only two papers have been written which are perfectly 
general design methods that allow constraints to be 
imposed upon dynamic displacements and stresses( 6 ,l)_ 
Venkayya( 6 ) developed a very good design procedure 
based on an en€rgy criterion. This is a step by step 
method the end result being a structure in which the 
difference in strain energy density and kinetic energy 
density are constant for all elements when the structure 
is vibrating in its normal modes. A recursion relation 
was derived based on this energy criterion and it was used 
to find a new design based on the peak dynamic response as 
determined by direct integration of Duhamel's integral. 
The critical modes to be used in the design, for a many 
degree of freedom system, were determined based on a study 
of the virtual work of the peak dynamic forces. Only 
these modes were used to approximate the dynamic response 
which was taken to be a summation of the peak response in 
each mode. The method was used in the solution of some 
very large frame problems. The primary shortcoming of the 
method lies in the necessity of integrating Duhamel's 
integral numerically for each design step. 
7 
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Kapoor(l) presented a minimum weight design method 
using a direct non-linear mathematical programming procedure 
based on a gradient search. Constraints are imposed upon 
peak dynamic displacements and stresses and upon the natural 
frequencies. Only dynamic responses were considered and 
damping was neglected. The shock spectrum was used to 
carry out the dynamic analysis but the procedure was 
specifically limited to one forcing function. No indication 
was made for extension to a more general forcing function. 
Several large frame problems were designed but only ground 
acceleration loadings were considered. 
III. NON-LINEAR MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 
The problem to be considered in this paper can be 
expressed mathematically as 
minimize 
subject to 
F = f(xj) 
gk(xj) :5 Gk 
j = 1 '2 
k = 1 '2 
n 
m 
( 3 . 1 ) 
( 3 . 2 ) 
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where n is the number of independent variables and m is the 
number of constraint equations, gk. Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2 are, 
in general, non-linear, but as a special case either can be 
linear. Eq. 3.1 is termed the objective function and 
defines a surface, such as a line if n=2. Eqs. 3.2 define 
a field in which all points contained therein are said to 
be in the feasible region. These ideas can best be under-
stood by observing a two dimensional case depicted in 
Fig. 3.1. All points on the non-cross hatched side of the 
constraints are in the feasible region. Each line, f=c, 
defines a value of the objective function. The problem is 
to find a point in the feasible region which results in the 
smallest possible value of c. 
A. Linear Constraints 
The very simplest case results when both the objective 
function and the constraints are linear as shown in 
Fig. 3.2. Obviously, the minimum occurs at the intersection 
of the two constraints. This point can be found by solving 
the two constraint equations simultaneously resulting in 
l 0 
and 
F . = 2(.8) + .8 = 2.4 
m1n 
B. Non-Linear Constraints - Unconstrained Minimization 
The problem becomes much more complex when the 
constraints are non-linear as shown in Fig. 3.3. It is now 
not readily apparent where the minimum occurs, since there 
is no well defined intersection of constraints. For 
illustrative purposes this type of problem can be solved 
using Lagrange multipliers. Let the objective function and 
the constraint be combined as a linear combination 
¢ = F + Ag ( 3. 3) 
where 
F = 2x 1 + x 2 (3.4) 
g = x 1x 2 - 1 = 0 (3.5) 
in which x 1 , x 2 and A at F . can be found by solving the m1n 
three equations resulting from setting the partial 






- 1 = 0 TI ( 3 . 6 ) 
l l 
( 3. 7 ) 
~ = l + AX = 0 ax 2 1 
( 3. 8) 
Solving Eqs. 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 yields 
xl = .707 
x 2 = 1.414 
A= 1.414 
Substituting x 1 and x 2 into Eq. 3.4 gives 
F . = 2. 8 28 
m1n 
This method, called unconstrained minimization, is 
very powerful but must be substantially modified to take 
inequality constraints, Eq. 3.2, into account. Since in 
most engineering problems the constraint equations are not 
explicit functions of the design variables, the above 
method does not lend itself well to the solution. 
C. Non-Linear Constraints - Direct Methods 
The method proposed to solve the general problem stated 
in Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2 uses information obtained from the 
gradients of the objective function and the constraints. It 
is possible to derive a step wise procedure which is 
basically a gradient search for the minimum. The search 
begins at some arbitrary point, {x} 1 , and follows the 
various gradients until the desired minimum is found. 
Mathematically this can be stated 
( 3 . 9 ) 
where {s} 1 is the feasible direction vector, and a is the 
step length in this direction. 
1 2 
1. Search Along the Gradient of the Objective Function 
The first step of the procedure is to search along the 
gradient of the objective function until the constraint is 
encountered. For the well defined example shown in Fig. 3.3 
the point can be found by solving simultaneously the 
constraint equation with the equation of the gradient of F 
through {x} 1 (since the slope, dx 2/dx 1 , of the objective 
function is -2 and the slope of its gradient is l/2, using 
the general form of x2 = ax 1 + b where a is the slope of 
the line and b is its x2 - intercept yields b = 0 at 
{x}I) 
xl - 2x 2 = 0 (3. 1 0) 
which yields 
x, = 1 . 41 4 
x2 .707 
and 
F = 3.535 
If the equations were not explicit functions of x1 and x 2 , 
Eq. 3.9 could be used where a is chosen and Eq. 3.2 is 
evaluated repeatedly until satisfaction is obtained. The 
results would be 
{x}I+l = {1.414} = 0.707 
where a = .293 and 
{2l {-2} lf + .293 -1 
{
aF/ax 1} _2 {s}I = {-VF} = - = { } 
aF/ax 2 -l 
(3.11) 
Eq. 3.11 is the negative of the gradient to the objective 
function. For the special case of linear objective 
function, this is a constant vector. 
2. Finding a New Direction of Search 
Now that the constraint has been reached, a new 
feasi_ble direction, {s}I+l must be found. {s}I+l can be 
calculated using information obtained from the gradient 
1 3 
to F and to the constraint, g, at the point, {x}I+l, called 
a bounded point. {s}I+l must be chosen so that the new 
point, {x}I+ 2 ' will result in a smaller value of F and 
satisfaction of Eq. 3.2. Any point that does not satisfy 
Eq. 3.2 is termed a point which violates the constraint. 
In order to satisfy the conditions imposed on {s}I+l 
in the previous paragraph, {s}I+l must satisfy the geometric 
conditions shown in Fig. 3.3. That is, angle ¢1 , between 
the gradient to F and {s}I+l must be greater than 90°, 
otherwise there will be some small component of {s}I+l in 
the direction of +F causing the objective function to 
increase. Similarly, ¢ 2 , the angle between {s}I+l and 
{Vg} must be greater than 90°, otherwise {s}I+ l will be 
tangent to the constraint resulting in an immediate 
violation for any finite value of a. These restrictions 




cos ¢1 = lsi!Vgj < 0 (3.12a) 
and 
T {s}I+l {Vg} 
cos ¢2 = lsiiVgl < 0 (3.12b) 
If {s}I+l, {VF} and {Vg} are normalized ({s}T{s} = 1, 
{Vg}T{Vg} = 1) then lsi, IVgl and IVFI will be unity 
reducing Eqs. 3.12 to 
and 
T {s}I+l{VF} < 0 (3.13) 
(3.14) 
Any random choice of {s}I+l that satisfies Eqs. 3.13 
and 3.14 is sufficient to improve {x}I+l. There are, 
however, methods to find {s}I+l which will lead to a 
minimum in the least number of steps. These methods will 
be discussed in Chapter VIII. Reason tells us, however, 
that there is a need for some sort of balancing procedure 
so that {s}I+l does not follow too closely the tangent tog 
1 5 
resulting in constraint violation for a small a, nor follow 
along the tangent to F resulting in a very small decrease 
in F for a very large a. If {s} is chosen judiciously 
neither of these unwanted possibilities will occur and the 
minimum is found. For this simple case the best feasible 
direction can be chosen by inspection. Let 
then 
{ } = {1 .414} - 0 707{ 1} = {0.707} 
x min 0.707 · -1 1.414 
where a= -.707. This agrees with the solution obtained 
by Lagrange Multipliers. 
A simple test to insure that the minimum has been 
reached, is to calculate {Vg} at {x}min and compare with 
{VF}. 
and 
2 VF(@{x} . ) = { 1 } m1n 
Since both gradients are in the same direction, Eqs. 3.13 
and 3.14 cannot be satisfied and a minimum is ensured. It 
will be shown in Chapter VIII that the inability to satisfy 
these equations is the theoretical proof that a minimum 
has been found. 
d i recti on o-f 
decreasing r 
x, 
Fig. 3.1 Linear Objective Function Subject to Non-Linear 
Constraints. 
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IV. GENERAL CONSIDERATION OF STRUCTURES 
A. Assumptions 
The structure considered in this study is assembled of 
straight uniform members with standard wide flange sections. 
The joints are considered to be rigid and the member 
deformations are due to bending. 
The displacement method( 23 ) is used for the mathemati-
cal formulation of structural systems for which the general 
matrix expression for static loading conditions may be 
written as 
where 
( 4. 1 ) 
{x} =displacements of nodes, linear and angular; 
[S] = member stiffness matrix; 
[A] = statics matrix relating external forces to 
internal forces; and 
{P} = external load matrix 
Internal deformations are related to external 
displacements, whether they are obtained from static or 
dynamic analysis, through the matrix equation 
where 
{e} = [B]{x} 
{e} = member end deformations; and 
[B] = [A]T 
( 4. 2) 
( 4. 3) 
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Eq. 4.3 can be proved using Maxwell-Betti's theorem of 
reciprocity. 
And finally, internal moments can be evaluated through 
{M} = [S]{e} ( 4 . 4 ) 
where 
{M} =member end moments exclusive of fixed end 
moments 
Member stresses are then calculated from Eq. 4.4 by 
dividing the member end moments by their respective member 
section modulus 
cr. = M./o. 
1 1 J ( 4. 5) 
where 
i = index corresponding to the force number; 
j = index corresponding to the member number; and 
0 . = section modulus of member j 
J 
i and j can be related in any logical manner as 
j = ( i + 1) /2 + 1 ( 4 . 6 ) 
which is an integer computation. 
In Eq. 4.4, [S] is of the form [S 8 : s 8 v] in which the 
elements are the bending stiffness coefficients: 
Eo. d. 
J J 




( 4. 7 ) 
where 
E = Young's Modulus for all members; 
d. =depth of member j; and 
J 
1 . = 1 ength of member j 
J 
Combining Eqs. 4.4 and 4.5 gives a direct relationship 
between member end deformations and stresses in the 
following form 
{a} = [S]' {e} 
where 
= [ s I 
e ( 4. 8) 
Although there is no exact relationship between area 
and section modulus of the wide flange section, it was 
found( 24 ) that a very good approximation can be made if it 
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is assumed that the section modulus is directly proportional 






J J J 
A. = area of section 
J 
K. = a constant between .34 and .36 for general 
J 
sections listed in A.I.S.C. Handbook. ( 32 ) 
(4. 1 0) 
Eq. 4.10 now permits the mass or weight of the 
structure to be linearly related to the section modulus, 
which will be the design variable for this proposed 
method. In equation form 
w. = pA.l. = po.l./K.d. 
J JJ JJ JJ 
(4.11) 
where 
w. = weight of each member; 
J 
1 . = length of each member; and 
J 
p = density of material used 
The total weight of the structure is obtained by direct 
summation over all elements 
nm 
w =I, po.l./K.d. j=l J J J J (4.12) 
where 
W = total weight of the structure; and 
nm = number of members 
The framework will be multistory and multibay rigid 
frames. The mass will be considered concentrated at the 
floor levels or nodal points, and only translational 
inertia forces will be considered. The total mass to be 
lumped at each nodal point will be the summation of floor 
slab and girder weights plus one-half the weight of each 
column above and below the floor level. 
B. External Forces 
The forces acting on the structure can be static as 
21 
well as dynamic. The dynamic forces can be applied at the 
nodal points only. The static loads can be of two types, 
as uniform girder loads and vertical column loads. Axial 
stresses due to the static column loads are superimposed 
upon the stresses due to dynamic loads. Bending stresses 
due to the static girder loads are calculated using 
Eqs. 4.1, 4.2 and 4.8, and superimposed upon bending 
stresses due to dynamic loads. 
22 
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V. DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOR 
Dynamic behavior of a structural system can best be 
described by starting with the behavior of a one degree-of-
freedom damped oscillator and then generalizing to the 
behavior of the multidegree of freedom system. 
A. Mass-Spring-Damper System with One Degree-of-Freedom 
1. Assumptions 
The simple system shown in Fig. 5.1 is an idealization 
of a single story frame. The mass may be just that of the 
supported floor or roof slab, or it may also include the 
weight of the girder and supporting columns. Likewise, 
the stiffness may be the result of assuming the girder to 
be infinitely stiff, or it may include the effect of joint 
rotation. Whatever the case, the mass and stiffness are 
condensed, as will be explained later, to a scalar quantity. 
The damping is of the viscous type, but may be considered 
proportional to either the mass, the stiffness or a combi-
nation of both. These three assumptions are based on the 
desired effects to be investigated for the structural 
system as a whole so that the single degree-of-freedom 
system can be investigated independent of these assumptions. 
The dynamic force is some scalar, called the forcing 
amplitude, multiplied by any arbitrary function of time. 
It may, in fact, be of a random nature, such as earthquake 
or blast loadings. It should be noted that earthquake 
loadings are applied as accelerations. 
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2. Development of Differential Equation 
The differential equation governing the motion of the 
mass may be derived by summing the forces acting upon the 
mass. D1 Alembert•s principle states that although the 
system is not at rest and does not have constant velocity, 
there still exists equilibrium of forces if there is 
included in the summation an inertial force equal to the 
mass times acceleration and directed opposite to the sense 
of the acceleration for any instant in time. The dashpot 
shown in Fig. 5.1 represents viscous damping in which the 
resulting force is considered to be proportional to the 
velocity and directed opposite to that of the velocity at 
any instant in time. This type of damping is thought to 
simulate friction in a real structure due to air resistance 
and internal resistance of materials. 
The equation resulting from the summation is 
MY(t) + Cy(t) + Ky(t) = Ff(t) ( 5. 1 ) 
where (t) indicates a variation with respect to time. 
Eq. 5.1 will now be modified for a sophisticated case 
where the damping is a linear combination of the mass and 
stiffness, i.e. 
C = yM + BK ( 5. 2) 
where y and B are scalars depending upon the frequency and 
the ratio of actual damping to critical damping, ~- The 
scalars in Eq. 5.2 can be derived and expressed as 
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y = t,;p ( 5 . 3 ) 
s = E,;/ p ( 5 . 4 ) 
where p is the natural frequency of the one-degree-of-
freedom system. 
Introducing Eq. 5.2 into Eq. 5.1 yields 
M.Y ( t) + ( y M + S K) y ( t ) + Ky( t) = F f ( t) ( 5. 5) 
substituting Eqs. 5. 3 and 5.4 into Eq. 5.5 gives 
M.Y(t) + (t,;pM + 5_K)y(t) + Ky ( t) = Ff(t) p ( 5. 6) 
Let Eq. 5.6 be divided by M' then 
.Y(t) + (t,;p + ~ ~)y(t) + ~y(t) = ~f(t) (5.7a) 
in which 
2 K p = M (5.7b) 
Thus Eq. 5. 7a becomes 
.Y(t) + 2t,;py(t) + p2y(t) = ~f(t) ( 5. 8) 
It should be noted here that the natural frequency is 
the frequency at which the mass would vibrate if somehow 
perturbed and released with no external force. In the 
absence of damping this free vibration would continue 
indefinitely. The effect of damping is to decrease the 
frequency and eventually cause the mass to come to rest. 
However, for practical values of the damping ratio, ~' 
(say less than or equal to .1) this new frequency is only 
slightly changed (1% for~= .1), and, therefore, the 
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damping effect on the natural frequency is usually ignored. 
3. Solution of Equation 
Eq. 5.8 can be solved using one of several approaches. 
( 25 ) The step by step finite difference approach( 5 ) 
chosen here is used for several reasons: 1) any type 
forcing function can be considered and readily programmed 
for the digital computer; 2) maximum responses for all 
time can be obtained easily; and 3) fewer calculations are 
required per time step than other similar methods. 
The acceleration and velocity at some time, t , can 
n 
be expressed approximately as a linear combination of 
displacements using a relationship based on Newton•s 
backward difference for third order polynomials( 26 ) 
and 
where 
( 5. 9) 
(5.10) 
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The displacements, y(tn_ 1 ), y(tn_ 2 ) and y(tn_ 3 ) refer to 
those displacements that occur in previous time increments, 
6t, 26t and 36t, respectively. By substituting Eqs. 5.9 
and 5.10 into the differential equation of motion, 
Eq. 5.8, a recursion equation can be obtained which gives 
the displacement at some time in terms of three previous 
displacements at the three previous time increments. Thus 
is provided a ~tep by step procedure, starting with time 
equal to zero, for solving Eq. 5.8. It was found in 
previous investigations( 29 ) that the best results are 
obtained using 6t equal to Tn/40, where Tn is the natural 
period of the system. Compared to some other numerical 
methods this is a very small step time, but since there is 
only one calculation per step the total time is not 
prohibitive. 
S u b s t i t u t i n g E q s . 5 . 9 a n d 5 . 1 0 i n to E q . 5 . 8 y i e 1 d s 
from which 
where 
= 6st + A ~ H + B·G 
1 + 2· H + 11· G 
( 5 . 11 ) 
(5.12) 
~st is referred to as the static displacement and in 
actuality would be the displacement at time t due to the 
n 
value of the force, Ff(tn) only, without considering the 
inertial force. 
By observing Eq. 5.11 it can be seen that the 
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displacement for any time and for a given forcing function, 
f(t), can be described entirely in terms of two parameters, 
p, the natural frequency of the system and, ~, the percent 
of critical damping. To extend this even further, the 
maximum displacement for all time can be described in 
terms of these two parameters. This maximum displacement 
is usually the desired result of any dynamic analysis. 
A plot of maximum displacement, velocity or acceleration 
for a range of frequencies, with ~ as a parameter, is 
called a shock spectrum. The spectrum may be plotted by 
finding the maximum for all time of Eq. 5.12 for a range 
of frequencies, p. 
B. The Shock Spectrum For a Half Sine Wave 
1. Computation of Spectrum Points 
For this investigation a forcing function was chosen 
which can be expressed mathematically by 
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f(t) = sin(wt) (5.13) 
where w is the forcing frequency varying from 0 to n. The 
shock spectrum of this function not considering the effects 
of damping, has been plotted and discussed in detail in 
Chapter 4 of Reference 3. This new approach proposed for 
plotting spectra was used for the half sine wave and found 
to check published results within 2% at all points. 
The method consists of a one dimensional search of 
Eq. 5.12 for a global maximum. The discussion in Reference 
3 was very useful in helping to eliminate regions which 
need not be searched. It is known that for this particular 
function, the maximum will occur in the first positive 
displacement era as shown in Fig. 5.2. It is also helpful 
to know whether the maximum occurs before or after the 
force goes to zero; that is, occurs in the forced or free 
vibration era, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5.2. This is 
entirely dependent on the ratio of forced frequency to 
natural frequency, w/p. It has been found that for 
w/p > 1 the maximum will occur in the forced vibration era 
and for w/p < 1 the maximum will occur in the free 
vibration era. If the maximum displacement is plotted as a 
function of this ratio, w/p, or some multiple of w/p as 
shown in Fig. 5.3, the spectrum will be separated into a 
forced vibration portion and a residual or free vibration 
portion. Fig. 5.3 is termed a period spectrum since the 
abscissa is the ratio of forced period to natural period, 






l X 1 
2 TilT = 
The ordinate of the spectrum represents the ratio of 
maximum displacement to static displacement, where 
(5.14) 
y s t = F I K = F I (p 2 M ) = 1 I p 2 ( 5 . 1 5 ) 
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in which F and M are assumed to be unity. The actual force 
and mass will be included later. 
It was found that when damping effects are considered, 
the spectrum is quite similar to the non-damping case, but 
the values are reduced somewhat. It should be noted that 
some difficulties were encountered in the search procedure 
due to local minimums which did not exist for the non-
damping case. All three curves shown in Fig. 5.3 were 
plotted for TIT ranging from 0 to 10 using a Fortran 
n 
computer program for which the total time was only 2 
minutes and 36 seconds. 
In order to use this method for a general function of 
any time variation, some preliminary investigations should 
be made to find the particular characteristics of the 
time-displacement curve. Some repetitive computation time 
may be saved by using this preliminary analysis to deter-
mine which regions can safely be eliminated from the 
search. In other words, if it can be found that, in 
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general, the maximum displacement occurs early in the time 
domain then displacements at later times need not be 
computed. 
2. Interpolation Formulas 
For any numerical curve to be useful at points not 
expressly stored as data, some method of interpolation must 
be utilized. For this investigation a 5 point central 
difference interpolator called Stirling's formula( 26 ) was 
used and found to approximate the points very accurately. 
The formula can be expressed as 
f 
X 
= ~f-1 + ~fo + u2 A2f u2 (u- 1) 
fo+u 2 2 u -1 + 12 
(5.16) 
where 
X - X 
= 
0 (5.17) u h 
~f = f1 f 0 0 
~f = f f 
- 1 0 - 1 
~2f = f1 2f + f 
-1 0 - 1 
~3f = f2 3f 1 + 3f - f 
-1 0 - 1 
~3f = fl 3f + 3f -f 
-2 0 - 1 -2 
~4f = f2 - 4f 1 + 6f - 4f + f 
-2 0 -1 -2 
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The ~rfk terms are called the rth difference at point k. 
fk are the ordinates at the respective points xk. h is the 
uniform spacing for all points. All unknowns are shown in 
Fig. 5.4. 
It will be shown later that the slope of the shock 
spectrum at any point will be needed and this can be 
approximated by differentiating Eq. 5.16 with respect to x 
dfx = du x df(u) = l x df(u) 
dX dx du h du (5.18) 
in which du/dx can be obtained from Eq. 5.17. Carrying out 
the derivative yields 
dfx ~ [ M_l + ~f 2 2 2u 0 3u -dX = + u~ f_ 1 + 12 2 
(~3f 4u 3 - 2u 6 4f J + ~f-2)+ 24 
- 1 -2 (5.19) 
C. Multi-degree-of-freedom Systems 
1. Differential Equation of Motion 
The differential equation of motion for the multi-
degree-of-freedom system is of the same form as Eq. 5.1 and 
is similarly obtained by D'Alembert's principle to be 
(5.20) 
where [-M-] = mass matrix corresponding to transverse 
displacements; [A] = statics matrix relating global 
coordinates to local coordinates; [S] = member stiffness 
matrices; [Ss] = second order matrix due to P-~ effect; 
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[C] = viscous damping matrix expressed in terms of the mass 
and stiffness matrices; {x 8 } = nodal rotations; {xs} = 
transverse displacements; {F 8 (t)} = rotative applied 
dynamic loads, and {Fs(t)} = transverse applied dynamic 
loads. 
In this investigation, only dynamic loads applied in 
the transverse directions will be considered so that 
which reduces Eq. 5.20 to 
[-M-]{xs} + [C]{xs} + [K - s ]{x } 
c s s 
(5.21) 
where [Kc] is called the reduced, or condensed, stiffness 
matrix and is defined by 
(5.22) 




Now {x 8 } are no longer independent and can be calculated by 
(5.23) 
Thus, the number of independent equations describing 
the dynamic behavior of a system of np degrees of freedom, 
has been reduced to nps, where nps represents the number of 
degrees of freedom in translation, or sidesway. 
2. Free Vibration 
If no external forces exist, a structural system may 
vibrate due to some initial disturbance. In the absence of 
damping the vibration would continue indefinitely. The 
natural frequencies may be found by solving Eq. 5.21 by 
letting the term corresponding to external forces be zero. 
The natural frequencies for a small damping ratio are 
nearly the same as those when damping is neglected. Thus 
neglecting damping and expressing the stiffness matrices in 
one general form, [K], Eq. 5.21 can be simplified as 
[- M -J { x s } + [ K ] { x s } = 0 (5.24) 
The motion described by Eq. 5.24 is harmonic and can be 
assumed to be 
{xs} = {X(i )cos(p.t - w) } 1 (5.25) 
and 
{xs} = {-p~X(i )cos(p.t - 1_JJ) } 1 1 (5.26) 
where p. is the natural frequency of the ith mode, and 
1 
{X}(i) are the mode shapes. Substituting Eqs. 5.25 and 
5.26 into Eq. 5.24 yields the classical eigenvalue problem 
[- M A i _] { X } ( i ) - [ K ] { X } ( i ) = 0 (5.27) 
2 
where A. = p.. For a condensed form Eq. 5. 27 becomes 
1 1 
[K- A.M]{X}(i) = 0 
1 
(5.28) 
from which the eigenvalues (natural frequencies) and 
eigenvectors (normal modes) can be obtained. For large 
systems Eq. 5.28 is solved by an iterative procedure 
described in Reference 18 and the computer program was 
included in the design program in the Appendix. 
3. Forced Vibration - Upperbound Displacement 
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Eq. 5.21 can now be solved using the expansion theorem 
which provides that the response may be represented as a 
superposition of the normal modes 
nps ( .) {x} = ~{X} J q. = [X]{q} 
s j = 1 J (5.29) 
where each column of [X], called the modal matrix, is a 
mode shape and {q} are the normal coordinates. Mathemati-
cally, a transformation is made into normal coordinates so 
that the equation can be more easily solved. 
Substituting Eq. 5.29 into Eq. 5.21 yields 




in which [K] = [Kc - Ss]. 
where 
Premultiplying Eq. 5.30 by [X]T, one may have 






Thus far in the discussion the mode shapes have been 
expressed only in their relative values. If Eq. 5.32a is 
included as a condition on the normal modes, they can be 
obtained in what is called their normalized form. That is, 
setting 
{ X } ( r ) T [- M-] { X} ( r) = 1 , r = 1 , . . . n p s (5.33) 
will yield unique values for the mode shapes. 
h th . f E 5 31 . . 1 d If t e r equat1on o qs. . 1s 1so ate , then 
Dividing through by Mr yields 
c 





Pr = ~ ,.,r (5.36) 
which is the natural frequency squared, corresponding to 
the rth mode. 
Since the damping matrix [C] is considered to be a 
linear combination of the mass and stiffness matrices( 2 ), 
similar to Eq. 5.2 we have 
[ C] = y [- M-J + B [ K] (5.37) 
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Then [C] can be expressed in terms of ~r' the damping ratio 
in the rth mode, and pr by combining Eqs. 5.35a, b, c and 
5.37 and noting Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4 
(5.38a) 
where, from Eq. 5. 36 
If the forcing function is separated into a time 
function premultiplied by a constant amplitude, then 
(5.39) 
Introducing the notation 
c = {X}(r)T{F } 
r o (5.40) 
Eq. 5.35 can further be transformed into 
(5.41) 
which shows that the solution of a multi-degree of freedom 
system may be reduced to the solution of a differential 
equation similar to the single degree of freedom differen-
tial equation as given in Eq. 5.8. Following Eq. 5.8, the 
solution to Eq. 5.41 can be expressed as 
(5.42) 
where y(t) is similar to Eq. 5.12 the finite difference 
solution to a one degree-of-freedom system having a 
frequency equal to Pr and an amplitude of the dynamic 
force equal to unity. If it is desired to have the peak 
response for all time, qrp' then y(t ) can be obtained 
max 
from the shock spectrum, Fig. 5.3, which results in 
qrp cry pr (5.43) 
where 
Ypr = y(tmax' pr) 
The response of the nps degree of freedom system can now 
be obtained by substituting Eq. 5.42 into Eq. 5.29 




For the dynamic design, limitations are placed upon the 
maximum response, for all time, to be used as a constraint. 
The rth component of the peak response vector, {Y }, can p 
be expressed as 
Y =max I {X}(r)T{q}l pr ( 5. 45) 
where {q} is obtained by placing the components of Eq. 5.42 
in vector form. Given the time corresponding to the 
th 
maximum displacement of the r mass point, t , then 
max 
Eq. 5.8 could be solved for the displacement at tmax for 
each mode. The components of {q} could then be determined 
from Eq. 5.42 and finally the peak response of the system 
could be determined from Eq. 5.45. The time involved in 
using this procedure, however, would be prohibitive for a 
design method where repetitive analyses must be performed. 
For this reason, an upperbound to the peak response can be 
obtained readily by combining Eqs. 5.29 and 5.43 in a 
manner similar to Eq. 5.45 as 
(5.46) 
The single degree of freedom response can now be obtained 
from the shock spectrum, permitting a rapid reanalysis for 
design purposes. The resulting peak response is obtained 
assuming that each mode reaches its maximum at the same 
time. Actually, the other modes may be slightly less than 
their respective maximums at the time the dominating mode 
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reaches its maximum, causing Eq. 5.46 to yield a slightly 
conservative approximation to the actual maximum. 
By substituting Eq. 5.43 into Eq. 5.46 the final form 
of the peak response may be written 
(5.47) 
h X . th . th t f th th . t w ere ri 1s e 1 componen o e r e1genvec or. 
Each component of the vector {qp}, Eq. 5.43, is termed 
the peak modal participation coefficient. Once again, it 
is to be remembered the ypr in Eq. 5.43 (or ypi in Eq. 5.47) 
is the maximum displacement for all time of the one-degree-
of-freedom system of a frequency corresponding to the rth 
(or ith) mode. This value is obtained from the shock 
spectrum in Fig. 5.3. 
4. Upperbound Bending Stresses 
The stresses due to the dynamic loads will be 
expressed in a manner similar to the displacements. The 
stresses can be computed in proportion to the peak modal 
participation coefficients, resulting in a more nearly 
accurate expression than if they were expressed in terms of 
the upperbound displacements, since these displacements are 
only approximate. 
If {crb}(r) is a vector of member-end bending stresses 
for the multidegree of freedom system with m members, 
vibrating in its normal mode r, then an upperbound to the 
peak stress at member end i can be approximated by 
nps 
a pi ~ r~ 1 I a b i r cry p r I i = 1 ' . . . 2m (5.48) 
where crbir refers to the ith component of {ab}(r). 
To calculate the stress in each mode, the member end 
deformations in each mode, {e}(r), must first be obtained 
similar to Eq. 4.2. 
(5.49) 
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It should be noted that the total set of eigenvectors should 
be included in {X}, rotational and translational, where the 
rotational eigenvectors are obtained from Eq. 5.23. Then 
the stresses can be obtained by 
where [S] is defined in Eq. 4.9. 
5. Upperbound Shear 
Member end shears in each mode can similarly be 
obtained in order to calculate peak dynamic shears 
{V}(r) = [S • S ]{e}(r) 
8 V I V 
(5. 50) 
( 5 . 51 ) 
where [S 8v] is defined in Eq. 4.7 
Eo . d . [ 1 2 1 2] 
and, for the jth member 
[S J. = J J 
v J 2£~ 12 12 
J 
(5.52) 
The peak dynamic shears can then be obtained similar to 
Eq. 5.48 
nps 
v . ~ ~ 1 v. c y 1 i = 1 , . . . zm p 1 - r~ 1 1 r r p r 
where V. refers to the ith component of {V}(r)_ 
1 r 
6. Upperbound Axial Stresses 
(5.53) 
The axial stresses in a column are due to the applied 
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load acting on the column and the internal forces transfer-
red from the girder shears. Compressive axial stresses are 
assumed to be positive and the positive sign of the shears 
is shown in Fig. 5.5. The axial stress for member j may be 
calculated as 
a . = P ./A.= P .K.d./cS. (5.54) 
aJ aJ J aJ J J J 
where Paj is the axial force in the member. The final 
stress is obtained by superimposing the bending and axial 
stresses 
( 5 . 5 5 ) 
· ( ) {+1 if z > 00} 1·s a mult1"pl1"er t · t · where s1gn z = _ 1 if z < o ma1n a1n 
the proper sign after superposition. 
7. The Spring Matrix(lg,z?) 
As can be seen in Fig. 5.6, when the columns of a 
multistory frame experience some relative lateral displace-
ment, ~, secondary moments result if there exists some 
axial force P, either externally applied or an internal 
force resulting from girder shears. This effect is taken 
into consideration by including the resulting column shears, 
as shown in Figs. 5.6(b) and (c), as a component of the 
lateral loading. This effect is included in the differ-
ential equation of motion as shown in Eq. 5.21. 
Each column of the spring matrix represents an nps-
component vector of forces required to hold the floor 
levels in equilibrium if each floor is displaced. 
The effect of compressive column forces called the 
P-6 effect, is to reduce the structural stiffness matrix 
components which, in turn, will effect the deflections, 
stresses and the natural frequencies. 
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Fig. 5.1 One Degree-of-Freedom Mass Spring Damper System. 
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a. Frame Subjected to Deflection, 6. 
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Fig. 5.6 The P-6 Effect. 
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VI. GRADIENTS TO THE CONSTRAINTS 
As will be shown in Chapter VII, when the design 
variables change it is necessary to calculate the changes 
in the eigen solutions, and in the weight function. These 
can be obtained, for the most part, in closed form by 
taking partial derivatives of the functions with respect to 
each design variable. These gradients are then used in 
various stages of the design to determine a direction for 
the optimization technique. 
A. Gradient of the Weight Function 
The weight of the structural system was expressed in 
Eq. 4.12 as a linear function of the design variables, 
o .• The gradient may be obtained by taking the partial 
J 
derivative with respect to the design variables 
{VW} = ~~ = {p£./K.d.},j = l, ... ndv 
ouj J J J ( 6 . 1 ) 
in which ndv is the number of design variables. 
B. Gradient to the Stiffness Matrix 
The system stiffness matrix as described in Eq. 4.1 
is also a linear function of the design variables, since 
the statics matrix, [A], is constant and the element 
stiffness matrix [S], is a linear function of the design 




[A] d[S] [A]T 
dO. 
J 
with respect to o. 
J 
( 6. 2) 
where 
a[s] 






4 2 l-6/£j 












( 6 . 3 ) 
Note that the partial with respect to a design variable 
involves only the members corresponding to that variable, 
since the partials of the other member stiffness matrices, 
with respect to that design variable, drop out. 
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The gradient of the reduced stiffness matrix, [Kc], may 
be derived by taking the partial derivative of Eq. 5.22 with 
respect to the design variables 
( 6 . 4 ) 
a[K22J a[Kl2J 
where acS. and ao. are submatrices of Eq. 6.2. The 
J J 
partial of the 1 inverse of the rotational sub-stiffness a[K - J 
matrix, a1~ ,is not obtainable in closed form, and can 
J 
be found using a two point central difference approximation 
where his 






-[K-l (D(j+))-K-l (D(j-))] 
2 xh 11 11 
( 6 . 5 ) 
some small change in the design variable o .. 
J 
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It was found that using h equal to 1/10 in 3 results in very 
accurate results. Therefore, the set of design variables 
at the j+ point are 
r = ndv (6.6a) 
and at the j- point are 
(6.6b) 
As an example of the accuracy obtainable from Eq. 6.5 a 
comparison was made for the example problem in Section A of 
Chapter IX. The following exact gradient was computed as 
which compares closely with the approximation given by 
Eq. 6.5 
C. Gradient of the Mass Matrix 
If the mass of the girder at any floor level and 
one-half the mass of the columns above and below the floor 
level are added to the superimposed mass so as to contribute 
to the inertial force, the derivative of the mass matrix with 
respect to the design variables must also be considered. If 
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the Fig. 6.1 represents a typical floor level, i, and the 
subscripts, u, £ and g refer to the dimensions of the upper 
column, lower column and girder, respectively, then the 
derivative of the ith diagonal element of the mass matrix 
with respect to the jth design variable will be 
aM. [ ~ 30 £ aocu ££ aoc~J 1 
= 
p __g_ g 
+ 
u 
+ ~ g K d ~ K d a o . K£d£ a cS • J g g J u u J J 
( 6 . 7 ) 
in which it is assumed that the columns on any given level 
are related to the same design variable due to the necessary 
symmetry in design. Note that various terms of Eq. 6.7 
will drop out when j is not equal to either g, u, or £ . 
D. Gradients of the Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors( 4 ,l 2 ) 
1. Derivative of the Eigenvalues with Respect to the 
Design Variables. 
Let Eq. 5.28 be expressed as 
[F.]{X}(i) = 0 
1 
( 6. 8) 
where 
[F.]= [F(>-. ,cS)]::: [K- ~ ,\ .M ... ] 
1 1 1 ( 6. 9) 
Premultiplying by {X}(i)T' Eq. 6.8 becomes 
(6.10) 
If the partial derivative of Eq. 6.10 is taken, then 
(6.11) 
where the subscript ('j) denotes a term by term partial 
derivative of a matrix with respect to the design variable 
j . 
Observing Eqs. 6.8 and 6.10 indicates that the first 
and third terms of Eq. 6.11 should be zero. However, the 
second term is not zero and can be derived by taking the 
partial derivative of Eq. 6.9 with respect too. 
J 
[aF./88.] = [K,.- A.,.M- A.M,.] =[F.,.] 
1 J J 1 J 1 J 1 J 
(6.12) 
where [K, .] and [M, .] are the matrices resulting from the 
J J 
partial derivative of [K] and [M], respectively, with 
respect to oj. [K,j] may be obtained from Eq. 6.4 and the 
elements of [M,j] are given in Eq. 6.7. 
Introducing Eq. 6.12 into Eq. 6.11, and noting 
Eq. 5.33, the gradient of the eigenvalues can be expressed 
as 
. _ li)T J (i) A.,.- {X} [K,.- A. M,. {X} 
1 J J 1 J (6.13) 
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It should be noted that only mode shapes related to lateral 
deflections are used in Eq. 6. 13, and the resulting 
derivatives correspond only to the first nps eigenvalues. 
2. Derivatives of the Normalized Mode Shapes with 
Respect to the Design Variables. 
The required derivatives can be expressed as a linear 
combination of the previously obtained mode shapes 
nps (k) 




where a .. k is a scalar multiplier to be solved for. Differ-
, J 
entiating Eq. 6.8 yields 
[F .. ]{X}(i) + [F.]{X}~~) = 0 (6.15) 
1 'J 1 J 
Substituting Eq. 6.14 into the above gives 
[F.,.]{X}(i) +[F.]~ a .. k{X}(k) = 0 (6.16) 
1 J 1 k lJ 
T 
Premultiplying by {X}(~) for ~fi Eq. 6.16 becomes 
{X}(~)T[F., .]{X}(i) + ~ 
1 J . k 
(~)T 
a .. k{X} [F.] 
1 J 1 
{X}(k) = 0 (6.17) 
in which a .. k is a scalar and can be placed outside the 
1 J 
matrix multiplication. 
Observing the second term of Eq. 6.17 and Eqs. 5.32(a) 
and (c), it can be seen that only when ~ = k does there 
exist a non-zero value. Using Eqs. 5.33 and 5.36 
(6.18) 
Upon substituting back into Eq. 6.17 a. ·n can be obtained 
1J;v 
{X}(£)T[F., .]{X}(i) 
aij~ = (Ail_JA~) (6.19) 
Obviously, if£= i, Eq. 6.19 approaches infinity and, 
therefore, is not valid. By differentiating Eq. 5.33 the 
scalar equation is obtained 
(6.20) 
into which Eq. 6.14 is substituted, yielding 
a .. k{X}(k) + {X}(i )T[M, .] 
1 J J 
{X}(i) = 0 ( 6 . 21 ) 
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Again, due to Eq. 5.32a the first term drops out for i 1 k. 
And, due to Eq. 5. 33 the first term reduces to 2 I, a .... 
1 J 1 
Solving for a ... 
1 J 1 
2 (6.22) 
To obtain the gradients of the rotational eigenvectors, it 
is necessary to take the partial derivative of Eq. 5.23 
-1 J (i) 
- [K11 J [K12 {X},j (6.23) 
in which all the terms have been previously derived. 
E. Dynamic Response Gradients 
1. Change in Upperbound Displacement with Respect to 
the Change in Design Variables. 
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A mathematically equivalent expression for Eq. 5.47 is 
where 
nps 
Y = ~ sign(X .c.y .)[X .c.y .] pr i=l r1 1 p1 r1 1 p1 
-1 if z < 0 
sign(z) = 0 if z = 0 
1 if z > 0 
Taking the derivative with respect to cS. yields 
J 
nps [ax . 
av /ao. = ~ sign(X .c.y .) "~r 1 c.y . pr J i=l r1 1 p1 ouj 1 p1 
ac. ay ·] X 1 + X p1 + ·~Y· .c."~ r1 ouj p1 r1 1 ouj 
(6.24) 
(6.25) 
j=l, ... ndv (6.26) 
where ax ./acS. is the ith component of Eq. 6. 14. From 
r 1 J 
Eq. 5.40, the gradient of c. can be obtained 
1 
_ ( i ) T 
ac./acS.- {X},. {F} (6.27) 
1 J J 0 
It is necessary to relate the gradient of Y to the pr 
slope of the shock spectrum to be found by Eq. 5.19. 
Let the ordinate of the spectrum y /y t be represented by p s 
v for which Yst is defined by Eq. 5.15 as 
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Now let the abscissa of the spectrum p/2w be signified by u, 
thus the slope of the spectrum shown in Eq. 5.19 will be 
n = dv/du. By the chain rule 
'dy 'dp 
= n x 'du x pr x r 
'dpr 'dv 'doj (6.28) 
where it should be remembered that partial derivatives are 
the same as total derivatives when only one variable is 
involved. 
The last multiplier of Eq. 6.28 is closely related to 
A , ., since 
r J 
P = .;y:-r r (6.29a) 
Then 
(6.29b) 
where A , . is the frequency gradient given in Eq. 6. 13. 
r J 





Now all the terms of Eq. 6.26 have been defined. 
2. Change in Upperbound Stress with Respect to the 
Change in the Design Variables. 
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Similar to Eq. 6.24, Eq. 5.48, the upperbound stress can 
be expressed as 
(6.31) 
+ ab. --s- Y + ab. c pr acr ay J lrauj pr lr r aoj (6.32) 
where aabir/aoj is the ith component of the derivative of 




a o . 
J 
'a{e}(r) 
= [s] ao. 
J 
(6.33) 
which is obtained by taking the derivative of Eq. 5.50 with 
respect too .. The derivatives in each mode of the member 
J 
end deformations with respect too. can be obtained through 
J 
Eq. 5.49 as 
a{e}(r) = [A]T{X}~~) 
a o . J 
J 
(6.34) 
where {X}~~) represents the gradient of the total set of 
J 
eigenvectors, lateral and rotational, in the rth mode, 
Eq. 6.14 and 6.23. 
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3. Gradient of Axial Stresses Due to Girder Shears. 
When the girder shears are considered to contribute to 
the axial stresses in the columns, Eq. 5.54 must be 
differentiated with respect to 8 .. Let us consider the 
J 
axial stress in a member i which may not correspond to the 
design variable j. The general derivative expression may 





aP . K.d. a(l/8.) 
= 8a1 ~ 1 + P .K.d. a8 1 
a j i a1 1 1 j (6.35) 
in which the second term drops out if the design variable j 
does not contain member i, as set up in the design variable 
correlation table. 
If only static shears are considered, then the first 
term drops out also, since the axial load will be independent 
of the member sizes. 
For the upperbound dynamic girder shears, Eq. 5.53 
must be differentiated with respect to 8 .. 
J 
av . p 1 ~ 
a 8. 
J 
+ V c ay p r] 
ir r a8j 
~-1_rc Y + [
av. 






where av. /a8. is the ith component of the gradient of the 
1 r J 
upperbound shear vector in the rth mode. This vector can be 












Only the term [S 8 v: Sv]'j in the above equation has not been 
derived and this can be obtained by differentiating Eqs. 4.7 
and 5.52 with respect to oj. If the ith component does not 
correspond to the jth design variable, then the first term 
of Eq. 6.37 will be zero for that component. 
F. Static Stress Gradient 
The stresses due to static uniform girder loads can be 
obtained using Eq. 4.8 and superimposed upon the upperbound 
dynamic bending stresses, Eq. 5.48. It will then be 
necessary to find the gradient of the static stress 
vector. (l 6 ) From Eq. 4.1 
{P} = [K]{x} 
and 
{P},. = [K, .]{x} + [K]{x},. 
J J J 
(6.38) 
( 6. 39) 
where the notation ('j) indicates the term by term differ-
entiation with respect to oj. Solving for {x},. and 
J 
recognizing the constant static loads 
{X}' j (6.40) 
where {x},. is the vector of nodal displacement gradients. 
J 
For the static loads applied at the nodes, the stress 










For the loads not directly applied at the nodes, the 
fixed end moments must be included in the stress vector as 
(6.43) 
where the second term is the vector of stresses due to the 
fixed end moments {Mf}. Thus the ith component of the 
final stress gradient is 
(6.44) 
where the subscript £ refers to the member corresponding 
to the ith component. If £ does not correspond to j 
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Fig. 6.1 ith Story of Typical Bay. 
VII. STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION 
Chapter III sets forth an approach for minimizing the 
generalized objective function of Eq. 3.1 subject to the 
generalized constraints as shown in Eq. 3.2 This chapter 
is concerned with the specific case where these equations 
deal with dynamic structures. 
A. Objective Function 
An optimum structure may be defined here as one 
which possesses the lightest weight possible while not 
violating any of the constraints imposed upon it. Thus, 
the objective function is the weight function as given 




W(o) = P ~ j=l 
o.l./K.d. 
J J J J 
of which the variables have been shown in Eq. 4. 12. 
B. Design Variables 
1. Choice of Parameter 
( 7 . 1 ) 
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It is clear that the weight of a structure is dependent 
only on the area of the elements providing each is uniform 
and of constant density. For a structure with axial 
stresses only, such as a truss, then the area could be 
used as design variables. When bending stresses are 
considered, however, a design variable must be chosen so 
that both the bending and axial stresses can be expressed 
in terms of the design variables. Reference 28 has shown 
the relationship between the area of a wide flange section 
and its moment of inertia through an empirical formula. 
Since in this investigation a specific section from the 
A.I.S.C. Handbook is not chosen for the final design, it 
is felt that the linearization set forth in Eq. 4.10 is 
sufficiently accurate for relating bending and axial 
parameters. 
2. Correlation of the Design Variable and the 
Individual Member Parameter 
For practical engineering design sometimes it is 
desired to maintain two or more members identical. These 
members can be assigned the same variable. The member 
numbers corresponding to the design variables are stored 
in a design variable correlation matrix. 
Dl 01 0 m 
02 02 on 
D = ( 7 . 2 ) 
D 
ndv ndv X mmax 
where m and n are subscripts relating to member numbers 
and mmax is the maximum number of members assigned to 
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any one design variable. It should be noted, now, that if 
the summation in Eq. 7.1 is on the number of design variables, 
then Eq. 7.2 must be searched for each design variable, to 
obtain the total number of times for which the weight 
component due to that design variable must be added. 
C. Constraint Equations 
l. Behavior Constraints 
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The optimum design must be the lightest design possible 
subject to limitations on the displacements and stresses, 
and on the range permitted in which the frequencies can 
lie. These are termed behavior constraints and can in 
general be expressed by Eq. 3.2. Let the displacement 
constraints be expressed as 
(7.3a) 
where the components of the upperbound dynamic displace-
ment, {Yp}' are given in Eq. 5.47 and {Yu} represents the 
vector of displacement limits. There are nps components 
of Eq. 7.3a. For the stress constraints one may 
similarly write 
{at} - {a } < 0 w - (7.3b) 
where {at} is given by Eq. 5.55 and {ow} represents the 
vector of allowable stresses. There are two stress 
equations for each member and, therefore, Eq. 7.3b 
represents (2 x nm) equations. 
constraints be expressed as 
and 
{p} - {p } < 0 
u -




where {p} represents the vector of nps natural frequencies; 
{pu} represents the upperlimit of each frequency and {p
2
} 
represents the lower limit of each frequency. The purpose 
of Eq. 7.3(c) and (d) is to maintain any frequency within a 
specific range. Generally, Eq. 7.3d will control since the 
frequency of a structure will decrease as the weight is re-
duced. If large invariant masses exist, the frequency will 
be reduced as the stiffness gets smaller, due to Eq. 5.36. 
2. Side Constraints 
Limitations may also be imposed upon the size of the 
design variables and are called side constraints. Since, 
in general, the members tend to become smaller as the de-
sign proceeds, the lower limit is more likely to become 
active than the upper limit. It should be noted, however, 
that the stress in a given member will become bounded be-
fore the design variable for that member is reduced to zero. 
This eliminates the possibility of a member developing a 
zero or negative area, which is obviously physically impos-
sible. In other words, the stress constraint automatically 
imposes some additional constraint upon the size of the 
members. 
D. Constraint Gradients 
Chapter VI provides the equations for gradients to the 
constraints presented above. The gradients to active con-
straints at any design step will be used, similar to the 
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procedure in Chapter III, to determine a new lighterweight 
design. The next chapter gives the details for using these 
gradients for finding a bounded design and then proceeding 
on to a new design. 
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VIII. OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE(l 6 ) 
Chapter III sets forth the general gradient search pro-
cedure as related to any well defined mathematical function. 
This chapter will discuss the details envolved with obtain-
ing a set of design variables which produces some bounded 
quantity as related to dynamic structures. Also to be dis-
cussed is the method for finding a new feasible direction 
using the information derived in Chapter VI. 
The optimization technique can be divided into three 
distinct parts; (l) taking a step; (2) adjusting to the con-
straint; and (3) finding a new feasible direction. 
A. Taking a Step 
If after evaluating the constraint equations in Chapter 
VII it is found that none are violated or bounded, a step 
can be taken in the direction of the negative weight gradi-
ent given in Eq. 6.1. The result will be a new set of de-
sign variables, in this case section moduli, and a wei g ht 
reduction of any desired amount, usually 10 %. Following 
from Eq. 3.9 the new set of design variables can be express-
ed as 
{o}n+l = {o}n + a {s} ( 8 . l ) 
in which { 6 } represents the vector of ndv design variables 
where n and n+l signify the previous design and the new 
design, respectively. { s } is the ndv component feasible 
direction vector and a is the step length in this direction. 
For the present part of the discussion {s} = - {VW}. 
a can be calculated for a given percentage of weight 
reduction. Let W(on +as) be approximated by a linear 
function 
W (a) ~ a + ba ( 8. 2) 
when a is zero, the function represents the initial weight 
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of the structure, which is known. This will be one 11 bound-
ary condition .. in the solution for a trial a. In equation 
form, 
W _ W(O) = W(on) (8.3a) 
Also known is the change in weight with respect to a 
w· = dWI = {s}r{vwl 
da a=O 
(8. 3b) 
The new weight can now be approximated by a first order 
Taylor expansion 
W(a) :: w•a + W ( 8. 4) 
This new weight should be a specified percentage smaller 
than the initial weight; so select some at such that 
w + wa = w - ~W 0 t 0 ( 8. 5) 
where ~ is the fractional reduction in weight. Solving for 
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a = -t {s}T{VW} ( 8. 6) 
{s} in Eq. 8.6 will be, as noted above, equal to the nega-
tive weight gradient, for an unbounded move. If the design, 
on, is bounded then {s} will be a new feasible direction 
vector which will be discussed in Section C. 
If {s} is nearly perpendicular to -{VW} then at will be 
large, since the component in the -{VW} direction will need 
to be magnified in order to affect the desired decrease in 
weight. If {s} is nearly parallel to -{VW}, then at will 
obviously be smaller. 
The new set of design variables can now be compared 
with the side constraints, limits on design variables, to 
see if any are violated or bounded. If a variable is vio-
lated, at is merely reduced in the {s} direction so that 
this variable is bounded. Obviously in this case the de-
crease in weight will be less than our desired percentage. 
At this time a new analysis is made and the procedure 
outlined above is again carried out. 
B. Correcting the Step 
Should it be found, after reanalyzing the new design, 
that one or more response quantities have been violated, at 
will need to be reduced so that the most violated quantity 
is just equal to its limit. The desired reduction can be 
handled in one of two ways. The first approach is to assume 
the response to be a linear function of a, as shown by the 
dotted line in Fig. 8.1. At a equal to zero the value of 
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the response quantity is smaller than the present limit, 
c a u s i n g t h e v a 1 u e o f t h e c o n s t r a i n t , E q . 7 . 3 , t o b e n e g a t i v e. 
At a equal to at' the value of the violated constraint will 
be a positive number. A general rule, then, can be 
observed which is valuable in the logic of the computer 
programming to distinguish between feasible and violated 
designs. The feasible design results in all constraint 
calculations to be negative, whereas in a violated design 
one or more of these computations result in positive 
numbers. 
It is desired to find the value ai that makes gk equal 
to zero. In order to make the constraint easier to 11 hit 11 , 
an allowable tolerance is assumed to be s , and thus a 
bounded constraint is defined by 
( 8. 7) 
Given the two known values of the most violated constraint 
(8.8a) 
(8.8b) 
as noted above, approximate the constraint by a linear 
function of a 
gk !::: a + ba ( 8. 9) 
from which 
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= a (8.10a) 
and 
(8.10b) 
Solving for b 
(8.11) 
and putting back into Eq. 8.10b, is obtained 
g - g 
g + tk ok = k al o at 
E 
- 2 (8.12) 
if the desired 11 target 11 i s the center of the tolerance 
zone. Solving for a I 
gok - s/2 
a I = - a (8.13) gtk - go k t 
The denominator in Eq. 8.13 will always be a positive 
number. If g0 k is less than s/2 (absolute value wise), 
which is the case when the previous design is bounded, 
then the numerator is also positive resulting in a negative 
value of a 1 . Since a negative a 1 would produce an increase 
in weight, a quadratic interpolation scheme must be used 
when the most violated constraint in the present design 
was bounded in the previous design. It is derived as 




Since the boundary conditions are known from Eq. 8.8 and 
the slope is also known, the constants can be solved for. 
Since 
gk(O) = gok = a (8.15a) 
dgk/da = {Vgk(O)}T{s} ::: g~k = b (8.15b) 
= a + bat + cat 2 (8.15c) 
from which 
c = (8.16) 
ai can be obtained by setting gk equal to - E/2, which is 
the interpolating target. 
(8.17) 
from which ai can be obtained in terms of a,b, and c 
= -b + [b 2 - 4(a + E/2)c]~ 
ar 2c 
(8.18) 
C. Finding a Direction 
After a successful interpolation has been made, all 
response quantities are less than the present limits and at 
least one will be bounded. The structure must be redesigned 
so that the weight is decreased and the bounded constraint 
is made smaller. The problem is to find a new feasible 
direction {s} to be used in Eq. 8.1 which satisfies the 
following conditions. 
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{s}T{vg}j + {e}jS < 0 j contained in J (8.19a) 
{s}T{VW} + S :5 0 where s -+ smax (8.19b) 
where j is the number of bounded constraints and J is the 
total number of constraints. Also, {s} must be bounded so 
that it is not forced to zero as S is allowed to increase. 
This is accomplished through a normalization process which 
forces the components of {s} to lie between +1 and -1. All 
the elements of {8}. are unity for general curved constraints. 
J 
It can be seen from Fig. 8.2 why Eqs. 8.19 must hold. 
{s}, the feasible direction vector, must point away from 
the constraint surface, gk = 0, so that for some finite a, 
although perhaps small, gk is not violated. Geometrically 
the angle ¢2 must be larger than goo, since ¢ 2 = 90° would 
allow {s} to lie along the tangent to gk = 0 which would 
result in a violated constraint for any positive value of 
a. From Eqs. 3.12(b) and 3.14 
Eq. 8.lg(a) ensures this to be true if {8}k and S are 
positive quantities. The components of {8}k are chosen to 
be either 0 or 1; zero for linear constraints in which 
case ¢ 2 may go to goo, or 1 for non-linear constraints. 
The {8}k vector tends to 11 PUSh 11 {s} away from the constraint 
as much as necessary so that a relatively long step can be 
taken. For very curved constraints, {8}k' may need to be 
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increased beyond 1, but in this work it was not found to be 
necessary. 
Similarly ¢1 in Fig. 8.2 is required to be greater than 
90° so that the weight is decreased during the step a. 
Similar to Eqs. 3.12(a) and 3. 13, this condition can be 
represented as 
(8.20) 
Again Eq. 8. l9(b) ensures the satisfaction of Eq. 8.20 as 
long as S is positive. S is chosen to be as large as 
possible while still satisfying Eqs 8. 19. In this light 
Eqs. 8.19(a) and (b) describe the classical linear program-
ming problem(?,l 6 ) where Sis maximized subject to the 
constraints shown. The result will be the very best 
feasible direction vector, {s}, for the combination of 
constraint and weight gradients in the given stage of the 
design. Other methods have been proposed for finding {s}, 
but it is thought by many(l?) that the linear programming 
approach is the most efficient and straight forward. 
By observation of Eqs. 8.19 it is obvious that for the 
condition shown in Fig. 8.2 as the optimum weight is 
approached, {VW} and {Vg} will become colinear, i.e., lie 
in a straight line. When this is the case, S, will approach 
zero signifying the optimum solution. Of course in the 
finite arithmetic of the digital computer, Swill never 
exactly equal zero, so that in each step of the computer 
program it is necessary to compare S with a preset limit 
ultimately resulting in a termination of the program. It 
will be explained a little later how it is known, in a 
theoretical sense, that a minimum has been reached. 
If two or more constraints are active when the direc-
tion finding problem is encountered, one of the two situa-
tions depicted in Figs. 8.3 and 8.4 will result. The 
figures can be thought of, for generality•s sake, as a 
2-dimensional subspace defined by {Vg} 1 and {Vg} 2 . It can 
be seen from Fig. 8.3 that there may exist some vector, 
{s}, which satisfies Eqs. 8.19a and 8. 19b, since it is 
possible to produce a direction vector which makes an 
obtuse angle with {VW} and {Vg}k. Hence, even a local 
minimum is not reached. This is not the case, however, in 
Fig. 8.4, because any proposed {s} which makes an obtuse 
angle with {VW} will result in an acute angle with {Vg} 2 . 
And, since no feasible direction vector can be found, at 
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least a local minimum has been reached. If convex constraints 
are involved, as is the case by observing example problem 
in Section A of Chapter IX, then the global minimum has 
also been found. 
What is obvious geometrically, also is confirmed 
theoretically by the well-known Kuhn-Tucker conditions for 
a relative minimum, which are 
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ow 
3g. i = 1, ... ndv +~ J (8.2la) \.-- = 0 
3o. j J d 0. j = l, ... no. active 1 1 
constraints 
and 
\. > 0 (8.2lb) 
J 
where \j is a set of scalar multipliers. For the specific, 
two-active-constraint condition Eq. 8.2la reduces to 
(8. 22) 
Only for the case shown in Fig. 8.4 will both \ 1 and \ 2 be 
positive since in this case {VW} can be expressed as a non-
negative linear combination of {Vg} 1 and {Vg} 2 . 
The convenient aspect of the feasible directions 
approach is, due to this theoretical link, as soon as the 
directions finding portion of the design method has resulted 
in a 11 no feasible direction .. solution, then the Kuhn-Tucker 
conditions are also satisfied and the minimum weight design 





Fig. 8.1 Violated Constraint Va lue Plotted as a Function of 
Step Length, ex. 
Fig. 8.2 Obtuse Angles Which Must Exist Between Gradient 
Vectors and the Feasible Direction Vector. 
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-4------------------~--------------------~81 
Fig. 8.3 Non-Optimum Constraint Intersection: New Feasible 
Directi on Vector Exi sts. 
{\JW} 
--~---------------------------------------+8, 
Fig. 8.4 Optimum Constraint Intersection: No Feasible 
Direction Exists and Kuhn-Tucker Condition for 
Minimum are Satisfied. 
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IX. EXAMPLE PROBLEMS 
The following example problems were solved using the 
computer program listed in the Appendix. Various structural 
configurations and constraint limitations were considered 
along with the effects of damping and column loadings. In 
a d d i t i o n t o t h e c om p u t e r s o·l u t i o n , t h e e x a m p 1 e i n S e c t i o n A 
was solved by hand with a desk calculator. These computa-
tions are presented in detail so that the design method can 
be more easily understood by the reader. Various constraint 
surfaces are shown for the two-dimensional example. Since 
it is impossible to view more than three dimensions, for 
the examples with several variables a graph is given showing 
weight reduction versus the cumulative number of feasible 
designs. Tables are also shown giving the condition of the 
constraints in each design. 
A. Two-Dimensional Illustrative Example 
1. Free Step 
The two-story structure of the cantilever type shown in 
Fig. 9.1 was designed with the consideration of several sets 
of constraints for the purpose of showing how the equations 
derived in Chapters V and VI are used for the actual design. 
This example problem will be solved for one design step 
for the following set of constraints 
Y . < [.03 .0715]ft., a . < 30 ksi ~= 11 ' · · · 4 PJ - p1 - J= ,2 
1 rps ~ p1 ~ 10 rps 
The deSign begins at some arbitrary point 
where, it iS assumed, this design is unbounded and not in 
violation of any of the constraints. It should be noted 
that some p~eliminary work n a y be necessary to find a 
design that meets these requirements. The initial weight 
can be dete~mined from Eq. 4.12 using values from Table I. 
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+ 1 2 0 X 31 . 9l = 
10 X .36J .8417 kips 
in which p ~ -00283 and k = .36. This is to be reduced by 
10%, and in the direction of the gradient, Eq. 6.1 
qw ~ [.00786 .00943]T kips/in 3 
The new design point can be expressed in terms of the old 
design point, th~ gradient of the weight equation and a 





The new poi~t no~ is determined by Eq. 8. l 
{
6 9 . 1 } {· 0 0 7 8 6} { 6 4 . 7 } {~}, =:: - 558.4 :::: 
3 l . 7 . 0 0 ~; L;~ 3 2 6 . 4 
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This new design point must now be analyzed to see if the 
constraints are bounded or violated. 
2. Computation of Constraint Values 
Since the principle objective of this example is the 
evaluation of the constraints and gradients and the 
carrying through of the design procedure, the determination 
of frequencies, mode shapes and the stiffness matrix will 
not be shown in detail. The frequencies and normal modes 
have been found as 
p1 = 4.6363 rad/sec, p2 = 19.26 rad/sec 
{X}(l) = [.2516 .9345]T, {X}( 2 ) = [.6608 -.3557]T 
The condensed stiffness matrix is 





The maximum displacements can now be computed using 
the superposition of normal modes procedure, Eq. 5.47. 
c. can be obtained from Eq. 5.40 where 
1 
and 
{F }T = [0 l] kip 
0 
c 1 = .9345, c 2 = -.3557 
ypi can be obtained from the shock spectrum, Fig. 5.3, 
for values of p/2w equal to 
{pi/2w} = [.772 3.21] 
where w = radians/second. From Fig. 5.3, then 
v. = (y /y t). = [1.7393 1.1689] 
1 p s 1 
Since the eigenvectors are considered to be normalized 










1 i = 1 '2 --2, 
pi 
where K. and M. are the diagonalized stiffness and mass 
1 1 
elements, respectively, due to uncoupling the differential 
equation of motion by the normal modes method. Now 
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- [ 1.7393 y -
pi (4.6363) 2 
1. 1689] = 2 [.08091, .00315]ft. 
(19.26) 
The maximum displacements are then calculated from Eq. 5.47 
Ypl = 1.2516 X .9345 X .08091 + .6608 X (-.3557) 
X .003151 = .0197 ft. 
yp2 = 1.9345 X .9345 X .08091 + (-.3557) 
X (-.3557) X .003151 = .07104 ft. 
These values were compared with results from a computer 
program taken from Reference 29 and found to agree very 
closely. 
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Following from Eq. 7.3(a) the two displacement con-
straints can now be evaluated 
Ypl Yul = .0197- .03 ==- .0103 < 0 
Yp 2 - Yu 2 = .07104 - .0715 = - .00046 < 0 
Both constraints are satisfied and, therefore, no violation 
has occur~ed. Now it must be checked to see if either is 
less than s(=-.01) which is the ratio of the actual con-
straint value to its limiting value 
- .343 (not bounded) 
y 2 - y 2 
_p u ::: 
Yu2 
- . 006 
which is less than (absolute value wise) s, hence YP 2 is 
bounded. 
The stresses can be calculated in a manner very 
similar to the displacements. It was found that the 
stresses were very small and, therefore, not bounded. 
3. Computation Of Constraint Gradients 
Now at this point a new direction called a feasible 
direction must be found so that another step can be taken 
toward a smaller weight. First, the gradient to the 
bounded constraint must be obtained using Eq. 6.26. The 
first two terms of the equation are related to the change 
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in the mode shapes, while the third term is related to the 
change in the shock spectrum values. 
The gradients of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors were 
derived in Chapter VI. Let us calculate the gradient of 




c: = ao 1 
and 
aK 22 =[12.5 
~ -12.5 
0. 5l = J -1 
0 ' ao 1 
aKl2 
= L7: --ao 1 
-12.5] 
l 2. 5 
-7 aK12 
x 10 ; and 





[- 3. 03 l.52J -7 X l 0 ; 
l . 52 -.753 
:J 











= [ 1 2 . 4 - 4 . 9 6] k i p 
-4.96 2.00 ft-in 3 
Recognizing the constant mass, one may calculate the 
gradient to the eigenvalues from Eq. 6.13 as 
a A. 1 A.l'l = --a8 = [.2516 
l 
{ . 2 5 1 6 } = . 2 5 6 5 
.9345 
[ 




;.. 1 , 2 = .185, ;.. 2 , 1 = 2.466, ;.. 2 , 2 = 7.99 
The gradient to the eigenvectors can be computed from 
Eq. 6.14 of which the scalar is given in Eqs. 6.19 and 
6.22 for the present problem 
in which 
then 
a{X}(l) (1) (2) 
= a {X} + a {X} = ao 1 111 112 
( 2 ) 
all2{X} 
= [.6608 -.3557~ [5.04 
all2 (20.9- 371.3 -.516 - . 5 1 6l{ 2 5 l 6} . 2 0 6J . 9 3 4 5 
= - .001422 
.001422 











.23004} -2 {X}l'2 = X 10 
-.12382 
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{X}2'2 = {-.08758} X 10-2 
-.32534 




c l 'l --ar = [ - • 0 9 3 9 7 
l 
.05058] X Jo- 2 {~} 
= .05058 X 10- 2 
= - .12382 X 10- 2 
= • 13290 X 10- 2 
-2 c 2 , 2 =- .32534 x 10 
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Now, the gradient term related to the slope of the 
shock spectrum can be obtained from Eq. 6.30. The slope of 
Fig. 5.3 can be computed using the finite difference 
interpolating Eq. 5.19 
n1 = .1292 and n2 = .0112 
Since h = .05 and for n1 
u = .44; f_ 2 = 1.690; f_ 1 = 1.717; f 0 = 1.735; 
f 1 = 1.741; and f 2 = 1.742 
and for n 2 
u = .20; f_ 2 = 1.165; f_ 1 = 1 .167; f 0 = 1. 168; 
f 1 = 1. 169; and f 2 = 1.168 
Then the change in maximum displacement in each mode with 
respect to each design variable change is 
similarly 
1 x(2 1 ~ 9 ~ - 2 x 4.6363 
2 X (4.6363) 3 
X .08091) X .2565 =- .9377 X 10- 3 
y p 1 '2 = - .6796 X 1 0-
3 
y p2 '1 = - .2064 X 1 o-
4 
-4 Yp2'2 = - .6686 X 10 
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The gradient to the upperbound response of the system 
can be found using Eq. 6.26. Note that only the bounded 
constraints need to be considered. From Eq. 6.26 
'dYn/2 = 2 ~ (.0505 X 10- X .9345 X .0809 + .9345 ao 1 
X .0505 X 10- 2 X .0809 + .9345 X .9345 
X(- .9377 X 10- 3 ))+ (.1329 X 10- 2 
X (- .3557) X .00315 + (- .3557) 
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-2 
X .1328 X 10 X .00315 + (- .3557) 
X (- .3557) X (- .20647Xl0- 4 )) 
-3 3 
=- .7479 x 10 ft/in 
Similarly the other gradient can be computed as 
-3 . 3 Yp 2 , 2 =- .7820 x 10 ft/1n 
4. The Feasible Direction Vector 
A prewritten linear program was used to solve Eq. 8.19 
and find the best feasible direction vector given the 
gradient of the weight function and of the bounded constraint. 
{s} = [1.0 -.893] = 1.3406 [.7458 -.6660] 
Although this vector was chosen to be the best according 
to Eq. 8.19, any vector will work as long as Eqs. 3.13 
and 3.14 are satisfied; that is 
{s}T{Vg} < 0 
If the gradients are normalized, i.e. 




{'VW} = [.00786 .00943] = 1.227 X 10- 2 
[.640 .768] 
then 
- . 0342 < 0 
and 
{s}T{'VW} =- .0341 < 0 
These two calculations ensure that for some step length, 
a, a new feasible design can be obtained. A new design was 
found for a= 1.44 
{ 6 4. 7} { 1 . 0 } {o}2 = + 1.44 = 26.4 -.893 
which was found to be the optimum design for S = .001 from 
Eq. 8.19(b). The optimum weight was found to be 
wept= .7568 kip 
for a constraint tolerance of s = -l/10. It was found that 
for a smaller tolerance, a slightly smaller weight could be 
obtained since it was possible to get closer to the 
constraint. This conclusion can be observed in Fig . 9.3 in 
which the curves are plotted for s =-.01. 
5. Comparison of Designs with Various Limitations 
The problem was repeated several times starting at 
three different initial designs. Fig. 9.3 shows a plot of 
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the constraint surfaces for these designs and the various 
paths taken by each. Curve (A) represents the bounded 
constraint surface pertaining to the problem discussed 
above. The point marked {6} is the initial design and the 
0 
1 i n e m a r k e d " W G V" i s t h e we i g h t g r a d i e n t v e c to r . Two o t h e r 
initial points were tried and it was found that the same 
final design resulted. The lines marked ''FDV" are the 
feasible direction vectors. 
Curve (B) is also the Y2 = .0715 ft constraint but 
with the consideration of 10% damping. Since the response 
of the damped structure is less than a similar undamped one, 
then the constraint is confronted at a lower weight. 
Curve (C) represents a slightly different set of 
limitations 
y . < [.03 
PJ -
. 20]ft.' 
4 rps ~ p1 ~ 10 rps 
a . < 30 ksi p 1 -
[10 25]in 3 ~ 6,Q_ ~ 100 in 3 ,Q_=l,2 
i = 1 ' . . . 4 
j = 1 '2 
The displacement constraint was merely relaxed so that the 
frequency constraint curve (C) would become active and its 
general shape could be observed. 
Similarly, curve (D) is the constraint resulting if the 
frequency constraint is also relieved 
Y . < [.03 20]ft., cr pi < 30 ksi 
PJ -
1 rps 2 P1 2 10 rps 
[10 25]in 3 2 o~ 2 100 in 3 ~=1,2 
i = 1 ' . . . 4 
j = 1 '2 
It can be seen that constraint curve (D) is nearly linear. 
Due to the limitations on the second design variable, the 
minimum weight design occurs at the intersection of two 
constraints. 
Fig. 9.4 shows the stress constraints which become 
active for the limitations 
Y . < [.03 20]ft., cr . < 10 ksi PJ - p 1 
1 rps 2 p1 S 10 rps 
i=l' ... 4 
j = 1 '2 
In this design it can be seen how the method zigzags 
between constraints. Since the program is set up to 
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handle general nonlinear constraints, the linear constraints 
are treated as if they were non-linear. The final result 
is the same, however, as a method which would follow the 
linear constraint to an intersection. 
It can be seen, by observing Fig. 9.4 the blown-up 
views of two bounded points (a) and (b), the relationship 
between the weight gradient, constraint gradient and 
feasible direction vectors. At point (b) it is obvious 
that a vector for redesign can be found which decreases 
the weight but does not violate the constraints. However, 
at (a) the weight gradient lies within the sector defined 
by the two constraint gradients. A vector cannot be 
found which yields a reduction in weight but does not 
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violate one of the constraints. Point (a), then, satisfies 
the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for a minimum as described in 
Chapter VIII. Since the weight gradient vector can be 
expressed as a non-negative linear combination of the 
constraint gradients, Eqs. 8.21 are satisfied and the 
minimum has been proved to be at point (a). 
B. Comparison of Designs Considering Damping and the 
P-6 Effect 
1. Dynamic Design Only 
The two-story planar frame of Fig. 9.5 consisting of 
wide flange members rigidly connected has eight degrees of 
freedom including two in sidesway. The system has four 
design variables, two for the columns and one for each of 
the girders. The two translational eigenvectors were 
used to approximate the dynamic analysis. The limits on 
the behavior and side constraints were as follows 
Y. < [.20 .25]ft., o . < 30 ksi 
PJ - p 1 
i = 1 , 
j = 1 , 2 
l 2 
1 rps < p1 S 100 rps 
10 in. 3 < oQ, < 100 in.~ £=1,2, ... 4 
Three cases were considered; 1) dynamic analysis with 
no damping or axial load; 2) 10% of critical d~mping; 
3) 50 kips-per-column superimposed load considering the 
P-~ effect. In all cases the mass lumped at each girder 
resulted from the assumed slab weight resting on the 
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girder equal to 2 kips/ft for the first story and 1 kip/ft. 
for the top story. The dynamic loading at each story was 
considered to be the result of a wind load of 37.5 psf 
with a time function approximated by a half sine wave, 
Fig. 9.lb. The total force was computed on the basis of 
similar frames spaced 20 feet on center. The design 
procedure attempts to decrease the weight by 10% each 
step, but if a constraint is encountered during a step the 
actual decrease may be somewhat less than 10%. 
A plot of the cumulative number of bounded designs 
versus the weight at the bounded design for the three 
cases is shown in Fig. 9.6. The optimum design is labeled 
with the nature of the active constraints. Table III shows 
the condition of the constraints at each design step. It 
can be seen that the inclusion of damping in the analysis 
allows a much lighter weight design. This can be explained 
since the damped structure has a smaller response than an 
undamped one of equal weight, the damped design encounters 
a similar constraint at a lighter weight. This can be 
seen by observing designs 4 and 5 where the damped design 
has a weight 10% less than the undamped design when the 
stress at point two reaches 30 ksi. Conversely, if heavy 
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column loads are neglected the design can be too conserva-
tive. It is seen that because of increased stresses due to 
secondary moments of the P-6 effect as well as direct 
superposition of axial upon bending stresses, the axial 
load design is bounded by a 2 at a weight 20% to 30% above 
the design in which the axial load is not present. The 
axial load also causes the columns to be at their maximum 
stresses in the final design, which results in columns 
somewhat larger than the other designs, while the girders 
are not effected as much. 
All three designs terminated when 6 in Eq. 8.9 becomes 
less than .001. This means that the constraint normals and 
the objective function normal are so related that no 
feasible direction can be found and the minimum is encount-
ered. This condition is an automatic satisfaction of the 
Kuhn-Tucker conditions for a minimum. 
2. Static and Dynamic Superimposed Design 
Also shown on Fig. 9.6 is the optimum design of the 
same dynamic undamped structure with consideration of 
static stresses due to uniform girder loading. It is 
necessary to be able to combine both static and dynamic 
stresses in one program, since the final results, that is 
the member sizes, from two separate designs, one static 
and one dynamic, cannot be superimposed. 
Limitations for this design are the same as the three 
designs described above. 
C. Comparison of Designs for a 4-Story Model Including 
Girder Shears (Static and Dynamic) as Components of 
the Column Forces 
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The 4-story rigid frame in Fig. 9.7 has 12 degrees of 
freedom and 8 design variables. The four translational 
eigenvectors were used to approximate the dynamic analysis. 
The limits on the behavior and side constraints are as 
follows 
y. < [.10 .15 
PJ -
i=l, 24 
j = 1 , 4 
.20 
5 rps ~ p1 < 100 rps 
.25]ft., a . < 20 ksi p 1 -
10 in 3 < cS.R- ~ 1000 in 3 .R-=1, ... 8 
Four cases were considered; 1) dynamic analysis only 
with no axial load; 2) same as (1) except the limit on p1 
was raised to 8 rps; 3) dynamic analysis considering dynamic 
girder shears as contributing to the axial column stresses 
and causing a P-~ effect; and 4) dynamic analysis plus the 
static effect of uniform girder mass contributing to column 
stresses and causing a P-~ effect. The dead load resting 
upon the girders was considered to be 2 kips/ft. for the 
first three stories and 1 kip/ft for the fourth. The live 
load on the girders was assumed to be 60 psf for the first 
three stories and 20 psf for the roof. The total force was 
computed on the basis of similar frames spaced at 20 feet 
on center. 
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A plot of the cumulative number of bounded designs 
versus the weight of the design for all four cases is shown 
in Fig. 9.7. Table IV shows the condition of the constraints 
at each design step. It can be seen that by neglecting the 
effects of girder shears results in a much too conservative 
design as shown in curve (1). Approximately a 10% heavier 
design is produced if only dynamic girder shears are 
included in the design as shown in curve (3). And finally 
curve (4) shows that if the static girder shears are also 
considered the final design weight is increased markedly. 
Curve (2) shows that imposing a higher restriction on 
a frequency results in a heavier final design. The restric-
tion may be necessary due to a constant frequency machine 
operating in the neighborhood of one of the natural fre-
quencies of the structure. 
D. Multi-Bay and Multi-Story Structure Example 
The 2-bay, 2-story rigid frame shown in Fig. 9.8 is 
composed of wide flange members. There are 8 degrees of 
freedom, 6 in rotation and 2 in translation, and there are 
6 independent design variables. The two translational 
eigenvectors were used to approximate the dynamic analysis. 
The following limitations were imposed upon the response, 
eigenvalues and member sizes, respectively: 
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ypj = [.2 .25]ft.' (}pi j = 1 '2 20 ksi i=l' ... 2 
5 rps < p1 ~ 100 rps 
1.0 in 3 ::: o.Q, < 1000 in 3 .Q,=l, ... 10 
Three cases were considered; 1) dynamic analysis only; 
2) combination of wind loading and static girder loading, no 
damping; and 3) similar to (2) but with 10% damping. The 
uniform static girder loading is considered to be 2 kips/ft 
on the first floor and 1 kip/ft on the top floor. 
Fig. 9.9 shows a comparison of design histories of the 
3 cases considered. Curve (1) gives the dynamic design 
which results in the lightest weight structure. On the 
other hand, curve (3) shows the results of including the 
static girder loads. It is thought that this design 
procedure results in a too conservative design. To counter-
balance these two designs, 10% damping is included and the 
resulting design is shown in curve (2). Since the shock 
spectrum approach gives an upperbound approximation to the 
true dynamic analysis, the 10% damping helps to remove some 
of the overly conservative tendencies of the method. 
By observing curves (2) and (3) another conclusion can 
be drawn. It was shown in Example A that the set of 
initial design variables was not unique to the optimum 
design. Similarly, the path of the design history is not 
unique. Although the damped design in curve (2) ultimately 
results in the lightest weight optimum design, ther e are 
intermediate points at which the undamped design in 
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Fig. 9.1 Characteristics of Dynamic Loading 
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Table I. Initial Conditions Example A 
Length(in.) Depth(in.) Section(in. 3 ) 
120 
120 










Initial Conditions Example B 
Depth{in.} Section{in. 3 } 
1 6 100 
1 8 1 50 
1 6 100 
1 8 150 
21 200 









Table III~ Comparison of Constraint Conditions For Example B 
Feasible X 8 0 Design 
1 Free Free Free 01 2 
2 II II 02 06 
3 II II Free 01 0 
4 02 II II 06 
5 Free 02 II 0 
6 II II S'+ 06,010 
7 S~t S'+ II 010,012 
8 II II II 06,010 
9 II II v2,03,09,s4 05,o1o,012 
1 0 s II y 2 '0 4 06 
1 1 y2 Y2,02,S4 Y2,02 06,oa,01o,012 
1 2 v2,S4 v2,09,s4 Y2,02,06 
1 3 II v2,s2,slt Y2,02,03 
1 4 y2 y2 v2,02,03,s4 
1 5 y2 Y2,S4 Y2,0 2 ,0 
1 6 Y2,S4 y 1 'y 2 Y2,02,03,s4 same 
1 7 y2 y 2 's 4 Y2 ,0 2 ,0 3 ,0 4 
18 y 2 's 2 y 1 'y 2 Y2,02,03,s4 
1 9 y 2 's 4 y 2 's 4 Y2 ,0 2 ,0 3 ,0 4 
20 y 1 'y 2 y 1 'y 2 v2,03,s4 
21 y2 sIt' y 2 Y2,02,03,04 
22 y 1 'y 2 y 1 'y 2 Y2,02,03,s 4 
23 y 1 'y 2 y 1 'y 2 Y2,o2,03,04 
24 Y1,Y2,S4 Y2,02,03,S4 

















Table IV~ Comparison of Constraint Conditions for Example C 
( 1 ) ( 2) 
Free Free 
01,017,019 01,017,019,w1 
01,011,021 01,017,021 ,w1 




01,011 01,05,06 ,w1 
01,017,019,021 01,05,06 ,w1 
01,05,05,017, 
01 ·9,021,023 01,05,06,023,W1 
0 1 ,0 4 ,0 5 ,0 1 7, 
019,021,02 3 01,04,0 5,07 ,WI 
01,04,05,07,017' 
019,021,02 3 01,04,07,02 3 ,w1 







































Table v. Initial Conditi ons Example D 
Member Length{ in.} De~th{in.} Section{in. 3 } D. V. # 
1 120 1 4 119.93 
2 120 1 4 119.93 2 
3 120 1 4 159.96 3 
4 120 1 4 159.96 4 
5 120 1 4 119.93 1 
6 120 1 4 119.93 2 
7 240 1 8 62.74 5 
8 240 1 8 62.74 5 
9 240 1 6 62 . 74 6 
1 0 240 1 6 62.74 6 
1 1 1 
X. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. Summary and Conclusions 
Presented in this paper was a method for optimizing 
the weight of a dynamic frame subject to frequency and re-
sponse constraints. A direct, non-linear mathematical pro-
gramming method of the gradient search type was used to 
carry out the minimization process. 
The dynamic response was obtained using modal super-
position in conjunction with a shock spectrum. The shock 
spectrum was plotted using a finite difference technique 
to compute the ordinates at regular intervals of natural 
frequencies. The dynamic response included the damping and 
P-6 effects. 
The gradients to the response quantities were obtained, 
for the most part, in closed form. This was possible pri-
marily due to the use of the shock spectrum for the dynamic 
analysis. Also presented were the gradients to the static 
stresses, both bending and axial, resulting from the consid-
eration of the uniform superimposed girder loadings. The 
girder shears, both static and dynamic, were used to com-
pute axial column loads which contributed to increase direct 
stresses and secondary P-6 stresses. 
The method can be used for rigid frame design with 
constituent members of wide flange cross sections. Although 
the dynamic loadings were given in a half sine wave time 
function, other types of time-dependent excitations can be 
employed in the computer program by merely modifying the 
shock spectrum. 
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A two-member framed structure was designed by hand 
with the use of a desk calculator. The previously derived 
equations were expanded in detail by inserting the various 
values corresponding to the given model in order to make 
the design procedure easier to understand. Several bounded 
designs were plotted so that the constraint surfaces could 
be seen. 
Several selected example problems by computer were 
given to show the significant effects of frequency, stress 
and displacement constraints and damping and P-6 effects on 
optimum design. It was found that when damping is consid-
ered the optimum design for similar models is somewhat 
lighter than when damping is neglected. Conversely, the 
P-6 effect on the optimum design results in a somewhat heav-
ier design. The increased weight is generally taken in the 
columns although the girders are also slightly heavier. 
These are logical conclusions since damping decreases re-
sponse thereby allowing a generally lighter weight, that is 
a more flexible design to have the same response. Just the 
opposite is true for the frame with heavy axial loads. The 
deflections and stresses are greater and the final design 
which possesses the limiting response will have a greater 
relative weight. It was also found that increasing the fre-
quency limitation generally increases the optimum weight. 
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The general computer program is printed in the Appendix 
along with additional information for a better understanding. 
Any time dependent loading function can be used for the dy-
namic analysis merely by supplying the corresponding shock 
spectrum. The program has the advantage over some other dy-
namic design programs of having the capability of being able 
to superimpose the static stresses, due to the uniform gird-
er loads that usually exist, upon the dynamic stresses. Any 
number and value of damping ratios can be investigated by 
supplying the appropriate spectrum values. Axial stresses 
are also computed in the program due to the girder shears 
as components of the column loadings. Stresses due to addi-
tional vertical column loads at the roof level can be con-
sidered, if need be, by supplying these loading values as 
data. The result of this program is a useful set of member 
sizes which reflect all the above effects; whereas the re-
sults from several other programs each reflecting only a 
single effect are useless since there is no way to combine 
the separate sets of member sizes. 
B. Recommendations for Further Study 
l. Buckling Modes as Constraints 
The problem involved with solving for the buckling 
forces and modes(lg) is an eigenvalue problem formulated sim-
ilar to the frequency problem. It should be possible to de-
rive the buckling constraint gradients in a manner similar 
to that given in Chapter XI. Since the second order spring 
matrix is already formulated some of the work toward the 
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buckling design has already been done. The result would be 
the lightest weight structure for a given axial load where 
buckling controls over stresses. 
2. Elasto-Plastic Design 
Several well known authors( 30, 3l) have proposed elasto-
plastic analysis using a modified shock spectrum. A parame-
ter for the spectrum is a ductility ratio which is a measure 
of the plastic deformation experienced by the structure. 
Given this spectrum or a systematic method to produce one, 
an elasto-plastic optimum design could be obtained by re-
lieving all the moment constraints. Since a plastic hinge 
forms, thereby limiting the maximum bending stresses, the 
stress constraints could be eliminated. An elastic design 
previously bounded by stresses would become a lighter weight 
elasto-plastic design but with limits still imposed upon 
sidesway displacements. 
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APPENDIX 
Nomenclature, Flow Chart, 
Computer Program and Input Data 










= Wide flange section constant 
= Forcing frequency 
= Percent of critical damping 
= Amplitude of forcing function 
= Number of damping ratios available 










= Maximum number of members per design variable 
= Total number of degrees of freedom 
= Degrees of freedom in rotation 
= Number of eigenvectors used in analysis 
= Number of design variables 
= Number of members 
= Number of bays 
= Number of member end forces 
= Number of degrees of freedom in side sway 









= Total number of constraints on frequencies 
= Total number of behavior constraints on system 
= Total number of constraints on design variables 
= Number of columns 
= Column loadings 
= Static girder loads in mass units 
= Static fixed end moments due to [WWW] 
120 
MAIN (Cont.) 























= Section moduli (initial design) 
= Modulus of elasticity 
= Material density 
= Dynamic loading amplitude 
= Member lengths 
= Superimposed masses 
= Ordinates on the shock spectrum 
= Statics matrix for moments 
= Statics matrix for shear 
= Static joint loadings due to [WWW] 
= Design variable correlation matrix 
= Design variable constraint limits 
= Displacement constraint limits 
= Stress constraint limits 
= Freq ue ncy constraint limits 
= Constraint tolerance, E 
= Logical operator denoting bounded behavior 
constraints 
Logical operator denoting bounded side constraints 
= Logical operator denoting violated behavior 
constraints 
= Logical operator denoting use of quadratic 
interpolation 
= Bounded side constraint indices 
= Bounded behavior constraint indices 

























= Total number of bounded side constraints 
= Weight gradients 
= Total weight of structure 
yst from Eq. 5.15 
= Eigenvalues 
= Natural frequencies 
= Upperbound dynamic stresses 
= Design variables 
= Total number of bounded behavior constraints 
= Index of worst violated constraint 
= Value of the worst violated constraint 
= WCV in previous feasible design 
= Feasible direction vector 
= A measure of the angle between the weight 
gradient and the violated constraint gradient, 
Eq. 8.15b 
= Upperbound peak dynamic displacements 
{YM} in last feasible design 
= {STRES} in last feasible design 
= {VALU} of last feasible design 
= Total number of bounded constraints 
= Bounded constraint gradients 
= Gradient to the upperbound displacements 
= Gradient to the upperbound stresses 
= Gradient to eigenvalues 





SIMA = S i n E q . 8. 1 9 
DIEG 
--
[CVEC] = Gradient to translational eigenvectors 
[DREC] = Gradient to rotational eigenvectors 
[DK12], [DKA 1], [DK22] = Gradient to the partitioned stiffness 
matrix 
[SO],[S3],[S4] = Stiffness coefficients 
[DKR] = Gradient to the condensed stiffness matrix 


















= System stiffness matrix 
= Rotational portion of stiffness matrix (inverted) 
= Static rotations 
= Mode shapes (normalized) 
= Gradient to the mass matrix 
=Scalar in Eq. 6.14 
= Abscissa of the shock spectrum 
= Maximum displacement in each mode 
Derivative of {YC}; slope of the shock spectrum 
= Peak modal participation coefficients 
= Dominating mode 
= Static member end rotations 
= Translational eigenvectors in element coordinates 
= Rotational eigenvectors in element coordinates 
= Stresses in each mode 
= Shears in each mode 
ANAL (Cont.) 
[PA] = Static column forces 
[PC] = [PA] plus dynamic girder shear components 





















{XC} in ANAL 
location of point in 
interpolation point 
of the shock spectrum 
the shock spectrum 
{YC} i n ANAL 









= Number of horizontal members (girders) 
= Mass of members lumped at floor levels 
= Same as [DTS] in DIEG 
= IBM system subroutine to fix decimal numbers 
{AMASS} = Total mass 
[KMl] = Translational partioned portion of stiffness 
matrix (inverted) 
[KR] = Flexibility matrix 








[KS] = Second order spring matrix; for P-~ effect 
STIFF 
{SMY},{SVY} = Same as {53} and {54} in DIEG 
KE2 = Parameter which causes system stiffness matrix 
formulation procedure to be skipped 
DISTRES 
[DEP] = Eq. 6.28 
[DC] = Eq. 6.27 
[DRVEL] = Rotational eigenvector gradients i n element 
coordinates 
[DEVEL] = Translational eigenvector gradients in element 
coordinates 
{ s 1 } = Static bending stress gradients 
[DSIGMA] = Dynamic bending stress gradients in each mode 
[OSHER] = Dynamic shear gradients in each mode 
{C} = Eq. 5.40 
[DV] = Gradient to the dynamic girder shears 
[DSIGAS] = Gradient to the axial stresses 
[SIGN] = Eq. 6.25 
[SIGNl] = Similar to [SIGN] for stresses 
[SIGN2] Similar to [SIGN] for shears 
MANDCH 
PCTR = % reduction i n weight desired i n the direction {S } 
ALPHA = Step length in the direction {S} 
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*TPAI~T AT THE 0LO DESIGN PniNT l~,zx,El3.6) 




31 Fr.RMAT (lHO,?X 9 6~H *** FREQUf~JCY c rJr-,l~TRAINTS CONVERTf":D INTO EIGENV 
* A L U E S C CJ N S T Q. A H l T S * * * ) 3 2 P-:· Q ~~ AT ( 1 H J , 2 X , ?. 8 H U P P E R 61 U N D S C ~ l E I S E n V t. L U E S , I ( 4 X , 1 0 E 1 1 • 4 ) ) 
13 r C R I~AT (3X,28H LiJ\~tR ROUNDS i]i\J EIGENVALUfS,/(4X l0Ell.4)) 
3 4 F 0 R :~ A T ( l H 0 , 2 X , 3 5 H G F. A f) I F. ~ ' T T L) T H E W E I G H T F U i ~ C T } 0 ~ J I S , I , 1 X , 1 0 E 1 1 • 6 ) 
* ) 35 FOP~AT (lHO,~X,BH SIMA IS ,5X,Fl3.6) 3~ f[Q_'1!T (1H0,2X,32H FCASIPLE OIRFCTIJf\~ VECTCR,S, IS,/) 
3 7 F C: R ~~ A T ( 1 H 0 , 2 X , 7 g H N '·' M 3 F R 0 F A C T I V E C 0 N S T R A I NT S A R E \1 r R r T H ~ N T E N , 
*CHANGF T~E Dl~F ~ SION STATEMENTS) 
1 q F (: R ~ AT ( 1 H 0 , 2 X , 3 4 H S UP P 0 R T P 0 I NT 0 I S P l A. C E ~~ E NT V c C T 0 R ) 
3 9 F G D. '~ ;\ T ( 1 6 { 1 X ' F 4 • 2 ) ) 
801 F':~M4T (U~0,2X,29H KU 1J"JDED SID: CONSTq_~I~!TS ARE,/,36!3) 
3,)2 F C R~4T ( lHJ,?.X, 3Gt-i h~ lJ"-1Q,EP OF BOU~'DEO SIDE CC:~STRAlNTS ARE,2X,l2) 
C Kl=~IDE FL~NGE SECT.CCNST. 
C PF =F 'JRC lNG FREt'J LJE~CY 
C PGD=PFRCFNT OF CRITICAL O~~PING 
C F T = ;\. ·~ P L I T U D '= 0 F h l F' C I N G F U i~ C T I tJ ''-i 
C ~QQq=N C .O~~PI~G SPfCTRA AVAILABLE 
C N ~ U = \JCJ • f} F T H E D P ·: P IN G S P f C T R U ~ U S t r) 
C ~v~x=~AX. ~J .nr FLE MFNTS PER DES.VAR. 
C NDFS= NJ .DEG.F~· rED.OF SYSTFM 
C ~~ n ~ = . ~ C • D c_: G • F ~ F F 0 • Ir~ f.< r T AT I 0 N 
C NVEC= NU . n F EIGFNVtCT GRS USEO IN ANALYSIS 






R f ~ D ( 5 , 8 2 ) r-1 CJ 0 R , f\ R U , ~1 ~~ A X , N D f S , N 0 R , N V E C , N DV , N M , ~J ?. A Y 
l 0 2 F C ~ ~ -~ T { 8 F 1 0 • 4 ) 
82 Frq~.t~Tt611'J) 
NF = 2 *'~ ~.1 
~~= ~ ~ 
NF T 2 =r< F * 2 ( 1 ) ~J [) F T = ~ .~ [) f S - ~ D R • ~! D F T l == 3 * ~ lJ F T 
~l rJ f T 5 = 5 ~~ \J 0 F T 
~.J~ 0 c = 0 
~J? sc =0 
NP=2 
v~ · P= · ., ~ f\1 D 
C F ~ = \~ r:; • C F F R E 0 tJ F ~ lC I f S U P C ~.' W H I C H C 0 N S T R • A R E I ~ P Q S E D 
TC FR =T UT . ~~ Cl .(n\JSTQ. 0!\ rRECUE~C I FS ( UPPER+LOWFR) 
8CNn =T O T. ~ O.CO~STR. O N SYSTEM 
N ~ n v = r r r • "~ , 1 • c c ~J s r R- • o ~: o E s • v A R • 
~ : C 0 L = ~~ R .L\ Y + l 
:<, f AD ( 5 , l 0 2 J ( PAX ( I ) , I = l , :\J Cr L ) 
R. F .~ D ( 5 , 1 J 2 ) ( { '.rl · 1 (; ( I , J ) , J = 1 , !\1 B A Y ) , I == 1 , N 0 F T ) 








REA.D(5, 102) (Ff.~(l) ,I=l,NF) 
PEAD SECTIGN CHAPACHTFRISTICS 
~fAD { 5, l 02) ( 0 ( I ) , I= l, M) 




RFAO LOAD VfCTnR •••••• EG 
kEA0(5, 102) (EG( I), I=l,NOFT) 
RfAD CLNFIGUP/iT!Ot~ ~AiR ICES 
PEA0(5,102)(XL( 1),1=1,0) 
P t tJ. 0 ( 5 , 1 0 2 ) ( ( v: ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N B A Y ) , I = 1 , N D F T ) 
OC 41 J=l,~!\JOR 
41 RE!I0(5, 10?) (P ~! T( I, J) ,I=l,100) 
106 FCRMAT(4HORQW,I3,lX,AEl5.8/(8X,BE15.8)) 
WP. IT~ (b ,Sl) 
81 FURM1T('0 1 ,10X,'LENGTHS ',lOX,'OEPTHS 
DO S ·~ I = 1 , r·~ 
83 WRITE(f,S4)XL(!),n(I),SY(l) 
84 FO~M.AT( •o•, lOX,Fl ~').4,lOX,F10.4,lOX,F10.4) 
WRITE{6,85)PF,PCO,FT,NOFS,NDFT,N~ 
8 5 F C Q. M ~ T ( • F 0 R (. I r--; G F R E 0 l J E ~J C. Y = 1 , F 1 0 • 4 , I 
* ' P E q C f N T f) .~. ~~ P I ~, : G = ' , F 1 0 • 4 , I 
l I F'~~CJ ' ~r; !MPLITtJOF=',FlQ.4,1 
2 ' TnT.GFG.FREEno~=',IlO,/ 
3 ' DEG.FRFfnC\-1 SJDESWAY=',IlO,I 
4 ' f'l U. t~ E ~ t3 E FZ S = ' , I 1 0 , I ) 
or, 110 I=l,Nf)P 
on 110 J=l,NF 
1 1 a r,. ivA f I , J l = n • 0 
10~ RFA0(~,202) !,J,~IJ 
IF ( I l 1 ;) 4, l 0 4, 1 0 3 
103 A ~. (!,J):f, JJ 
GG rn 105 
1 0 4 W r:: I T f= ( b , ·S 0 ) 
68 1= =- RtA,\T ( 13HOTHt r-J.ATR IX A) 
DC 111 l=l,NDFT 





sc r : 107 
108 cr~._' TINUf 
f) C': 86 I=l,t\:fJR 
8 ~ .'1 P I T E ( 6 , 1 0 6 ) ! , ( ~ r} ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N F ) 
!J J 87 I=l,NDFT 













DO 46 I=l,NDR 
PO ( I ) = 0 • 
DC 4~J J=l ~F 
46 PCt ( I ) = P 0 ( f ) - A'·q I , J ) *f E ~ ( J} 
402 
2 22 2 
2224 
W~ITF(6,402)(P0( J),J=l,NCP) 
F C R~AT('JSTATIC GIROE~ M0~.=',/,8Fl3.4,' KIP-FFET ') 
' . .JCITE {6,15) 
n C' 2 2 2 2 I = 1 , ~: 0 V QFAD(5,5) (!f)V(P(I,J),J=l,M~AX) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 2 2 4 ) I , ( I D V C P ( T , J) , J = 1 , ~MAX ) 
F n r~~T(3X I?,lOX,10I4) ~ c: ~ 11 ( c:; , 2 J ( S C G ~ ( I ) , I= 1 , N~~ i) V) 
F!?ST ~ I OV Cflt<STP~I N TS AOE UPPtR POUNDS GN THE DESIGr~ VARIARLES A~!O 
T ~ F I'J E X T ~~ f) V C (j n S T R ~, ! ~~ T S A R F L D W E R 8 0 IJ "l 0 S C N T HE D F S l G N VA R 1 A !3 L E S • 
WRITE (f,ll) (SC n ~,! (J),I=l,~:OV) 
J=r~ DVtl 
W o ! T E ( t , l 2 ) ( S C. 0 r ~ ( I ) , I = J , ~ ~; D V ) 
R E .~ J ( 5 , 2 ) ( U P l ( I ) , I = 1 , N 0 F T ) 
w R I T E ( t , l 1 ) ( U [l. D ( I ) , I = 1 , ~~ D F T ) 
R E t D ( '5 , ~ J ( U P) S ( I ) , ! = l , ~· f\ P ) 
WPITE {6,16) (IJP, S(l),I=l,~·~NP) 
!::.EtO (~,17) (~. l~P. (l),!=1,TCFRl 
FIRST CFR CC~~~TPt. J~ ; TS APF LfH~ER POUNDS Ot-J THE FIRST (FR FREQUENCIE 
S A r'J D F P G ~~ ( C F q_ t 1 ) T 0 T C F ~ A~ E T H E UP P E R 6 GUN f) S 0 N THE F I P S T 
(;CFR-CF~) FREQl!E~lCIES. 
'rJ ~ ~ I T F ( 6 , l S ) ( ~ C'! F R ( 1 ) , I = 1 , C F P ) 
J=CF ~, +l 
v.' :~ I T E ( h , 1 '3 ) ( :3 t, F ~ { I ) , I = J , T C F R ) 
RE~D {5,20) (r:lELTA) 
WqiTF (t,22) (DELTA) ~== ~ I ~' T 1 = ~ 0 F T + M "~ P 
Cl ( 2.) 
~ ~ J ~ .: T 2 = ~ I ~~ T 1 + C F P 
FXIT=.F6LSE. 
C 1: ~ ~ V f P T F R E 0 U E ~ l C Y C r ~-l S T R !-I NT S I "·' T 0 E I G E NV A L U E C 0 N S T ~ A I NT S 
!-\" = 1 0~ 50-J !=l,TCFR 
TTS= 0 S*B iJ FC\ (I) 
T T S = T T S '~ * ?. 
Q I ' F K ( I ) = T T s 
~JK!TE (t-9.31) 
woiTE (6,13) (RC'F~(I),I=l,CFP.) 
c;oo 
J=('FQ.+l 
wotTE (A,3?) (B CFR(l),l=J,TCFR) 
or' g 7 I = 1 , ~J I ~: T 2 
U- BRC(l)=O 




~ DO 501 I=l,NDV KK =I DV( R ( I , l ) OV(ll=SY(KK) 
C ID=O C CHECK SinE Cr~STRAINTS FOR INITIAL nESIGN C (4) I~HTIAL DES IG'-J IS TAKEf~ TC RE A FREE OR BOUND'=D POINT 
· I C =0 
B~CL=.F~LSE. 
OJ 118 J=l,Nf\DV 
I F ( J • l [ • N D V ) GO T 0 11 9 
DIFF=SCCN(J)-OV{J-~DV) 
GC T'l 120 
119 D!FF=DV(J)-SCJN{J) 
120 Ir (SCrJ~~(J) .E(). 0.0} GO TC 121 
AAA=DIFF/ARS(SCCN{J)) 
GU T1 2121 
1~1 AAA=QIFF 
121 IF (~dA .GT. 0.0) GO TO 122 
'---IF (AAA .LT. DFLTA) GU TO 118 cESTf1 KE THE I~JoFx AND NLH~RER oF souNoEo sinE co~~sTRAINTS 
(4 b) I C = I r: + 1 RSCL=.TRUE. 
BSC(!Cl=J 
Gr T'J llS 
~· ..,....,l~,......,_z=--_ IF (J .LE. NnV) GO TO 123 
JJ =J-t\IDV (4a)wP!TE (6,9) JJ 
c;r• TO l OOJ 
1~3 W~ITE (6,9} J 
L..--- GO Tn 1000 
11 8 C 1 ~ ; T I N U E 
IF (.~JT. BSCL) G~ TO AOO 
NB~C=IC 
WRITF (6,gOl) (ASC(J),J=l,N~SC) 
(5) WPITE (f. ,t3Q2) "lPSC 8 o J c r· ~ 1 T r N u E ·~C.tLL SWtY(PAX,O) 
C EV~LU~TE ~~AOIENT VECTOR 0F WFIG~T FU~CTION, NOTE IT IS CONSTANT 
or· 61 I=l,NOV 
(6) i,'t:(l)=O.O 
• DC: 6 2 J = 1 , "' ,v. t X 
JJ=IDV(F, (I,J) 
!F(JJ)~0,61,'10 
5 J G ~; ( f ) = r, ~' ( I ) + F. C * X L ( J J ) I ( [) ( J J ) *I< I * 1 2 • ) 
62 CCINTI~IJF 
6 1 C 0 "~ T I N U F __, 
w 
N 
~ ~0 661 I=l ,NOV S(ll=-GW(I) WPITE (6,14) (G~(I ),!=l,~OV) 
WQITE (6,8) 
!,~ o I T E ( 6 , 1 ) ( f) V ( I ) , I = 1 , f\J D V ) 
uO 1133 !=1,SCf\JJ 
lR3 lAR(!)=O 
l) J l ~PITE(6,1J02) 
l 1 ·J 2 F C l<_ '-1 t T ( ' l r-1 'J E C G ~ P L E T F D E S I G ~ S T F P 1 , I I I I I ) 
C&EVAL UA TE \<iF:IGHT fJF STRUCTURE 
8 52 ~~T =0. D . 00 4q I=l,'l. 
4 9 ·.JT = 1N T + p 0 ::c XL ( I ) * s y ( I ) I ( 0 ( I ) * K I* 12. ) 
'.-J ~ !TE (fl,21) 11'JT C(9 \.--CtLCULt\TE ELE'~~ ~ T STIFF~~ESS AND MASS ~ATRICES 
· r--
1 0 C t L L S T I F c ( 1 , S Y , S 0 , Sf.~ Y , S V y ) .Ct-LL FIGE~~ ( 11 ~ f1 n 4 2 I = 1 , ~m F T ·I ~.:.. 2 X S T ( I ) = F T I G M F r; .'\ ( I ) * * 2 
DiJ 124 I=1,"JOFT 
(12~ V~LU( I) = O ~EG~{ I l*O~ EGA( I) J~CALL ~ NA L(D~) 
(' 
\,; STC~F SIG'~A :.-,ATRIX AS A VECTOR 
') C· 1 . ~ 3 J = l , N F 
S '-~ ( I ) = S T C: F S ( I ) 
133 c r~~ TI 'JU E 
15 GO T 'I 14 6 .lb'T'C t L L - v A r-.! 0 C H ( S , 0 • 1 1 , ~J T , r, W , N D V , 5 C 0 N , B S C , N ~S C , B S C l , D E L T L\ ) C T ~- t ~~ S F .l K ' 1 D E S I G '\~ V t R I A R L E V E C T 0 R T 0 S E C • M Q 0 • V E C T 0 R 
c 
16 2 f)[': 14 C:: ! = 1 , ~T) V 
0 L' 14 4 J = 1 , .'1 ~~A X 
K I( = I -) V C R ( I , J l 
I F ( K K • F. ~J • 0 ) G C T 0 l 4 5 
1.;.4 SY( KK )=rJV{I) 
145 c n'~ Tl" JI JF 
IO=ID+l 
GO rn 1001 
146 I=O (HC(~ ~~xrvu~ P~HtVIQR CNLY OF E~CH DES. VAR. 
Dr 3 ':> 4 I l~ = 1 , "J '1 V 
AAA2=0. 
fJC: 3':>3 J= l, ~M~ X 
"l ~·~ E 'A= I f) V C Q. ( I W , J ) 
I F U-1 ~.~ F v. • E CJ • 0 ) i~ ~~ F ~ = 1 0 V C R ( I ',..J , l ) 
'\! F 1 = ? * ·~ ~ F ~.~ - 1 
~~ F 2 = 2 * ~ ... . '). F ·~ 






IF(AAA2.NE.AAA3)G0 TO 355 
!'-A .~N=~J Fl 
355 IF(6At2.~E.A~A4)GO TO 353 
I ~AN=r'-JF? 
353 cn r~TP·< LJE 
~,A X'v1(l( !W)=l \1AN 
3 5 4 C 0 ~ T P HJ E 
C CHfC~ ~EHAVIOU~ CONSTRAI~TS OF CURRENT DESIGN 
AA~l=O.O 
BBC L-=.FALSE. 
LO=.FALSf.. (13) VBCL=.FALSE. 
· DC 147 J=l,BC~O 
RRC(J)=O 
IF (J .GT. NnFT) GD TO 148 
DIFF=Y~(J)-U80(J) 
A~ A=') I F F I US D ( J ) 
GG TIJ 1'53 
148 IF(J .GT. NI~~T1) GG TO 150 
Cl CHEC'< ON LY ONF NON-UNIQUE STRESS 
NFO=J-NnFT 
N 'A E = ( ~~ F ['- t ) I 2 + l 
I I:=:-= Q 
DC 352 1!4-=1,\JDV 
NMF:l=MAXN10(!!4) 
352 IF(N~El.F~.NFO)II~-=1 
IF(!I~.FO.O)Gn TO 147 
D IFF= S '~ ( J-NDFT) -U0 S ( J-NDFT) 
A~A=JIFF/URS(J-NDFT) 
GC' TO 15 3 
1 5 0 I F ( J • G T • N P~ T 2 ) G 1 T 0 1 5 1 
I) IFF= P n F ~ { J -N I ~ T 1)-VAL U ( J-N I I~ T 1 ) 
A t. f, = J I F F I '3 :] F R ( J - ~ ~ Ir· J T 1 ) 
GC T:l 15 3 
15 1 '1 I F F =VAL U ( J- f\ ~ PJ T 2 ) -80 F R ( J- N IN T l ) 
Att=0IFF/RJFR(J-NINT2) 
l '3 -~ I F ( ~ t- :, • G T • n. 1)) GO T 0 15 4 
IF (A~A .LT. OELTA) Gn TO 147 :~L--- S 1 J~ E THt I NilE X A NO THE NUM8 F.R OF 80'JNDED REHAVIOUR 
13 1=!+1 a 8°CL=.TPUE. 
~~C(I)=J 
G[l T .. l 14 7 
1'54- t~ (IO .GT. Ol GO T'l 1211 







WRITE ( ~, 2 3) J 
G0 TfJ 1000 
14 2 I F f J • G T • N I ~~ T 1 ) G 0 T 0 14 3 
WRITE (~,24} J 
Gl' TO 1000 
143 IF (J .GT. NINT2) GC: TO 138 
'.-JRITE (6,/.'5) J 
GO TO 1080 
138 WPITE (f-,26) J 
GC1 T'J 1000 
EVBCL=.TRIJE. WP I T E ( 6, 3 0 l J AAAl=~MAXl{AtAl,A~A) IF (t, A~l .~E. f\t-1\) GO Til 147 I \t!C =J 'v-ICV=/'•. ff:.. 1 ( 21 ri F ( If-~ ( J ) • N E. 1 ) GO T fl 14 7 
• LO=.TRIJE. 
14 7 C n I·~ T I ~J U F 
"JRBC=I 
I f ( • ~J :J T • f? R C L ) G IJ T 0 1 3 1 
~.JPITF (6,27) (88C(I),I=l,NBBC) 
WRITF {6,28) N~PC 
IF (VRCL) GO Tn 727 
ZFRO :ltJT THE I~ i TEf:ER t:.RPAY 
D~' 7l7 I=l,RC~~ O 
717 IAQ(I)=O 
OG 192 J=l,NB8C 
K=RRC{J) 
182 IAP(K}=l 
121 '..JPITE tA,5> (JAr:<(K),K=t,ecNO) 
111 TF (10 .GT. 0) GO TC' 117 
GC T'l 164 
1 j7 IF ( .~JQT. VPCL) GO TO 164 
--- ~JE SC =0 
IF (l~C . GT. "JDFT) r,r TO 155 
( 23 ) 1}0 IFF= U Y v. ( I WC ) - U B f) ( 1'.·!! ) • 0WCV-=UDIFF/U80( IWC) 
G~: rn 16 5 1~5 IF (I'r-'C .GT. NINTl) cr TC 156 
'J f) I F r = C S ~1( I ~J C- ~ J 0 FT ) - U 8 5 ( I ~ C - r\ D F T ) 
n ',,, C V = J n I F F I U R S ( ! W C - \; D F T ) 
~r T1 16~ 
1 '56 IF { I~ C • G T • ~JI ~. ' T 2 l Gll T n 15 7 
0 D I F F = 8 0 F ~ ( I ~~ C - ~· ! I "~ T 1 ) - 0 VAL U ( I W C - N I NT l ) 
nWCV=r1IFF/BOFR(JWC-NI~Tl) 








165 WFITE (6,29) (IWC,WCV,OWCV) 
IF ( .~~G T. LO) GG TO 1~4 
cn~PUTE THF SLOPE TO THF CONSTRAINT 
wRITE (6,1) (S(l),I=l,NOV) 
St 'iPF=O. 0 
K=IWC 
',~ P I T E ( {:) , 5 ) K 
IF (K .GT. NOFT) GO TO 186 
WP. IT~ (6,1) ({)Y(K,KK),Ki<=1,NOV) 
f)(1 1 8 7 K I< = l , N 11 V 
1A7 SLGPE=SLOPF+S(KK)*DY(K,KK) 
SL OPE=SL OPE/URO(K) 
'.-iR TTE (6, 1 lSL CPF.: 
GC T 'J 18':: 
186 IF(~ .GT. ~I~T1l GD T!J lEB 
19 0 I rv' = K- ~!f) F T 
WR ITft 6,1) { DFS 1\.{! M,KK) ,KK=l,NOV) 
0 [ ' 1 :) l K K = 1 , ~-' fJ V 
191 SL C P~=St 0 Pf+S(KK)*DESIG(IM,KK) 
SLOPF=SLOPF/UES ( !M) 
1,~t<ITE {6,1) SL C.lPE 
GC Tl 185 
188 IF (K .GT. NINT2) GQ Tl1 lS2 
K = K- :n ~,J T l 
W~ITc (f,l) (CL~M8(K,KK),KK=1,NDV} 
00 113 KK=l,NDV 
1g3 SL Q P E =SL n °f-S(KK)*CLA~B(K,KK) 
SLnPF=SlOPE/BS FP(~) 
'rJ F I T E ( 6 , l ) S L 0 P F 
GJ T0 1e5 
l 9 2 K = K - f\Jl 'J T 2 W~ITE (6,1) (CLA~Q(K,KK),KK=l,NDV) 
00 1 <l4 K K = 1 , r\1 0 V 
194 SL C PF=SLGPF+S(KK)*CLA~R(K,KK) 
SLLPF=SL~PE/80FR(K) 
'-----WF,IT~ (6,1) SL CJ Pf 
G0 T 'J 1 R 5 
2 2~ ~ 4 s L [ ' D ~ = D • 0 =-=:..:-__,Y ,riP.IT~ (6,1) SLOPF 2 41 8 ~ C t L L A :l J lJ S T ( S , w C V , J v.' C V , t l PH A , R S C l , B S C , N '3 S C , 0 E l T A, S C 0 ~J , N D V , L Q , 
-=-~·- 1 SLOPE) 
vocL=.FALSE. 
IF (EXIT} GCl Tn 1000 
G'l r rJ 162 
Cr.:-:- S T ~; R t P R f V I l' lJ S R E H A V I t; lJ ° C 0 N S T R td i'l T S V A l IJ E S (l F F E A S ! B L E 0 R B D D • 0 E S I G \1 S 






or 159 I=1,~NP 
lSQ CJS~(!)=SM(ll 
00 160 I~l,CF~ 
16 0 C V A l'J ( I ) = V A llJ ( I ) 
.___--IF ((.~~C'T. SP.CL) .AND. (.NOT. BSCL)) GO TO 161 
QC l?C? I=l,NGRC 
K=P3C(!) 
(1 6.) f ~ ( ~ ~ f 0 ~ 6 ) G ~ I ~ ~ l t 4 ~ '] TO 12 9 
sr r1 130 
12 9 C l ~.' T I ~ tJ F 
C/'LL DIF:S 
GL TJ 14q 
130 C~LL DIEG 
== Ctll DSTRF.S 
14 9 \! t. C = ~Jr.. 8 C + r~ [l S C 
I F ( ~~ A C • G T • 2 5 ) G 0 T 0 9 9 q 
(17.) bh t6~~T~l~~~~t GO TO 166 
DO 167 J~1,NOV 
167 r..JC(l,J)=O.O 
!) c: 1 6 R I = 1 , N ~ S C 
J=~SC:(!) 
IF ( J • G T • N nv) GO TC 16 9 
~C ( I , J ) = 1 • 0 
GC. T'J 1 68 
1A9 J=J-NQV 
\ 1((l,J)=-1.0 
168 CONTP~ UF 
166 DC 170 1=1,N6t3C 
K=f:lBC(I) 
j = ~; R. s c +-! 
IF ('< .GT. ~OFT) GO Tn 171 
0'~ 172 KK=l ,f\'r)V 
172 NC(J,KK)=OY(K,KK) 
Gt""' Tl 170 
1 7 1 I F ( K • (~ T • N I ~.l T 1 ) G fJ T 0 1 7 3 
17 5 I ,~-. · ~K-r,I QFT 
f) n 1 7 6 K: K = 1 t f\JO V 
1 7 6 ·~ C ( J , K K ) = DE S I G ( I M , K K ) 
Gf Tl"1 170 
l 7 3 I F ( K • G T • ~ I ~ l T 2 ) G '} T 0 1 8 0 
'<= K-~I \'T 1 
nn 177 KK=1,NDV 
177 NC (J,KK )=-CLAMB(K,KK) 




lili K=K-~H NT2 DO 178 KK=l,NDV 9 ~C ( J, K K ) =C l A~' FH K , K K) 0 C r r-.: T I N U E W R I T F ( 6 , l ) ( ( N C ( I , J ) , J = 1, ~~ D V ) , 1 = 1 , ~~A C ) 
~ or 181 I=l,"JBSC THFTAC I )=0.0 Illii=NBSCtl ) D r· 1 7 9 I = I I I I I , N ~-C 179 THET t\(!)=1.0 
( 1 9 \ ~ C A l L F E /.! S I R ( N J.. C , "J D V , t~ C , G W , T H E T fl. , S I ~ A , S ) .r Wf:'ITE (f-:,36) 
WRITE (6,1) (S(J),!=l,NOV) 
~RITE (6,35) SIMA (2Q~IF (SI~A .LE. l.OE-02) GC· TO 1000 
• r,o TrJ lAl 
g9 9 ',JR I T E ( b, 3 7) 
lQQJ ST GP 
E~ · o 
SUBRfJUTINF OIFG 
c C THIS R0UTI~E CO~PUTES THE GRADIENT OF THF STIFFNESS 
C ~tTRIX, T~t: EIGE~ 1 VECTOPS AND EIGENVALUES. 
( 
RFt>l KMl,K~~z,Kn 
C 0 ~-~ :·~ ) N I P R L (l C K I~ V, , 6 V 
C~~~n~IPA ~ AR~IKMl 
C J~ M QN I RO LLAIAS~T 
c~~M ~N IRAVIIIOVCR,M~AX 
CrJM~nr~ICMt I ~JIV~. LlJ 
cr~~~~IG ~ tiNIVFCG,RVEC 
C C ~~ M ·J ~II E D I E: G I n Q T S 
C lV· "1l~ .'/PATit\lFT2,NDFS,NDR ,~·ov 
C 'l \A "1 '1 NIT E ~PIC L .t~ ~ R 
CC~MJNITQTICVFC,D~EC 
C J ~~ONIKALASHIJ,E 
C CJ ~~ ,\1 J ~:I PYA r, I I XL 
C ·l ~,4 \.1 r"f r---: I f'J: t.. P I D X n 
C t-J ~ ·~ l~'l C:. 'v4 PIP n 
C J ·~ .'~ J t ~ I D .\ T E I K ·~ 2 
C C '-1'-1 :J r--· It. "1 L fl C K IS Y 
C'J~'-1'l N I LFVELIK:n 
C (' '-4 .\1 l ~J I K ~~ .J o. I X 0 
:) T v E \J S I r "-! I) K l 2 ( l 0 , 1 0) , !) K 2? ( l 0 , l ·') ) , D I< P. ( l 0 , l 0) , f) 1<. l 1 ( 1 0 , 1 ') ) , S 0 ( 5 () ) , 
t S ._.. Y ( 50 ) , S V Y ( S 0 ) , I fl V C F ( 1 D , L1 ) , S Y ( 2 0 ) , S P 1 ( 2 0 ) , 0 ( 2 0 ) , XL ( 2 0 ) , 
$ D R E C ( l C , 5 , 1 0 ) , li. S A T ( 1 5 , l 5 ) , V E C 0 ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , C V E C ( '3 1 5 , 1 0 t , K ~ 1 ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , 
~ !\. M ( 10, 3 0 ) , A V ( 1 0, 3 0 ) , VAL U ( 10 l , ( L ~- M8 ( l 0, 10) , f) T ~ ( 5 t 5, 1 0) , R VE C ( l 0, 1 0) , ...... w 
OJ 
$:) M 1 ( l 0 ' 1 0 , ' s f' l ( 2 0 ) ' D K A l ( l 0 ' l 0 ) ' p 0 ( 1 0 ) ' s I ( '50 ) ' s 4 ( 50 ) ' D ~ 4 ( l 0 ' 1 0 ) ' 
*53 I 50), O:lTS ( lC), 10), $K C(lQ,lO),X0(10), 
*!) K 0 ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , D K r~ 2 ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , K ~ 2 ( l 0 , 1 0 ) , D X 0 ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) 
NF=NFT2/2 
N f) F T = t'-' f) F S - N 0 R 
~IV F C = N lJ F T 
~ = '\ FT2/4 
Ct LL D~t. ~S( l) 
0 L_l 1 q ~ I = l , r~ D F T 
OC 1S5 J=l, NDFT 
DV22(!,J)=O.O 
rJ n 1.g :: K=t,Nnv 
CVEC(I,J,K)=O.O 
185 f1TS(I,.J,K)=O.O 
00 1 I=l, ~ 
l SN ( I ) = 1 • J 
CA LL STIFF(2, SN ,SI,S~~Y,SVY) 
') C 2 I = 1 , !\J D v 
ry· 125 J=l, ND FT 
125 DTS(J,J,Il=DDTS(J,I) 
C FI ~ D OEPIVATIVES OF Kl2 ANn K22 
f) ! 8 J = 1 ,'vi~~ h X 
'-1 ~: !J = I () v c D, ( I ' J ) 
I F ( :M·l :-, • E Q • 0 ) G 0 T 0 8 
~~ F l = 2 * 'v1 N 0 - 1 
~~ F 2 =? * M f.JQ 
'lr. .3 I ! = 1 , r-~ D F S 
I 1 =I I- ~ J 0 R 
~·n =1 
f) .! 3 J J = "H , N :J F S 
Jl=JJ- .\i [) P 
·)f' '3 LL= ~~ Fl,NFZ 
Ll=(LL-l)/~*2+1 
L2 =(LL+l)/2*2 
L 3=2 * LL-l 
L4 = 2 :::cL L 
I F ( I I • G T • f.! 0 R ) G r·, i 'i 4 
I F ( J J • L E • ~.~ 0 R ) G :l T 0 5 
IF ( J • F 0 . 1 • AND. L L • E Q. N F 1 } n~< 12 ( I I , J 1 ) =f). 
' ) I( 1 Z ( ! I , J l ) -= 0 '< 1 2 ( I I , J 1 ) + A ~ ( I I , L L ) '~ ( S MY ( L 3 ) * ~ V ( J 1 , L 1 ) + S ~ Y ( l. 4 ) * h. V ( J 1 
$, L 2) ) 
GC T c ~ 1 
5 C r: ~ : T I~~ U E I~(J.F Q .L. AND.LL.EQ.NF1)0KA1(1I,JJ)=O. 





GO TO 3 
4 IF(JJ.LE.NDR}GQ T1 3 
I F ( J • E 0 • 1 • l\ N 0. L L • E Q • N ~ 1 ) OK 2 2 ( I 1 , J 1 ) = 0 • 
Q K 2 2 { I 1 , J 1 ) =OK 2 2 ( I 1 , J 1 l +A V ( I 1 , L l ) * ( S V Y ( l3) *A V ( J l , ll ) + S V Y ( L 4 ) *A V ( J 1 
$,L?)) 
3 C C NTit-~'Jf 
8 Cr'f\JTJNUF C USE CE~TR~L DI~FFRFNCFS TO FI~D nEQIVATIVE OF Kll 
00 15 KKK=l,2 
J[ 11 K = 1 , M 
ll SPl{K)=SY{K) 
nr 1 0 J = 1 , ~ M A X 
'A~ ! r = I D V C R ( I , J ) 
!F(~~C.EQ.O)G8 TO 10 
!F(KKK.FQ.2)G0 TO 14 
SPl(~N O )=SY(~~ O }+.l 
Gr rn 1 o 
14 SPl(MNn)=SY(MN~)-.1 
1 0 C C t~ T I "-: U E 














S4 ( I V) = 54 ( J l 
53(1V)=53(J) 
12 SC(!Vl=S J CIII) 
f)(; 13 J=l,~f)R. 
DC! 13 K=l,"JQQ, 
0 ~~ 1 ( J , K ) = 0 • 
DC 11 L = 1 , ~ F 
L 1 = ( L- 1 ) I 2 * 2+ l 
L2={ L+l )/2*2 
L3=2*L-l 
L4=2*L . . 
13 n~l(J,K)=J ~ l(J,K)+A~ (J,ll*(SO(L3)*~ ~ (K,L1l+S~(l4)*A~(K,L2)) Ctll GMI N V(O~l,~DR) 




DO 17 L=l,NDR 
DO 17 N=l,NDR 
17 DKll(L,N)=D~l(L,N) 
GC TO 15 
1 6 00 1 8 L = l , N rJ P 
1):] 1 8 ~ ~ = 1 , ~,l D R 
18 DKll(L,N)=(OKll(L,N)-'JMl(L,N) )/.2 
15 CU~T~~~ UF C ASSE~9LE OERIVATIVE OF REDUCED STIFFNESS MATRIX 
OC'J 2 0 I I= 1 , N D FT 
I I 2 = I I + r, D P 
Q fi 2 0 J = 1 , N D F T 
JJ=J+ NOP 
lli<'R(11,J)=!1K22( II,J) 
DC 20 K=l,NDR 
DC 20 L=l,NOR 
Tl=ASAT(II2,K)*nKll(K,L)*ASAT(L,JJ) 
T2=lKl2 (K, I I )*~<Ml{K,l )*ASt)T(L,JJ) 
2 0 D !<' ~~ ( I I , J ) = I) K. R ( I I , J ) - ( A S AT ( I I 2 , K ) ;:t K M 1 ( K , L ) * 0 K 12 ( l , J ) + T l + T 2 ) 
OC 3 t:; J = 1 , ~I f) F S 
DX O(J, I )=0. 
DO 35 K=l,NDFS 
Kl=K-'~OR 
on 3'5 ,\J=l ,r~OR 
I F ( K • (, T • ~~ D R ) G fl T n 3 6 
r;c TO '37 36 OX J (J,l )=DXO(J,I )-(KC(J,K)*0Kl2(N,Kll*XO(N)) 
GG T ~l 3 5 
3 7 [) X r:J ( J , I ) = ~X 0 ( J , I ) - ( K 0 ( J , K ) * 0 K .A 1 ( K , N ) *X Q ( ~J ) ) 
15 C G ~~ T I ~ '-' F 
i,.J P. 1 T E ( 6 , l 0 0 ) I 
100 FC'Q))AT('O OEP!VATIV:= fJF RECUCEO STIFFNESS MATRIX'/' WTTH PESPFCT 
$ r r; DE S I G ~ t V t R • ~ f} • ' , I l 0 ) 
i) r A 0 J = 1 , ~ ~f) F T 
6 J ~ ~ R I T E ( 6 , 2 J 0 ) ( 0 K R ( J , K ) , K = l , N D F T ) 
200 F O R~~T{PE16.8) 
C F T r.; Cl fJ F R I V A T I V E S 0 F f I G F t< F- U \J C T I CH'J S P E L ~' T t f) T IJ T R AN S L AT I 0 ~! S 
or 80 J=l,t~VEC 
C L A ~1 R ( J , I ) = 0 • 
f) f' Rl ~~=l, '~DFT 
DO .~l K=l,~JDFT 
n C R l L = 1 , r,J D F T 
I F ( i'J • :-; T • 1 ) G :] T n '3 S CLA~ B (J,l)=CLA~B(J,I)+VFCr{J,K)*{OKR(K,L)-VALU(J)*nTS(K,L,I)) 
$*VFC rJ (J,L) 
R5 IF(N.EO.JJGJ TO P~ . 





G(J Tl 83 
84 A!JN=-{VFCO(J,K)*OTS(K,L,l)*VECO(J,L))I2. 
83 'JJ 8~ r~t< =l,\JVEC 
3 '.> C V F C ( J , N ~I , I ) = C V E C ( J , t J N , I ) +A I J N * V E C 0 ( "J , t\J N 1 
'3 l C C i ~ T I r--.: ll E 
~0 C'JNT!NUF C FIND DFPIVATIVES OF POTATION~L EIGENVECTORS -DREC 
I)U 30 II=l,~H)R 
Dr 3J J=l,NDFT 
OP.fCtii,J,I )=0. 
n r 3 J K = 1 , "J n P 
D Q 3 0 L = 1 , ~J 0 F T 
LL =L + ~H)P 
Tl=DKlllii,K)*tSAT(K,LL)*VECO(J,L) 
T 2 = K '-1 1 ( I I , K ) * n K l 2 ( K , L ) * V F C 0 { J , L ) 
T 3 = K ·~ 1 ( I I , K ) t.c A S 0 T ( K L L ) * C V E f. ( J 1.. l , I ) 
3 ') J ? f c ( I I 'J ' I ) =0 R E c ( I I 'J ' I ) - ( T 1 +I 2 + T 3) 
2 C 0 ~.JT I ~~ U E 
iJRITF(6,300) 
300 FCrM~T( '00FRIVATIVES OF EIGENFUNCTIONS 'Ill) 
nc 330 I=l,NVEC 
3 3 Q ~~ K I T ~ ( t; , 2 0 0 ) ( C L 6. ~ B ( I , J ) , J = l , "J OV ) 
Q.FTUR~J 
E~~ D 
S U 2 R n U T I N t ~ ~~ ~ l ( P F ) 
c c r t-J ~: n Y ' ' t. ·.q c A ~.J t- L Y s I s r s r t. R. q I E o c u T r ~ r H I s s u ~ P o u r I "' E • 
C T ~ r I ) Y "J 1'1 ~· I C 0 J ~ P L A C E M E N T S , S T R E S S E S A N D S H f t. R S A R E C 0 ~ PUT E 0 
C 'J S I N G A S U P E R P :; S I T I C N 0 F N 1J R f-1 A l ~ 0 D F S A P ? R 0 A C H • 
c 
R. [ A l N l.P·A , K I 
C U ~ ~1 J N I K ~H' R I X '"' 
CJ~~ J~/~BL1CK/~~,AV 
C J ;-1 ~·~ rJ i'! I K A L AS t-4 I fJ, E 
(0 :·n·18'~ /PY/·. K. I /XL 
( C ~Mn~IVA NOJ/YC,OY(,C,PRrD 
C f. "" ~ .1 "~ I G '}, ~ I N I V E C IJ , P- V E C 
C 0 M .~ :l :"J ll j ~ L 0 C K I G ~ E S A 
C rl'M-1 'l r--.1 I RAJ A/ Y V. 
C~~MQ ~ /PA~IIST~[S 
C 1] ~ ;-1 l) r·J I P ~ T I "J F T 2 , ~ J f) F S , N n R , f\ D V 
CC~MO ~ IGF0RGE/SIG~,SIG~l,~IG~A 
C r ,. '-1 'J i'i I L r; f. f) I E r; 
C r "i~ f F~ IF R I 0 t YIP C 
C r: ,\1 r~ ; l ' ~ I Z R L C C K I P t .. 
C 0 ~ '-1'1i~ I A P. L 0 C K IS Y 
C 0 ~~ .Aw1 C1 N I QU I C K I K I +::o 
N 
CCMM~NIUSFFL/~AtY C 0 .._, M 'l N I H 0 U f'. I F E ~J 
CC~M O~ IWALLIRVEL,SIGN2,V 
D I ME~~ S I CJ ~~ D ( 2 0 l , XL { 2 0 ) , C ~~EGA ( 1 0 ) , V F C 0 ( l 0 , l 0 ) , XC ( 10 ) , Y C ( 1 0) , 
l DY C ( l 0 ) , E G l 1 0 l , C ( l 0 ) , P R C 0 ( l 0 ) , EVE L ( 3 0, l 0) , P VEl ( 3 0, 1 0) , Y v ( 1 0) , 
2SIG~A{30,lO),RVEC(lO,lO),tM(l0,30),AV(l0,30),SIGN{l0,10), 
3SIG~lC30llO),STPES(30)1PA(5f5),SIGAS(30t 1 SYC20),V(30,5),SHEAR(30), 4 XC ( l 0 ) , F ~ ( 3 0 t , F F r~ ( 3 0 ) , ~ I G ~ l 2 3 0, l 0 ) , V ~, ( 5 , 'J ) , PC ( 5 , 5 ) 
l FClR'1~T( lX,6El9.g) 
2 FrqM~T(2X,l3H XC=OMFGAI2*P) 
3 FrJ~MAT(2X,42H Y cr:uRDI"lATE RE!lO FPCV-1 THE SHOCK SPFCTRUM) 
4 F~q~ t T(2X,33H MCOAL PARTIC!P~TION COEFFICIENTS) 
21 F0RM~T(2qHQ PFSULTS CF DYNA~IC ANALYSIS) 
27 ~rP~AT(lH0,28H MAXIMAX DISPLACEMENT VECTnR,/(2X,lOFll.6)) 
2 8 F r r<. r~ ~ T ( 1 H 8 , 2 3 H ~~ t. X I M U "1 S T F E S S E S , I 2 , 3 X , 8 E 1 2 • 6 ) 
1\J 0 FT ~ ~~ r) F S -NOR 
~JCOL= r---JB/I Y+l 
i ~A F = N C 0 l ~~ ~· l D F T 
'J.tF2=?*NAF 
'~ ~ F 1 = ~ ' A F + 1 
\J V F C = ~~ D F T 
N~· =NFT ~I 4 
'JF=NI=T212 
'4= 'H., 
C DY 1\A ~'l C !~1\' Al YS IS 
v-;PITE!c,21) 
on 77 I=l,NVEC 
77 XC (I )=(('V,FGA(l) )I{Z.*DF) 
i..JFITE(h,2) 




W P I T E ( 6 , l ) ( 0 YC { I ) , I = 1 , NV F C ) 
C F.V :\LUllTF r<. .H.S. FACTOF'. GF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION OF MOTION 
nn Ml I=l,NVEC 
~U~=O.O 
OC 82 K=l,NOFT 
82 Nt'~-~=~~lF·~+VFC(l( I ,I<' )*E(;( K) 
g 1 C { I ) = +~~ I J ~ 
C . E V A L U AT [ v CJ D 1\ L P A R T I C I P AT I 1 N cr E F F I C I EN T S 
on 35 I=l,NVEC 
85 P F-: () D (I)=C(l)~'YC(l) 
CXXXXXF!NO PF CMINENT MOOE--STCPE AS NQPM8 
A~ 1 = 0. 






IF(AAl.NF.AA)GO TO 120 
NPRMJ=I 
120 ccr~r I"!UE 
wPITE(6,200)NPR~n 
2 0 0 F (1 R f·1 A T ( ' 0 N P P fA 0 = ' , I 5 ) 
WRITF(6,4} 
'~ R I T F. ( 6 , 1 ) ( Po 0 D ( J ) , J = 1 , N V E C ) 
C EVALUATE MAXIMAX QISPLACEMENT 
00 86 J=l ,NOFT 
Y~t\=0.0 
DO 87 I=l,NVFC 
SIGN(J,!)=O.O 
H=PRn~(ll*VEC0(!,J) 
IF ( ~. L T • 0. ) S I G~J ( J, I ) =- 1. 
IF(H.GT.O.>SIG"HJ,I l=l. 
87 Y~A=YMA+ABS{H) 
86 Y~~( J)=YMA 
WRITE(6,27)(YM(K),K=l,NDFT) 
C*****C~LC 1 JLt.TE STtTTC ELEr~ENT DISPL!l. CEME~TS 
Dr: 5 Cl I = 1 , ~~ F 
E~(!)=O. 
DC 50 J=l,\JDP 
50 ~ S ( I ) = E S ( I ) + ~ ~~ ( J , I ) *X 0 ( J ) 
C T~ A~JSF :l Pt~ E IGF.~VECTOPS TO ELEMENT OI $PLACEMENTS 
9 3 DC 4 3 I = 1 , N F 
STRES(I )= 0 .0 
SHrAR(I )=0. 
DC! 43 J=l,NVFC 
SIG'l2( I ,J)=O.O 
V(l,J)=O.O 
EVFL(I,J)=O.O 
RVf.L (I, J) =0.0 
[) (l 43 K=l,NDFS 
KK =K-~ ! OF 
IF(K.GT.NDR)~O Tn 60 C ~Hl Tf THAT VFC0 IS THE HOOAL ·~ATF'!X TR.ASPOSED 8UT P.VEC IS 
( H· 1 E R 'J T f\ T I 0 N .~ l ~ 0 0 A l ~~ A T P I X D I R E C T l Y 
. PVFL(J,J)=RV[L(I,J)+AM(I<,Il*P.VE((K,J) 
GC TCl 43 6:J fVEL{ I, J)::F.VEL( I ,..J )+AV(KK,I )*VECO(J,KK) 
43 cr\!TP~ UF 
C F V ~ L LJt, T f ~~,A X I ~ 1 1 P" STRESSES 
Dr: 4 7 I = 1 , ~~ 
Nfl=2*I-l 
~JF2=Z*I 





C*****C6LCULATE flE MFNT STATIC STRESSES 
Sl=2.*TD*ES(NFl)+TO*FS(NF2) 
S2=TJ*ES{ NFl )+2.*:D*ES(NF2) 
C X L G I V E N I N I ~,: C HE S 
Dr 45 J=1,NOFT 
SI~ ~A ( ~ Fl,Jl=2.*TD*RVEL(~F1,J)+TD*RVFL(NF2,J) 
1-T12*EVEL(NFl,J)-TJ2*EVEL(N~2,J) 
SIG~A(NF?,J)=TD*RVEL(NFl,J)+2.*TD*RVEL(NF2,J) 
2- T 0 2 * E V f L ( ~l F 1 , J ) - T I) 2 * 1: V f: l ( N F 2 , J ) 
H=SIG~At ~ Fl,Jl*PR~O(J) 
G=SISMA( ~ F2,J)*P~ 2 0(J) 
S I G N l ( ~~ F 1 , J ) = Q • 0 
S I ~ ~"J 1 { ~·J F 2 , J ) = J • 0 
i F ( ~. L T • '). ) SIr: r~ 1 ( ~J F 1 , J ) =- 1 • 
JF(H.GT.O.)S!G~l(~Fl,J)=l. 
IF ( G. LT. 0. ) SIr;~~ l ( "JF 2, J) =-1. 
IF(G.GT.O.)SIG~l(~F2,J)=1. 
C STRFSS I N pp~o~~TIC~ TO PARTICIPATinN COEFFICIENTS 
S T Q t S ( r'- F 1 ) = S T P E S ( r\ F 1 ) + ,\ ~ S ( H ) 
S T P E S U·i F 2 ) = S T P E S U ~ F 2 ) t A 11 S ( G ) 
45 CCJNT UJUE 
Sl=Sl+FE~(NF1)*12./SY(!) 
S2=S2+FE ,~(NF2)*12. /SY{ I) 
S3=Sl•SI C~ l( NF l, ~ P~Mr)*STRES(NFl) 
S 4 = S 2 + S I G N 1 ( "' F 2 , ~~ o R ~ U ) * S T R E S ( N F 2 ) 
ST ~ ES( ~ Fl)=A3S(S3l 
STPES(NF2)=ARS(S4) 
47 cc~; rr·J uf 
C ~ * * * * C ~~ L CJ L t: T c: A N 0 A 0 0 G I R D E R S H E A Q. T 0 A X I A l F n R C E S 
or 3 .J I = ~J -~ F 1 , ~~ ,_ 
~F 1=2 ~' 1 -1 
NF 2=l*I 
T!} = 1 2. * F * D { I ) * S Y ( I ) I (XL ( I ) *XL ( I ) ) 
f)~ 3J J=l, NVFC 
V ( ~ ; F l , J ) =- 3 • *T f)* { Q. VEL ( N F 1 , J ) + R VEl ( N F 2, J ) ) 
V { "~ F ? , J ) = V ( ~; F l , J ) 
Y=V( \JF l,J)*PR C!)(J) 
G=V( ~ F2,J)*PP r ~(J) 
S I GN .'? ( "J F 1 , J ) = 0. 0 
S I ~ N 2 ( \J F.?., J ) = 0. 0 
I t= ( H • L T • J • Q } S I r, ~ ; 2 ( ~~ F l , J ) =- 1 • 
I f- ( H. ~ T • 0. J) S I G ~l 2 ( ~~ ~ l, J) = 1. 
I F ( G • L T • 'J • 0 ) 5 T r, ~. 2 ( ~·J F 2 , J ~ -=- 1 • 
I F ( G • G "7" • J • 0 l S I G i,~ 2 ( ~! F 2 , J ) = 1 • 





3 0 C f) NT I ~~ Ll E 
wP. ITFlL,202) 
202 FOR~~T('ODY~A~IC GIRDER SHFA~S 1 ) 
WPITF(6,102) (SHFAR(J),l=l,NF) 
!F(~ ~ AY.E1.l)GJ T~ 135 
nr 125 J=2,NP/'Y 
DtXXT=C). 
I I A ='·~t-1-~l~AY+J-1 
II7=II6+1 ) ( 125 I=l,\Jf1FT 
I ! = ~J : 1FT - I + 1 
~F2=2*I 16 
~J Fl=Z*II7-l 
Vt (II ,J )=PAXXT-SHEAF.U~F?)*SIGN2(~F2,NPRM0} 
* + S H f:!. R ( ~-: F 1 ) * S I G ~~ 2 ( 'J F 1 , N PRY 0 ) 
I I f-. = I I 6 - ~~ ? A Y 
II7=II7-"'l ~ AY 
125 p.~xxT=VA(!I,J) 
135 117=~~ .'1 
I I 6 = -~ \1- ~1 F i. Y + 1 
P~XXT=O. 
PA XT 2=:J. 
0 '~ 140 I=l,NJFT 
~·~ F 1 = !? * I I 6 - 1 
~ F2=2*II7 
I I = ·~ fJ ~ T - I + 1 
V t. ( I I , 1 ) = P A. X X T + S H E A R ( "' F l ) * S I G N 2 ( t,: F l , ".J P R ~ 0 ) 
V ~ ( I I , N C C L ) = P t~ X T 2- S H EAR ( N F 2 ) * S I G ~: 2 ( ~ F 2 , N P R ~ 11 ) 
I I 7 = I I 7 - "-F~ A Y 
I I ~=I !6-' :l :\Y 
Pt:XXT=VA( TI ,1) 
PAXT?.=VA( I 1 ,t~C r:l l) 
140 C ~: "\ TI ~IUF 
lC 1~ 0 I=1,~DFT 
fJ r ~ 1 "'0 J = 1 , ~.J C r"' L 
1~J ~C(l,J)=P.1(l,J)+VA(I,J) 
·.~ o I T E ( ~ , 2 0 1 ) 
2.Jl F C"'~._, ~T(' ' )t.-Xf~L FG~. CfS----STATIC + DYN ~\~IC') 
'.1 P I T F ( ~ , 1 0 2 ) ( ( P C ( I , J ) , I = 1 , i'll) F T t , J = 1 , N C 0 l ) 
l 0 2 ~ r ? 'A ~ 7 ( 1 X , 8 F 1 (:-, • 9 ) 
( X X X X X ~ V t. L 1 J ~ T E A "'J C ~- [H) ~ X ! " L S T k E S S E S 
:J n 11 I=l, NtF 
"1'·'= (I -1) / 1J f)f=T 
NF1=2*:-1 
,._~ F 2 = 2 *I 
12 KJJ=I- NDFT :.'tM ,v 
·W = ·~ '-1 + 1 








OG l Oi I = l , N A F 2 
STRFS( I l=STR~S{ I )+A8S( SIGAS( I)) 




c C SH I (I( PQ'lOUCF~ UQOINATES C~J T~E SHnCK SPECTRUM II~P.!G 
C A F I V E P CJ I t'-1 T C F NT P. A L D I F F r ;~ E N C E I N T f R P (J LA T l 0 N ~ E T W F E N 
C EVF~JLY SPACEIJ PIJP~TS ORTAI~JEfl RY FINITE OTFFErF.~CES 
C :\~0 STflPEI) AS DATA. THE SLOPF TO THE SPF.CTPUM IS ALSO 




C C' ~.~ '-1 0 i\J I ASH r C K I !1 F , X S T , P "J T , \J k U 
;) I ·~ E \J S I C' r J X ( 1 0 ) , Y ( 1 0 ) , 0 Y ( 10 ) , X S T ( 1 0 ) , P NT ( 1 0 0, 3 ) 
F 0 °, ~ AT ( I Q v A L u F. s F ~ 0 t'1 s p R E c: T R u ~I I I 0 y 0 y 
· ~ R I T E ( 6 , ? 0 0 ) 
11= • 0 5 
f10 10 l=l,Nf1FT 
XX=X( I) 
"J=XXI.05 
F 0 = n '·~ T ( ~ : , "J L< U ) 
F ,'-1 Z = P ~ T ( ~~ - ? , N q I J ) 
F ~ I 1 = p ·~ T ( ~ ! - 1 ' r-- ! ~ I I ) 
F 1 = P r ~ T ( N +- 1 , N R U) 
FZ=P\JT ( r ~ +-2, NRU) 
x r: = .\J * . o 'i 
S = ( X X- X rq I H 




03F ~ 2=f-l-3.*F0+3.*F~l-F~2 
~4F~2=F?-4.*F1•f.*F0-4.*f~l+FM2 
T l = ( l F r--• 1 +I) F 0 ) I 2 • 
T 2 = 0? F ~: 1 
T 3 =!) 3 F I.~ 1 +-f) ~ F 1'.1 2 




IF ( XX.Gt .s. )f)YY=O.O 
W~ITf(6,l00)I,YY,OYY 
FrR~~T(!l0,2Fl~.4) 




- 10 DY( I J=DYY*XST( I )1(2.*PF) 




c C f1 ~ ~ t: ~ S C r ~ D U T F S T H [ ~AS S 0 F THE MEr~ B F R S T n B F I N C. l U f) F 0 
C A I T H T ~1 F L U ~ P f f1 MASS F 0 R T H E DY N A r~ I C E F FE C T • THE C H A ~lG E 
C r~J ~ASS wiTH ~FSPECT TO THE CHANGF IN ~EMBER SIZES IS 
C ~LSD CC~PUTED. 
c 
t<EtL I<I 
C 1~~0~ 1PRL~CKIAM,AV 
CC! .~\1Q ~ JIPYAR. II XL 
C ~ ~"1~J~~ IOU I CK IK. I 
c 1l r~- ~ rJ r~ 1 T .t. P E 1 R 0 
C (HJ ~1 Cl ~· J I K A L A ~ H I :) , E 
C O~~O~ IFDIFGI00TS 
r:c '"~O~) IIJ"-~A51T ~ ·1 ~s 
C ~ - , "" v. J ~i I U S E F L I "'l ~ t Y 
(2~~ fJN il\ R LOCKISY 
C } v .._, .J 'J I R A VI I I D V C t< , ~~ '-1 A X 
c n~~~~ IPATINFT2,~nFS,NDR,NDV 
:1 I \I E ~j s I ~ ~ X L ( 2 f) ) ' A '-1 ( 1 J ' 3 0 ) ' A v ( 1 0 ' 3 0 ) ' D ( 2 0 ) ' T ~A s ( 1 0 ) ' 0 0 T s ( 1 0 ' 1 0 ) ' 
l S Y t 2 ')} , I DVC R ( 10, 10) 
\J r. f' L = N P t Y + l 




202 ccr~ rr ~ uE 
~~ r; I R f)= N 0 F T * N C fJ L 
DC l 1 = 1 , ~lO F T 
liS'-1=0. 
f) [l 1 5 ~~ = 1 , .._J R A Y 
~H~ IR.fJ= NG ! hD +l 15 ~IS\1=DIS~+Rn*SY(NGI~D)*XL(NGIR0)1(32.2*KI*O(NGIR0)*12.) 
or 2 J = 1, \ J F 
~F~~=IFIX(AV(l,J)) 
IF( ~ Fr R .EQ.O)G Q TC 2 
~ J ~ · f M = ( J- 1 ) I 2 + l OIS~=niS~+.5*RG*SY{N~EM)*XL(N~F~)I(32.2*KI*O(NMEM)*l2.) 
2 C C' r.; T I ~ . ! U E 
l T ~; t. S ( I ) = :J I S M ·. ~ J: I T E ( 6 , 5 ) ( T Pt. S ( I t , I = 1 , N 0 F T ) 
5 F G F: '-1 .\ T ( • 0 0 I S T • M A S S ' , I , 8 E l 5 • 8 ) 





00 3 K= 1, "-JDV 
"'~1 E ,._, = I 0 V C R ( K , 1 ) 
N G ! K. !l = t\J 0 F T * ~~ C 0 L 
Dfl 4 "-1=l,NDFT 
'1TS=O. 
DG 16 I = 1 , No. A Y 
NGI~ 1 )=~'f.IR!l+l 
IF( NG IF D . Nf .N~E~)GQ Tn 16 
on 17 !I=l,M~AX 
~i\l1=If1VCR(K,II) 
IFP~ r~D .E0.0)Gr TO 17 
D T S = D 1 S + R r:1 * X L ( ~~ N Q ) I { 3 2 • 2 * K I * 0 ( ~ f\. 0 ) * 1 2 • ) 
1 7 C C: N T I •'l U F 
16 CC'N TINUE 
1) t~ 13 N = 1 , ~.1 F 
NFCR=TFIX(~V(M,N)) 
IF(NF~ ~ .fQ.O)G O TO 18 
'\J ~= ( ~ -l)IZ+l 
1 F ( r-.1 ·~ • : ~ F • ~ '1 E "1 ) ('; r T fl l 8 
on 1'""~ I=l,MYAX 
\1 ~r =IOV('~{K,!) 
IF(~ N~ .f0.0)G0 TO 19 
0 T S = q T S + • 5 * R C * X l ( '.F ~ 0 ) I ( 3 2 • 2 * K I * n ( ~ N 0 ) * l 2 • ) 
19 CL; N TI ~UF 
1 8 C ''H 1 T I 1\! U E 
4 nn T S ( ·'', K ) = D T S 
3 CS '·JTP<IJE 
'AQ.ITE(6,36) ((DOTS( I,J) ,J=l,NDV) ,I=l,NDFT) 
36 ~ C RMAT('QMASS nERIVATIVf ',l,(bE15.8)) 
5JJ C J~ TT f\UE 
Q.ETUR\J 
F.~ ! 0 
S U B K 'J U T I ~ F E I G F ~. 
c C SL'R ROUTINf FIGEN COMPUTES \ND NC:RM~LilES THE NfJR~AL ~~OES. 
C A~l ITF t:::4 TIVE APPR1ACH IS USED 
c ~FAL Kvtl,KP,K~2,KG 
C C ~~ ~ J N I D A T E I K '} Z 
C J ~~ \FJ'·./ l E V t L I~~"~ 
C!J~Mlf\;I(A~PIPfl 
C d ~ f\~ 'l N I K t"\ c; '3 I X r 
Cl ~ ~fl ~; I P .!\ TI N F T 2 , f\1 P , ,\J P R , N DV 
CC· Mr--'l~/QCl LAI~St..T 




COMMJ~ ! I USEFLI~< Rf-·Y 
C 0 M f--1 '] t\J I ~ A S S I W 
CO~ ~O~ I~A ~ A~GIK~l 
C 0 '-1 M 1 ~4 I 0 twi AS IT ~~ ~ S 
D I '-.1 E "4 5 I C' N t.. S AT ( 1 5 , 1 5 ) , A \1 A S S ( 1 0 ) , C 0 ~~ X ( 3 0 ) , D ~ ( 3 0 3 0 ) , 
$ C 0 ,.-1 { l ~ , 3 0 ) , OM X ( 3 0) , X ( 3 0 ) , P ( 1 0 ) , V E C 0 ( 1 0, t 0) , R VE C ( 10, l 0) , 
*KVl(lO,lO),KR(lO,lJ),DlV(lO),XX(lO),K"'12{tO,lO),K0(lO,lOl,PO(l0), 
*X C ( l 0 ) , W ( 10 , 10 ) , T~ AS ( l 0) 
r\ D F T = ~- 1 P - r--.: P R 
\1 '} q = ~~!) r r 
~ V E C = t'--! 11 F T 
'-1 = t\ FT214 
~ F=f\JFT212 
N PS= ~f1 FT 
NO FS= ~ P 
Nr1 R=NPR 
C !J L L n ·'- ~ t. AS ( 0 ) 
~n 410 I=l, NOFT 
A r1 A S S ( I ) = T M AS ( I } 
') 'J 410 J=l,~!PAY 
4 l 0 A v A S S ( I ) = /'. ~J: A S 5 ( I ) +- W ( I , J ) 
C*****FI ND C~t C UCEu R CJ TATI O ~ : AL STIFF"JESS ~ATRIX AND CALC. PQTATIONS 
~ ·l 6 1 I = 1 , N IJ F S 
OC· 6 l J = l , N f) F S 
f:> l K U ( I,J)=ASAT(l ,J) 
C ~ LL G~ I N V( KO , \ O FSl 
OC 6 2 I=l, ~!')F<; 
X(' ( I l = 'J • 
DC t 2 L=l,NO t: 
S2 XJ (I)= XO(!)+K O(I,L)*PO(l) 
:*****FI ~ O RE CUCE O SIOE~WAY MATRIX FOR FREQUENCY SOLUTIO~ 
nl1 19 I=l, N P ~ 
0 ' ' l 9 J = 1 N P P 
19 KM l(I,J)=~SAT(I,J) 
C ~ L l G · ~ I .. < V ( K ~ 1 , ~. : P R ) 
on l S I=l, NO FT 
II=I+ ~J P R 
DC: 16 J=l, NDFT 
J J = J +.'J p ~ 
K ;;_ ( I , J ) = A S A T ( I I , J J ) 
0 ·= 1 6 K = 1 , N P ~ 
[)I'": 16 L=l, NPR 16 Kii (I ,J)=K R( I,J}-(ASAT(!I ,K)*K'-1l(K,L)*ASAT(L,JJ)) 
Ct:. LL G '~ I"-' V(K ~ , N DFT) 
W~ IT F ( 6 ,123) 
123 F':' R'-1 t. T (I THF V/:T Q. IX DELTA') 






WR I T E ( 6 t l 0 6) I , { K R ( I , J ) , J = l , N P S t 
FCR~AT t' ROW',I3,1X,lP7El6.7/(8X,lP7El6.7)) 
OG 29 I=1,~PS 
orJ 2 :j J = 1 , N P S 
29 O~(!,Jl=KRCI,J)*A~ASS(J) 
152 
o: 152 1=1,\JPS 




IJC 33 I=1,NPS 
33 J'-~X(l)=1. 
34 ~ITF~ = ~ ITER+1 
0C 3 5 I = 1 , ~ P S 
3 5 X ( J } = 0 ·~ X ( I } 
or: 3S I=1,NPS QV,X(l)=O. 
00 3 6 K = 1 , \J P S 
3 6 f) ~ X ( I ) = D 'A X ( I l + Cl ~· ( I , K ) * X ( K ) 
f)VXMX=-1. 
or, 3 7 I = 1 , N P S 
IF (~lS (OMX( I) )-0'-1XMX) 37,37,38 
38 '<=I 
O~X~X=ABS (OV.X(l}) 
3 7 C 0 N T I \llJ E 
[) IJ l 9 I = 1 ' N p s 
39 D'A, X( l)=O~X( I )/fJ~X'-1X 
JC 40 I=1,~JPS 
IF (ARS (X( I )-IJ~X( l) )-0.0')0001) 40,40,34 
40 cr ~ ~ TI "~UF 
N '·~ = N '.4 + l 
1 2 F G 0, ·~ ~ T ( 5 ( 5 X ' I 1 ' 1 D E 1 6 • 7 ) I } 
P(~ ~ )=S0?T (ARS (X(K))/f)MX~X) 
w;: IT F. ( 6, 4 2 ) ~~I T F. q , nv 
4 2 F C ;:< ·, /1 T ( ' A F T F. :<. ' , I 3 , ' I T E R f. T I 0 ~~ S , ~· 0 0 F ~ 0 • ' , I 3 , ' I S 0 R T A I "I E D 1 ) 
W~IT ~ (6,43) P(NM) 
43 ~~RMAT (' THF CIRCULAR FREQUFNCY IS 1 ,lPE16.7) 
W~IT~ (f.:-,47) 
4 7 F r ·, ~ ~, .\ T ( • T Y F N C 0 /'. L DE F L E C T I 0 ~ S A. R F ' ) 
221 
101 
:\J tJ r; 1 = r': D p + 1 
Y~ 2 2 1 ! =~'· I P Q. 1 , 'l P 
K 5 =I-': D L< 
V F C 0 ( I'J ,. , K ~ ) = n '1 X ( K. 5 ) 
~~ R I T F ( 6 , 1 2 ) I , D.,. X ( K 5 l 
Qi; lJl T=1,~P~ 
C 1) ~ X ( I ) = 0 • 
























r)O 1 1 2 I = 1 , N P S 
CDMX(I)=CQ~X{I)/TEMP 
:1'4Q.ITE (6,103) 
FC· P~~. T (' THE CHECK NJD~o\L DEFLECT IONS ARE') 
DO 2?2 I=NPRl,NP 
1<. 6 =I -~J P R 
~RITE (6,12) I,Cn~X(K6) 
IF (~MR-NPS) 49,51,51 
IF (NV-N~R) 51,200,200 
XT\1X=O. 
DC 5 -~ 1 = 1 , \J P ~ 
xr .~x=xT vx+-tv-1x (I l *A "-1ASS <I> *Dt--1X (I> 
FATR=l./(P(N~)~P(NM)*XT~X) 
DC 54 I=l,NPS 
nr : 4 J = 1, ~·J P s 
0 r: ( I , J ) = n ~ ( I , J ) - F A T ~ * D M X ( I ) * A ~A S S ( J l * D ~1 X ( J ) 
I F ( T~ - N P S ) 3 2 , 2 0 J , 2 0 0 
cr ~; TP~llE 
NJR ~~LISE E!GENVFCTORS W.R.T. M-~AT~IX 
Of! P9 I=l,rJVEC 
011 90 J=l,'-JQFT 
X X ( J ) = V F C ~J ( I , J ) 
DIV(I)=O.J 
Dr g l K = l , ,~ ·H) F T 
fJ I V { I ) = 0 IV ( I ) +-X X { K ) *A '1 ASS ( K ) *XX ( K) 
D IV ( I l = S0Q T ( 0! V ( I l ) 
or: g 2 J = 1 , N fJ FT 
VF. C'l (I , J) = V Fr. n ( I , J ) I D IV ( I) 
C ~ ~~ T Ir~ U E FI ~1 ~nTATIONAL EIGE~V~CT~~S 
on 23 l=l, :·~PR 
QG 23 J=1,Nf1FT 
q'JFC<I,Jl=O.O 
D':"l 21 K=l,"-!r1R 
OCl 21 L=l,"-JDFT 
LL=L+-~PR 21 ~VFC(!,J)=~VEC( I,J)-KMl(I,K)*AS~T(K,LL)*VECO(J,L) 
52 RF.TlJ~PJ 
EN[) SURRJUTI~f GMINV(aSAT,NP) 
THIS IS t WELL KNOWN ~ATR1X INVFRSION SUBROUTINE DEVELnPED 
I t\t R f F E R f N C E ( 3 








DO 16 I= 1 t-.JP 
16 INOEX( 1 l=O 
11 AMAx=-1. 
DO l q I = 1, N ~ 
I F f I ~! r) E X t I ) ) 1 P. , l 9 , 1 8 
1 9 T E '-1 P = A B S ( A S AT ( I , I ) ) 
IF{TE ~ P-A M AX) 18,18,20 
20 IC fl L=I 
AMt X=TE~~ p 
1q C O ~J T! N UE 
IF (~ ~ AXl 21, 52, 22 









PI VO T =AS AT ( I COL, I C 0 L) 
ASAT(ICOL,IC OL)=l.O 
PIVOT=l./PIVOT 
or: 23 J=1,NP 
ASAT(IC OL,J)=ASAT{lCCL,J)*PIVOT 
or 2 4 r = 1 , ~J P 
IF {l-IC OL) 25,24,25 
T F ~1 P = ~SAT ( I , I CC1L ) 
AS AT {I, IC CJ L) =0.0 
0 0 2 6 J = l, N P AS AT(l,J)=ASAT(!,J)-ASAT(ICOL,J)*TEMP 
C :.: "~ T I \J U E 
GC: TJ 17 
CC\JT! i\ UE 
G·- T"J 54 
WRITE( 6 ,53) 
F ·: F· ·~ 4 T ( ' 0 P R 0 G R A ~ T E fU.' I N A T E 0 •••• S I N G IJ L ~ R S T J F F N E S S ~ AT R I X ' ) 
R F: T U ~ ~. ~ 
Ff'. JD S U MR'JUTI~E STIFF(KE2,SY,~C,S"1Y,SVY) 
STIFF PR CDUCES THF EL~ ~ FNT STIFFNESS VALUES AND THEN 
T ? ANSFOR~S TH~ M INTn SYSTEM COORDINATES. 
R, ~AL KS 
C 'J ~~ r-1 J N I P A P E ~ I K S 
C J ~ ~J~ /KALASHID,E 
C l ,'~ ,-.., .] N I P Y A R I I X L 
( .)~~1~ /RBLOCK/A M ,AV 
c ~ v ~SN I RC LL~/AS A T 
C J 'J: M J ~,l f P ~ T I N F T 2 , ~ I D F S , N f1 R , N [) V 
( l~ -~ 0~ /TUES Q ~IPAX D I :v F ~.J S I 0 N ,t, S ~ T ( 1 5 t 1 5 ) , A r-' ( 1 0 , 3 0 } l t. V ( 1 0 , 3 0 ) , S n ( 5 0 ) , S MY ( 50 ) , S V Y ( 5 0 ) , 
$ S Y ( 2:) ) , n ( ?. 0 ) , XL ( ~ 0 ) , K S { 5, 5 ) , PAX 10} 





IF(KE2.E 0 .2)GG T0 lJOl 
Ct ll S W AY(P~X,l) 
1001 CO i~ TI NUF 






Sll lll)=S IJ {!) 
S ·.~ Y ( I I ) = S ~~ Y ( I ) 
SVY(IIl=SVY(T) 
I I I = I + 1 
SCJ (IIIl=S C(I)/2. 
S · ~ Y ( I I I ) = S v. Y ( I I ) 
SVY( I I I )=SVY( I) 
IV=I+2 
sn ( I V) = SIJ ( I I I ) 
S ~~ Y ( I V ) = S r-1 Y ( I ) 
SVYCIV)=SVY(III) 
57 C r~ ~~ T P HJ E 
I~(KE2. EQ .2)G ~ TO 1000 
1 r' l I = 1 , ~J f1 F S 
f) G 1 J= 1, i~OFS 
1 AS/I T(l,J)=O.O 
on 56 I=l, NDFS 
I I =I- ~~ DR 
fJ r 5 t) J = 1 , N D f S 
JJ=J- i~i)P 





!F(I. GT. NOR)Gn Tn 41 
IF(J.GT. NOR)G O Tn 42 -~ S ..\ T ( I , J ) =AS ~ T ( I , J ) +-A ~'~ ( I , L ) * ( S D { L 3 ) *AM ( J, ll ) +- S 0 ( L 4) *A~ ( J , L 2 ) } 
GQ TO 56 
42 IF(I.GT. ~JD~ )G O TO 41 ~'SAT ( I , J ) =AS AT ( I , J ) +-A~ ( I , L ) * ( S MY ( L 3 ) * AV ( J J, L 1) + S MY ( l4) *A V ( J J , l 2) ) 
ASAT(J, I )=ASAT( I ,J} 
GO T:; 5 6 
41 IF(J.GT. ~ Oq)G n Tr 43 





')(1 61 I =1 ,Nf1FT 
DO A l J = 1, ~ f1 F T 
6 1 AS t. T ( I + N fl R , J + ~ [) P ) = AS AT ( I + ~~f) R , J + N 0 R ) - K S ( I , J t 
li'/RITF:(6, ~25) 
Dr 3?.6 I=l,NDfS 32t.> WPITE(A, 106 )!, (ASAT(!,J),J=1,Nr)FS) 
325 FORM~T(II'THE STIFFNESS MATRIX') 
106 F O~M~T (4HJROW,I3,1X,8fl5.81(8X,8El5.P)) 
l 0 0 J c .J ~ T I ~; I J E 
R.ETUQ.N 
fN r) 
SU BRC1UTI~lE SWAY(PI\X,LL) 
c C SwAY C C ~'PUTF.S THE AXIAL CnLUr'1N LCAQS !)IJF. T:J STATIC Fr:JRCES 
C ANO THt~ .\SSf~~LES THE SPRING MATRIX FOR THf P-DELTA EFFFCT 
c 
~Et\L 1\S 
CQM~~ ~ IUSEFLIN9AY 
cr~~J~IP~TINFTZ,NnFS,NDR,NDV 
CC~~ l ~IP4PERIKS 
c tl ,V ~ tJ I ~ I p y A R I I X L 
c I J ~ 1'-1 1 y,J I ( A ~ T I ~~ 
CG~'-1rJf\JIZf3LOCK/PA 
C C' r-1 M ~ 1 ~  IF RID A YIP C 
I) r ~ 1 E "J s T oN K s ' s , 5 , , w r 1 o , 1 o ) , x L ( 2 o , , P A ( 5 , c:; , , F. L ' 2 o , , o A x ( 1 a > , P c ( s , 5 , 
· ~ 0 F T = ~ ; l) F S-N 0 R 
\J C Cl L = ~~~ 8 tJ Y + 1 
C LL=O CAUSES PA Tn ~F C~LCULaTED THE FIRST DESIGN***LL=l 
C C t1 USES P t, T 0 R F SKI P P F !) AND K S I S CAlC lJ lATE D US I NG PC 
IF(LL.F.Q.l)r, r rr. 201 
IF(~B ~ Y.E ~ .l)~ n TO 35 
'1 r 2 1 J = ? , N ~ t. v 
Pt ~XXT=PAX( J) 
:)Q 2 5 I = 1 , N 0 F T 
ll= N:)FT-I+1 PA(ll,J)=P~I'XXT+(W(II,J-l)+W{li,JJ)*32.212. 
25 P.CAXXT=PA(IJ,J) 
-~l Cn\JTI NtJ E 
3 5 C C ~, T I "~ I I E 
Pt AXXT=PAX( 1) 
PA!._ XT2=P~. X(NCI'I.) 
Of' 2 'J I = 1 , N ~ F T 
I I = N I) r- T- I + 1 PA(II,ll=P~AXXT+W{ 11,1)*32.212. 






DO 9 I= 1 , N 0 F T 
[)Q Q J=l,NCC'L 
9 PC(!,J)=PA(l,J) 
',.Jr;_JTf(6, 100) 
100 F[RM~T('OAXIAL FORCES •) 
'A R I T f ( 6 , 1 1 0 ) ( ( P A ( I , J ) , J = l , N C 0 L l , I = l , N DF T ) 
111 F O R~ .\T( lX,8Fl0.4} 
2 0 l C r NT P~ U E 
DO B I= l , ~ D F T 
0 (1 8 J=l,NDFT 
8 K5(J,J)=O. 
~J ~ = ~! c T ?. I 4 
DO 30 I= 1 N M 
30 EL(l)=XL(i)l12. 
NDFTl= N!JFT-1 
Df' 1 I=l,NDFTl 
PATII=O. 





2 '~ = I + l 
Pflll2=PAIII 
f)C 4f- M=l,NPAY 
4 6 P ~ I I ? = P A I I 2 - W ( I , ~q * 3 2 • 2 
K) ( I , ~ ) =- P A I I 2 IE L ( I+ 1 ) 
K S ( I , T } = P A I I I IE L ( I ) +P A I I 2/ E l ( 1 + 1 ) 
1 C tl \~ T I ~. J U E 
Ptll ~ =O. 
nG 47 '·1=l, NCOL 
47 PAII2=P.LII?+PC(~~DFT,M) 
K S ( N D F T , N D F T ) = P t. I I 2 I E l ( ~I D F T ) 
K S ( N D F T , ~; u F T -1 ) =-P A I I 2 I E L ( f' l 0 F T ) 
\..J r I T t: { 6 , 1 1 1 ) 
ll 1 F 0 R M AT ( ' 0 T H F S P R HJ (, ~~ A T R I X ' ) 
W R IT~(~,llO)((KS(!,J),J=l,NDFT),J=l,NDFT) 
R~TU :>.~ ' 
Ef\1 0 
SUil ?.J tJTitJf DSTD.ES 
c C DSTRF:~· ( f) MPlJTES THF GRADIENTS C1F THE UPPERBOU~D O!SPLACE~ENTS 
C A ~: n STPESSES. 
( 
RfAL :< I 
C C"· M \1 J '~ I ~ IJ I C K I K I 
C r· ~1 '.1 C1 ~ I P Y t P ! I X L 





C 0 ~ M 0 t~ I U B L DC K I ( 1 '.~ E G A 
C C ~ M J N ITF ~ PICLt M A 
CO ~"-1'JN I TOT I CVE(, DR EC 
CfM~O ~ IPA MESHIDESIG 
C r ~· .\1 l il l G E 0 R G f IS I GJ\I , S I G N 1 , S 1 G M A 
C C ~~ U~IBBLO(KitM,~V 
C ·l ~ M 0 ~~ I L 0 An I E G 
Cl~V ~N/K~LASHIO,E 
C J M~ O ~I MA~O JIYC,DYC,C,PROD 
C 0 ~ 'A l : ·~ I L< I S H ./1 N I f) Y 
C 'J M M [l ~ J ll 8 L IJ C K I S Y 
C O MMONIFRlOAYIP~ 
C n~ ~ lN IUSEFLINB A Y 
C G ~ ~ O~IPAVIII D VCP,M~AX 
C ll r~ v '] r ~ I MAP I 0 X n 
C: 'l ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ I H 0 U R I F E ·~ 
C J Y ~ G N I w A L L I R V E L , S I G ~~? , V 
D I ~1 E ~ ~ S I 0 ~J E G ( 1 0 ) , f) C ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , D E o ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , D E V F L ( 3 0 , 1 0 ) , 0 R V E L ( 3 0 , 1 0 ) , 
$0SI G~ ~(30,10),DfSIG{30,10),SIGN1(10,10) SIG\J(lO 10) C(lO),YC(lO) 
$ I) y ( 1 Q ' l 0 ) ' s I G l~ .<\ ( 3 0 ' l 0 ) ' c L A M 8 ( 1 0 ' l 0 ) ' (J,., F (;A. ( l 0 ) ' v E c 0 ( l 0 ' l 0 ) ' A M ( 1 0 ' 3 0 ) ' ~ ) , A V ( l 0 , 3 '1 ) , R. V E C ( l 0 , 1 0 ) , C V F. C ( 5 , 5 , 1 0 ) { DR E C ( 1 0, 5 , l 0 ) , XL ( 2 0 } .' n ( 2 ') ) , P R C' D ( l 0 ) , 
1 0 ~) ( 1 0 ) , D Y C ( l 0 ) , S Y ( 2 ) ) , P A ( 5 , 5 ) , f) S I G A S 1 0 , 1 0 ) , I D V C P ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , 0 X 0 ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , 
# ) , P. VEL ( 3D , l 0) , D S HF R ( 30, 10 ) , DV ( 3 0, 1 0) , SIGN 2 ( 3 0, 10) , V ( 30, l 0) , 
* E S ( 3 0) , S 1 ( 3 0) , FE~ ( 30) 
~JIY1 = '~ F T ?. I 4 
\JO FT= ~D FS-N DR 
NC:l L= "!P6Y+l 
NJ\ F ="J C .1 L t; r·JO FT 
·~ ;\ F 2 = 2 t.~ !\I !\ F 
~V EC= ~JO FT 
t~ F =NFT212 C F I \ )0 n E P I VA T I V f 5 l1 F ~ J D A L P A l<. T • C C E F • AN 0 S H 0 C K S P E C T R U ~ 1A R T D V 
'18 1 0 I = 1 , ' ~ V F r 
!) ,--- l 0 J = 1 ' '~ 0 v 
DE P ( I , J ) = '_) Y C ( I ) *CL AM B ( I , J) I ( 2. * 0 MEGA ( I ) ) 
DC(J,J)=O.O 
D 11 1 0 K = 1 , '·J 0 F T 
OY(K,J)= ').') 
10 OC (!,J)= nC (!,J)+CVEC(!,K,J)*EG(K) 
C F '~ R '~ 1 F R I V A T I V E S 0 F E L E ME f\1 T D I S P L 1\ C E M EN T ~ ( I N N n R ~ /l L r4 0 D E S ) 
f) r. 2 .J K = 1 , ~,J D V 
fJO 21 !=1,\!F 
·JV(! ,1< )= 0 .0 
J E S!f~( I ,K)=O. 
00 21 J=l, NVFC 




ORVEL( I ,J)=O. 
DO 21 L=l,NDFS 
Ll=L-NO~ 
IF(L.GT.'JOR)Gr'l T(l 22 
DP VEL ( ! , J ) = DP VEL (I , J) +AM ( L, I ) *Dk F C ( L, J, K) 
cr~ TJ ?1 
22 OEVEL(I ,Jl=DFVFL(J ,J)+AV(LL,I )*CVEC(J,LL,K) 
2 l C L. ~J T I ~~ l) f 
C*****CALCULAT~ STATIC STqfSS OfRIVATIVES 
~)0 5 0 I = 1 , N F 
FS(l)=O. 
Drl 50 J=1,NOR 
5J ~S(l)=FS(l)+~~(J,l)*DXO(J,K) 
C Ft 1 fJ~·1 5TRFSS OFP. IVATIVES IN EACH ~4 UDE 
D C~ 5 1 I = 1 , r ~ M 
NF 1=2*I-l 
NF?=?*I 
TD=l2.*f =H)( I) /XL (I) 
T n 2 = 12 • * T 1) * 1. I XL ( I ) 
TD3=Tn?*SY( I )/12. 
TD4=TD?/12. 
S 1 < r"\ F 1 ) = 2 • *T n * r S P ·J F 1 ) + T D * E S ( r--r F 7. ) 
S 1 ( ~ F 2 ) = T D * E S ( \ J F 1 ) + 2 • * T 8 * E 5 ( ~ ! F? ) 
0 r ~: 2 3 J = 1 N V E C 
0 S I G '·1 ;\ ( ~ 1 F- i , J ) = 2 • * T ~ * 0 R V [ L ( N F 1 , J ) + T D * 0 Q. V E L ( t--J F 2 , J ) 
!>- T 0 2 * ;J E V F L { ~~ F 1 , J ) - T 0 2 * 0 F V f L ( N F 2 , J ) ~ S I G ·~A ( ~ F?, J ) = T 0 *DR VEL ( ~J F l , J ) + 2 • * T f)* 0 R VEL ( N F 2, J ) 
$-T02*0EVEL(NF1,J)-T02*UEVEL(NF2,J) 
lf(~~.LE.~~F)G O Tn 23 
D SHE ~ ( ' · ~ F 1 , J ) =- T f) l * ( f1R V F L ( ~ : F 1, J ) t 0 R V F: L ( 'J F 2, J ) ) 
OSHEQ ( ~~F?, J) =O~HER UJF 1, J) 
I r-' t.'\!=0 
Dr 140 II&=1,~~AX 
I F ( "-j '~ • ~ J E • 1 D V r r ( K , I I b ) ) G (l T 'l 1 4 0 
IVA\J=l 
14 J C J :'JT I "liJ E 
I != ( I "~ ~ ~·~ • F. Q. 1 ) f) s H f p ( I ~ F 1 ' J ) = l) sHE R ( N F l ' J ) 
f.- T f14 * { R VEL ( \J r: 1 , J ) + P, VEL P J F 2 , J ) ) 
J 5 I ~ E k ( r--; F 2, J ) = 0 S ~ F R ( N F l , J ) 
2 3 C r"' '\JT I ",'I! F 
51 CS~TI~UF C Fir\') [)[RIVATIVFS nF STR.FSSFS A'40 DISPL/\CfMENTS AT RFSPF.CTIVE 
C ·~:. X I '·1 U~ · S 
:JC":· 4 J J = 1 , ~.~ V E r 
:1 :"" ~0 I=l,~OFT 
Tl=CVF( (J, I ,K)*((J);>ty((J) 










3 2 0 E S I t, ( I , K ) = DE S ! G ( I , K ) + S I G ~~ 1 ( I , J ) * ( T 6 + T 7 .+ T 8 ) 
'lA. F 2 1 =~~A F 2 + l 
Q r 3 3 I = r--J f . F 2 1 , ~, f 
T4=DSHEP(!,J)*C(J)*YC(J) 
T5 = V (I, J) *DC ( J, K) *YC { J l 
TG=V(!,J)*C{J)*DEP(J,K) 
3 3 'JV ( I , K ) = 0 V ( I , K ) +SIGN 2 { I , J) * ( T 4+ T 5 + T 9) 
4 0 c c ~: T I ~~ I.J F 
C * * * * * C t~ L C LJ L t T F t N D A 0 D DE R I VA T I V E S 0 F A X I A L S T R E S S E S 
Dr 1 l I = l, N A F? 
11 DSIGAS(I,K):Q. 
00 2 "'1 = 1 , ~~ ~ :~ X 
KK=If)V(.R{K, ,\.1) 
IF(KK.~T.NAF.rR.KK.EQ.O)GO TO 2 
'-1'"1 = { K K- 1 ) IN 0 F T 
I\.Jf:1=2*KK-1 
NFZ=Z*'<K 
5 K1=!<K- rJ OFT*MM 
~w ="'P-1 + 1 
6 f) S I GAS ( N F 1 , K) = n S I GAS ( ~~ F 1, 1<. l -Pt. ( K 1, M M) * K 1 *I) ( t<. K) * 12. I ( S Y ( K K) * S Y ( K K) ) 
DSIGa~(~F2,Kl=D5IGAS(NFl,K) 
2 C1\JTI~~ UE \~ 11 I T E ( 6 , 1 l 0 ) ( D S I G A S ( I , K ) , I = l , ~!A F 2 ) 
CXXXXXAOD ~fDIVATIVE DUE TG OYNA~IC GIRDEP SHEAR 




DO 7 0 I = 1 , ~J A F 
IF ( J J. E Q. ~Jf) FT l J J=O 
JJ=JJ+1 
IF(JJ.FQ.l )P~XXT=~.O 
·~ = ( I - l ) I ~J I) F T + l 
Il=~*~OFT-I+l+NOFT*(M-1) 
NF 1=2*! I-1 
'~F2=2*I I 
A I = S Y ( I I ) I ( K 1 *l ( I I J * 12. ) 
IF(~.~Q.~CJL)GQ rr 73 
I t: ( I • r, T • ~ ~ D F T • . \ \! fl • "~ P ~ Y. G T • 1 ) G IJ T D 7 2 
IF( I. GT.NDFT.ANO.N8AY.EQ.l)G0 TO 73 
P ~X X T =PAX X T + ( 1 .I A I ) *DV ( N I I 6 , K) __, (Jl 
\.0 
r;o TO 69 
72 IF(JJ.EQ.llli6=ll6+l 
IF(JJ.EQ.l)N!I6=2*II6-l 
N I I 5 = ~H I 6- 1 
PAXXT=PAXXT+(l.IAI)*(-DV(NII5,K)+0V(N!I6,K)) 





N I I 6=~JI I 6- 2*~~R. A Y 
70 CC!NTI"'UE 
'A R I T E ( 6 , 11 0 ) ( n S I GAS ( I , K ) , I= l , N A F 2 ) 
DO l 3 I = 1 , N F 
r ~~A= ( I - t l 1?. + 1 
nn 42 J=l,~JDV 
DC 42 L=t,"'1MAX 
; ·J U "11 = I 0 V C Q ( J , L ) 
I F ( N '1 • F Q • . \J U ~ 1 • A N D • K • E Q • J ) S l ( I ) = S 1 ( I ) - F E ~ ( I ) * 12 • I ( S Y ( N ~ ) * S Y ( ~ ~ ) ) 
42 CONTI~JUF 
13 OESIG(l,K)=OESIG(I,K)+Sl(!) 
20 CC !'JT I "..JU F 
00 12 I= l , "·J A F 2 
Dll 12 K=l r-..Jf)V 
DE 6[)0=0ES IG{ I ,K) +OS IGAS (I ,K, 
If-(OEAD0)62,63,63 
62 GUSHPL=-1.0 
(;O TO 12 
63 GUSHDL=l.O 
12 DFS IG( I ,K )=GtJSHrL*(ABS( OE<;IG( I,K) )+ARS(DSIGAS( I ,K))) 
'~RITE(6,100) 
100 FOR~AT(II' DFRIVATIVE 0F MAX-DISPLACEMENTS') 
0 fJ 6 0 I = 1 , "I 0 F T 
6 0 ~~ R I T E ( 6 , 1 1 0 ) ( 0 Y ( I , J ) , J = l , N 0 V ) 
110 FGR~aT(1,3El6.9) 
W R ITE(~,l2J) 
120 FOR~AT(II' DERIVATIVE OF ~AX-ST R fSSES'l 
0 :1 61 I=l,\JF 
61 ~RJTE(6,ll0)(0ESTG(l,J),J=l,NDV) 
q_ ( TU~~I 
~ tj ~ R fl t J T I N c F E ~, S I B ( N ~ C , ~JD V , N C , GW , T H F. T A , S I G ~1 A , S ) 
~ FF.ASIB FIN!lS A "lFW FF.A5IP.LF 11IkECTIO"J VECTOR IJSlt\J\, T~t 
C GFAnrr:r·~TS rJF TI~F l UUNOFrJ RFHAVILW CONSTPAT~lTS AN1> THE 







H ITEGEG, 6RTS 
REAL 'JC 
9 FO~~AT (~~15.6,/) 
10 FORMAT (qHl P~ ~ ~~E I) 
11 FnR~tT (21H NG FEASI PLE SGLUTTON) 
12 F OR ~AT (15H ASI~- PH~S~ I) 
14 F O~~ ~T (16H !PSI~- PHASE !) 
15 F OR_ ~ A T (3 0 14) 
16 F Q f< ~ fl. T ( l 6 H ICST'-1 - PH~SE I) 
13 FORM AT (l0Hl PHASE II) 
D I t'l F: N S l 0 t\ J A S pq 4 0 , 4 0 ) , P H S ( 4 0 ) , I 8 S I M ( 4 0 ) , I C S 1 M ( 4 0 ) , I S V ( 4 0 ) , N C ( 2 5 , 4 0 l , 
*),GW{ 10),THETA(25) ,5(10) 
r~c D =40 
N 'J ~ c = "J ,". r + 1 
N ~~ OV = ~ I I) V + 1 
ZF. Rr .~si ~~ 
DLJ 50 I=l,NCD 
RH)( I )=0.0 
no so J=l , ~~ co 
50 .'xS I~( I, J) =0.0 
\J 0 P 1'v1 A L I Z E C fJ ~~ S T R A IN T V F. C T(' D. S AND CAlC U LATE SUM 0 F C 8 ~ F :] N EN T S 
DC 51 I=l,NA( 
TSl=O. O 
TS2='). 0 
DC! 52 J=l,"'JDV 
T T T = "J C ( I , J l 
TSl=TSl+TTT 
52 TS 2=TS2+TTT*TTT 
TS?=S 0~ T(TS2l 
RHS( I )=TSl/TS2 
l C 53 J=l,NDV 
53 i\SIM{I,J)=NC(J,J)/TS2 
5 1 C C ~ T I ~~ U f ~OR MAL!ZF WEIGHT GRADIENT VECT~R ANn CALCUL~TF SUM OF CDMPJ~E~TS 
TSl=O.J 
TS?=O. O 
f) i} 54 I=l, f'J DV 
TTT=GW( I) 
TS l=T S. l+TTT 
S4 TS2=TSZ+TTT*TTT 
T5?=S Q~ T(TS?.) 
Q. H S P 'J ~ ~ A C ) = T S 1 I T S 2 
nG 55 I=l,~DV 
5 5 A 5 I ~-1 ( "J N A C , I ) = G ~H I ) IT S ?. 
I~SE ~ T SI GMA COEFFISIE~TS 










AS I~ ( ~ ~J /l C, N NOV ) = 1 • 0 
F I L L rJ U T UP P F. R B 0 U ~i D S 




57 C G~~ T! ~~ tJF. 
I ~.· S F. R T 0 R J F. C T I V F 
NC R=Nl:.C +\'DV+2 
NC.\=~'~J .\C •"-lDV+l 
NCC=~K~+1 
AS I ~ ( t,! C f3 , ~~ N 0 V ) =- 1 • 0 
SfT IJP TRIAL PASIS 
0 0 5 B I = 1 , ~: N D V 
58 ICSI"1(I)=I 
THFSE :\RF SLAC'< VARIABLFS 
f)n ')q I=l,~CA 
5 :~ I e S I '·1 ( I ) = ·\J t\J 0 V + I ~00 ARTIFICIAL VbQihBLFS AND CLEA? ARTIFICIAL OBJECTIVE 
AQ TS=O 
110 60 I=l,~,' f\AC 
IF (QH S (!) .GF. -l.OE-07) GO TO tO 
~ J ~ f) v = · · ~ ~ J [) v + l 
.\SI~( I,~~ ~f1 V)=l.O 
AR TS= t\~ TS+l 
[)~ 61 J=l,Nr\DV 
T 5 1 = - 1.\ S P·1 ( I , J ) 
ASl'1(!,J)=TSl 
61 AS!"-A( \J(( ,J)=A~l~(NCC,J)-TSl 
TSl=- ~r1 S(l) 
~ ~ 1 S( I )=TSl 
~ t-J S ( "J C C ) -= l~ H S ( ~ C C ) - T 5 1 
ICSI >1(~;NDV) =IRSIM( I) 
I I~ SI'q I )=2*~DV+ "! hC+2+llRTS 
6 0 C n NT 1 ": IJ F 
· u~ o v = ~; "~ o v • 1 
IF ( .\ P TS . EQ. 0) GG rn 62 
~ = :~ ~ c + ~\ 0 v + 2 
c;rr T() 6~ 
A? ~=~ ! AC+ \JO Vtl 
6 3 ~~= ,'· I + 1 
!J 0 6 4 I = 1 , t·~ 
64 A~!'v1(!, ~Nf1 V)=D 1~~(!) 
VNOV=',•\OV-1 
IF (\:IT<) .E;:'I. 0) GIJ TlJ f:~ 
PHASE I C t, L L S I ~,~ P L E ( "1 'J n V , ~~ , A S I ~ , I R S I ~ , I C S I \1 ) (J) N 
65 I=O 
no 77 J=t,~CA 
I I S = I f1 S I ~-1 ( J l 
7 7 I = ~~ A X 0 ( I , I I B ) 
K= 2* \JOV +N AC +2 
IF ( I .LE. K) 1,0 Tfl 66 
1,~ q, I T E ( A , 1 1 ) 
WRITE (6,12) 
WRITE {A,9) ((ASIM(l,J),J=l,NCD),!=l,NCO) 
·.-Jr. ITE (6,16) 
· ~ R IT~ (6,15) ICSIM 
W Q. IT~ (t-,141 
\.J o I T ~ ( 6 , 1 5 ) I R S I ~ 
S I G·--1.\= 0. 
GIJ TO 76 
c SET UP ISV FOR SQUEEZE 6 6 D () 6 7 I = 1 ~ N D V 
IF (ICSIM(I) .LE.K) GO TO 68 
ISV<Il=O 
SrJ T .:} 67 
63 ISV(I)=l 
6 1 c n "'J r n~ u E 
ISV(~ \JDV)=l 
c S ~JUEE ZE MATRIX 
K=O 
fl O 7 J I = 1 , N ~JOV 
n= ( ( I S V ( I ) ) • G T. 0) GJ TC 71 
L(=K+l 
r;rJ T 0 7 2 
71 IF (K .EQ. 0) Gr TO 79 
!!(.=I-L( 
~ll 73 J=1,M 
73 ~SI~(J,!L(J=ASIM(J,I) 
GO T'J 7P 
79 IK=I-1< 
78 ICSP·H !K)=ICS!~(l) 
72 JJ=I-'< 
7 0 C C: NT ! \! U E 
c PHASI= I I I!=(K.EQ.O)GO Tn 92 
·~ = ~~ - l 
9 2 C r· "'JT P·J!f E 
IJ=JJ-1 
r. /: L L S I r~ P L f. (!J,M,ASI~, IBSIM, ICSIM) 
c • s' V ECT ~H·"' . SIG~i=ASI~(~,JJ) __. 
or 74 T=l,~OV (j) 
w 
74 S(!)=-1.0 
~~ = \1- 1 
n !J 7 c:; I = 1 , M 
IF (!~51'1(1) .r;T. NOV) Gr. TO 75 
IPI=I~S I~{ I) 
S( IRT )=ASIM( I,JJ)-1.0 
7 5 C C "'! T I ~~ U F 
1':> ~ETUR.~l 
E"~ f) SU~~ 0 UTI N E SIMPLE (N,~,~,IB,IC} 
c C T H I S I S l HE S I ~-1 P L E X ~ E T H CO F n R S 0 l V I N G T H E L 1 N E A R P R 0 G R A M 
C SET UP IN SURROUTINE FEASIB. 
c l FOR~~T (Pfl5.A) 
l ·'J F CJ ~ ·"1 AT (30H S O LLITIC ~J U~~KuUr-- I OFD **********) 
DIME~SI ON A(40,40),!P(40),!C(40),0(40) 
.~ ~~ =N+l 
C F! Nf) ~EW RASIC VARIA~LE 
56 J= 0 
TS=O.O 
or 5'J I=l,N 
A .~-= .6. (~~,I) 
T S = A \4 I ~~ 1 ( T S , A f , ) 
lF(TS. ~ E.AA)GO TO 50 
J= I 
50 C ~ ~ J T I N 1J E 
If ( T S • G T • -l • 0 E- 0 5) GO T 0 58 
C J E TE q ~J~E TrlE 3ASIC TO REPLACE 
K=O 
TS=l.OF+30 
or s t r = 1, M 
A~=t(I,J) 
R R H S = A { I , i~ N ) 
IF (t..A .LE. l.OE-07) GO TO 51 
TS2= ~R HS/AA 
TF t fS2 .GE. TS) G:J T'J 51 
TS=TS2 
K= I 
5 1 C C "-: T I "~ U F 
IF (K .f0. 0) G~ T(; ~7 
C C H ~. ~H: F R ~ S I C It~ 0 EX V E C T [ • K S 
!=I S {K) 
JR{'\)=lC(J) 
I C {J)=I C SfT UP OlJ ~ MY VEfT 11 f{Y F!!R PIVOT OPER .ATIONS 





52 A< 1 ,J)~o.o 
A(K,J)=l.O 
C ~IVI~E PIVOT ROW BY PIVQT TERM 
~A=O(K) 
DC 53 I=l ,NN 
53 A('<,!)=(A(K,!))/AA 
C ELIMINATE PIVOT COLUMN 
n o s 4 I = 1 , ~~ 
IF (I .EO. K) GO T'1 54 
AA. = 0 { I ) 
IF (l\GS(P.A) .LF.. t.·JE-07) GO TO 54 
DG 5 5 L = 1 , f\! N 
55 A(I,L)=Ati,L)-A(K,L)*AA 
54 CDNTINLJE 
GC TO 56 
57 fJP IT F ( 6, l 0) 
5 B RF TU~. "~ 
E~! D 
S lJ R K. 0 U T I N E .-.., tV~ 0 C H ( S , PC T R , W T , G \tl , \J D V , S C 0 N , B S C , ~ B S C , B S C l , D E L T A ) 
c C THIS SU8RflUTINF. ~~AKES A ~~OVE I~ THE NEG~TIVE DIRECTif'N OF THF 
C GFtDIENT IJF THE \..JFIGHT FUNCTION.CHECKS THE SIDE CQ~STC<~I~TS OF 
C T~E ~EW OESIG~ AND ADJUSTS BY INTFRPOLATION A~Y OF THE DESIGN 
C Vt~IARLES VIOLATED. 
c INTEGE~ GSC 
LCGICAL BSCL 
( !J ~A~ r:J \J I F. A~, I 0 V 
c c "' ~ M 0 ~~ I 0 f-)·1 I A L p H ~ 
c n M>1 J\ 1 OL 0/ [I D 
1 FOPMAT(lH0,2X,2PH ***** PRFVICllJS DESIGN*****,/) 
2 FCPMAT(lH0,2X,~H ALr>Ht IS,2X Ell.6) 
3 FCRMAT(lH0,2X,27H *****CURRENT OESIG~ *****,/) 
4 f r R "-1 A T ( l H 0 , 2 X , ~ 9 H ~ LJ UN D F 0 S 11") F C U ~~ <; T R A I "-l T S A R ': , I , 3 6 I 3 ) 
5 F :; P ;-·L~T(lH0,2X,3QH ~U~BFR CF BntJNOED SlOE CONSTRt.I~TS A~F,2X,I2) 
b F (l R ,~A ,'\ T ( 1 H 0 , 2 X , 1 8 H A 0 J U S T F 0 A l P H .6 I S , F 1 1 • 6 ) 
9 FC~ ~~AT( lX,qE13.6) 
10 FORMAT(lH0,2X,2EH PESULTS FRO~ MOVF AND CHECK,/) 
0 I ~ E ~ ~ S I 0 ~.! S f l 0 ) , 0 V ( 1 0 ) , G w ( l 0 ) , S C 0 N ( 4 0 ) , B S C ( 2 0 ) , 0 0 ( l 0 ) 
NDVP='r1V 
~~ ~ .J f"'l V = 2 * ~ .. H") V P 
~RIT~(6, 10) 
I) (1 5 0 I = 1 ' N D v 
5 o no ( I ) = f1 v ( I ) 
wo IT E ( 6, 1 ) 
WRITE ( 6, 9) ( 00 ( I ) , I= 1, ~!JV P) ()) (J1 
TS=O.O 
nr C::l l=l,NDV 
51 TS=TS+S (I l*G~: ( I) 
ALPH\=-((PCTP*~T)/TS) 
'..JRITE{6,2)ALPHA 
5 9 D f' 5 2 I = 1 N 0 V 
5 2 L) v ( I ) = 0 0 ( I ) + A L p H A * s { I ) 
·. ~ R I T r: ( 6 , 3 ) 
'..J P ITE(6,q) (OV( I) ,I =l,NDV) 
I C =0 
~SCL=.FALSF. 
Q[1 5 3 I = 1 , N NOV 
IF(l.GT.NDV)Gfl TO 54 
D I F F = 0 V ( I t - S C il ~ .! ( I ) 
R = u iJ ( I t - S C lPJ( I ) 
r,r l rn ~1 
'54 ~ I F F = S C f ' ~J ( I ) - n V ( I - ~ J D V ) 
G = S C u \J { I ) - CJ D ( I - N 0 V ) 
6 1 I F ( S C 'J r--; ( I ) • E () • •1 • 0 ) G J T 0 5 5 
A~=DIFF/tQS(SCON(I)) 
B= ~/A HS ( S CU t\1 ( I ) ) 
cr· rn s c 
55 ~t=OIFF 
56 IF(AA.GT.0.0)G ~ T~ 57 
IF{A~.LT.DELT~)GO Tn 53 




G·~. T:1 53 
5 7 A t P H !\ 1 = f, L P H ~ 
~LDHA=-(G-OFLTA/2.)*ALPHA1/(AA-5) 
I . .J R I T E ( 6 ' 6 ) A L pH A 
Gfl TO SS 
53 CCNTINIJF 
I F ( • r J U T • 8 S C L ) G Cl T 0 h 2 
~PSC=IC 
WD!TF:(6,4) (RSC<! ),l=l,~P1SC> 
'.•1 ~ I T F: ( 6 , 5 ) N B ~ C 
62 r<.ETU~\J 
E~!O Sl _tf3 RL1UT INf AOJUST ( S, '..JC v, CwCV ,ALPHA, BSCL, BSC,N~SC, OEL Tt\, SC'J\I,NDV, 
* LO,SLOPF) 
I f T H I S S U P ~ n U T I ~1 f. .1\ f1 J US T S T H E W Cl K S T V I n l ~ T E f) P F H A V I n UP C 0 "J S T P ;\ I "J T 
C ( S Y INTERP ~lLATIC· r~) ~~~ 0 CHr::CKS THE SID~ CONSTRtiNTS 




C ( ~n·HJ N I R ~.' ~ I 0 V 
cr.~~M 'J \JI HAR I I EXIT 
C (1 ~A ..,. 'l ~ I C L f) I C D 
0 I :'-1 F. ~~ ~ I 0 r ~ S ( 1 0 ) , 0 V { 1 0 ) , ('"', f1 ( 1 0 ) , ~ S ( ( 2 0 ) , S C 0 N ( 4 0 } 
l F (' R ·A A T { 1 H \) , 2 X , ? 7 ~ A 0 J U S T F D A L P H t\ I S N E G A T I V E , 2 X t E l l • 6 ) 
2 F 1l ? 1-1 A T ( l H f) , ? X , 5 H 0 V t R , I ) 
l f( 1RY;\T ( 1H0,2X, OH S VECT CR,I} 
4 F L'~ ~AT ( lH0,2X, 15H ADJUSTED ALPHA IS,2X,Ell.6) 
5 ~roMAT(2X,qE11. ~ ) 
6 F C:;<. ~ t\T (lHU,2X,2C?H R C 'J~DED Slf'IE CliNSTRAINTS ARE,I,36J3) 
7 F C"~R \.4'\T (1H1,2X,39H fJUr~rJF.R OF BOU~·: OED SIDE CONSTRA!~!TS ARE,2X,l2) 
8 J= r ~ ·~ AT ( 1 H 0 , 2 X , 3 6 H T I ~ E T C L E A V E T H E M ~ C H I N E A N 0 T H I N K ) 
'! 0 V P = r . ~ 0 V 
N~! ~V=2* f\! IJVP 
W P IT F ( f: , 5 ) ( n I) ( I ) , I: l, N DV) 
Al FHhl=tlPHA 
IF ( .\'·.J T. L ()) GU T f_l fO 
·.) .6 =C' WC V- ( I) F L T A/2.) 
:') p =SL OP F 1C=( ~ CV- 0W CV-SL O PE* ALPHAl)I({ALPHAl)**2) 
'-~ ~· I TF. ( 6 , 'S ) QA 
wC' !TF. (6,5) OR 
'r-JPITF ( 6 , 5 ) 0C 
r~ f) = ( 0 ~ ~ ) )~ * 2 - 4 • * J C * Q A 
IF- ( f)[) .GT. O.Q) CCI Tfl P5 
C S r- T l) f L T ,fl. E Q U !\ L T :-; T r.· I C E C 1/J C V , T HER t F 0 R. E Q A= 0 • 0 
~l rH~=- C,; nl rJC 
GfJ Tfl 8 ~ 
85 A LDH~=(- Q ~+OD**O.S)I(2.*CC) 
P 6 GO TrJ 8 l 
8 0 A L PH A = - (() W C V- D E L T !I I ?_ • ) * t. L PH A 1 I ( ~d~ V - 0 W C V ) 
81 IF (ALPHA .GT. n.O) GJ TO 51 
'.1 1--. IT E ( A,l) .tLP ~ h 
GC1 T Cl 57 
51 IF (ALDH ,"' .LT. l.OE-04) GO TO 5~· 7 
'J 0 52 I=l, ~J DV 
5 2 rJ V { I ) = '; D ( I ) + /J L P f-J A * S ( I ) 
'tJ U, !TF ( 1.: ,4) ~LDHA 
1~R !TF (6,3) 
1-J R ITF (t-,5) (S(l),I=l,NDV) 
'·~ R I T r- ( 6 , 2 } 
,J K!TF ( h ,5) (OV(!),I=l, NOV) 
I C =0 
BSCL=.FALSF. 
f) r 53 I = l , N ~~ f) V 




D! FF=DV (I )-SC O\!( I) 
8= 0 0{ I l-SC!JN( I l 
GO TO 61 
54 D! F F = S C J ~'"( I ) - D V ( I- ~~ DV ) 
B=SC ON (!)-UD(l-NOV) 
Sl IF (SC UN ( I) .F0. 0.0) GO TO 55 
AA=;)IFr/ABS(SC :l~J(l)) 
~= q1 AR S { SC'J N( I)) 
GC' T'J 56 
55 ,l t. =JIFF 
56 IF (A A .GT. 0.0) GO TO 57 
IF ( AA .LT. DELTA) GO TC 53 
C ST 0 ~F THE INDEX AND NU~BFR OF 80U~OED CONSTRAINTS 
IC=I C+l 
~SCL=.TR U E. 
B5 C { I C ) = I 
GC T'J 53 
57 ~ ~ IT E ( 6, 8) 
557 fXIT=.TPUE. 
r.o T'1 c.2 
5 3 C C' ~~ T I t--J '-J E 
! F- ( • ~J-"J T • fl. S C L } G 0 T (1 6 2 
Nt SC=I C 
wR ITE {6,6) (RSC( I ),I=l,NBSC) 
Wr iTE (6,7) "J BSC 
6 2 q FTlJ~ N 




INPUT DATA FOR EXA'-1PLE IX-8(2) 
KI FREQ. OA~PING FORCE 
• 34 5 • o.o 1. 
NnD~ NPU ~"1A. X NDFS 
3 1 2 8 
~B .\ y 
l 
SUPEki~PCSED AXIAL LOAD 
o.o 0.0 










ST .~. TIC Ff.~ fJUE TO GIPOFP LCAO (KIP-FEET) 
o.o o.o o.o 0.0 •1. 0 
-266.t67 266.6A7 -133.333 133.333 
SECTIJ~ OEPTHS (FEET) 
l. 33 3 3 1. ') 1.3333 1.5 1.75 
SECT I 0~ ~4 J OU L I (IN**1) 
271.5PJ 2R1.l59 2 71. 5 80 283.1'59 271.129 
OY~A~IC LJAO AMPLITUDF (KIPS) 
8.Q2 3.57 
MEMBER LENGTHS (INCHFS) 
18 o. 120. 18 o. 12 0. 480. 



















PCI~TS CN THF SH1CK SPECTRU~ AT INTERV~LS n~ .05 (Nn DA~Pl~G) 
o.1975429 0.1909235 o.5756707 o.7475S74 o.qo65768 1.063133? 1.2050457 1.3307562 
1.4381925 1.528~268 1.f002741 1.6535749 1.6907778 1.7171011 1.7351389 1.7413588 
l.7422S47 1.7375574 1.7271376 1.7143507 1.6979761 1.6786947 1.6594667 1.6364~34 
l.614S25B 1.5915794 l.5AS6952 1.5£28L19 1.51923A5 1.494609~ 1.4695711 1.4464397 
1.4231863 l.399724J 1.37f2102 1.3534622 1.3318748 1.3103991 1.2890~06 1.2679605 
1.2471500 1.2275429 1.2084351 1.1896172 1.1711168 1.152Q455 1.1351147 1.1176367 
1.110~474 1.0847803 1.0823612 1.0966558 1.1097403 1.120Q411 1.1305275 1.1385Q13 
1.1~56f61 1.1520031 1.1570330 l.l61J050 1.1639481 1.1659527 1.1676569 1.1697717 
l.l69JC98 l.lA3777S l.l67P276 1.1663246 1.lf>427l£ 1.1623096 1.1598778 1.1570740 
l.l53q639 1.1502857 1.1464596 1.1423006 1.1379004 1.113587? 1.12Q1409 1.1244lg1 
1.1195936 1.1145tS7 l.l0q4007 1.1040q55 1.0q86586 1.Qq3l5ll 1.0875092 1.0820017 
1.076~711 1.0708685 1.0652571 1.069532~ 1.0737562 1.0775738 1.0809574 1.08424Qq 
1.J970028 t.0894923 1.0915136 1.0932264 1.0946131 1.0957136 1.0965118 1.oq69q92 
SHJCK SPECTRUM POINTS FOR .05 Dt~PING RATIO 
O.l8304J8 0.3623483 0.5338950 O.A9~347t 0.8411044 0.986l420 1.11P2823 1.21~10°4 
1.135~498 1.4196672 1.4ES3873 1.53A5C82 1.5722818 t.599269Q 1.6173172 1.6?50706 
1.6272144 1.62534~2 1.616411? 1.60750lf 1.59~7210 1.578h8q3 1.5606537 1.~4200~5 
1.52~~94J 1.501363~ 1.~81~632 1.4A03586 l.L17S702 1.~171643 1.3960314 1.374?590 
1.3527P80 1.3125138 1.3119240 1.2911959 1.2710017 1.251P530 1.2327251 1.2136860 
1.1947<::27 1.1763885 l.l5S469 6 1.142213R 1.1252108 1.10'33956 1.092?070 1.076720?. 
1.0614014 1.0463734 1.0315628 1.0326910 1.0447626 1.0556010 1.1648~13 1.07304~A 
l.OSJJ705 1.0863962 1.0912924 1.0S58~9~ 1.0994234 1.1021137 1.1039505 l.lOS6471 
1.105~903 1.1068392 1.1164844 1.10596?8 1.10~0358 1.1036136 1.1017504 1.099~2S3 
1.0371 8 13 l.O G4~~30 1.1916262 1.0~937£1 1.0848694 1.0812740 1.0776024 1.0737371 
1.06~~47R 1.06 53~54 l.060S54l 1.0565519 1.0521154 1.0475111 1.J4?7990 1.0379744 
l.J33J544 1.0281830 1.0213135 1.01A17f4 1.0198841 1.0237284 1.0271521 1.0302238 
1.0331049 1.0356398 1.0378008 1.0396442 1.0413799 1.0428257 l.043QQ20 1.0448122 
p J I~ T s 0 r\ T H t s p f. c T RuM F 1] R • 1 0 D A~ p I ~J G ~ .\ T I 'l 
J.l70~253 0.3173718 0.4S73344 0.6472355 0.78?g9t4 0.91844°4 1.0414877 1.15074?~ 
L.245)S33 1.3237925 1.3g67397 1.434565~ 1.4692001 l.4964CQ~ 1.5148125 1.5241137 
1.5271L54 1.5?78511 1.521461~ 1.5147~4R 1.~031481 1.4912252 1.4757090 1.46102Q1 
1.442]712 1.4~64870 1.4J ~ 0°~2 l.J~g2670 1.3711147 1.35170~4 1.3328629 1.3143387 
l.205l4P8 1.27f4597 1.25P5001 1.24Jl867 1.2?17903 1.20467R5 1.1874895 l.l70lo~h 
1 • 1 -J 3 s o 9 1 1 • 1 -~ 7 4 ? 1 7 1 • 1 2 1 "- 5 7 1 1 • 1 C) 5 5 ? 3 6 1 • ;J 9 0 1 9 5 9 1 • 0 7 5 '5 9 6 8 1 • <J 6 0 9 2 g 3 1 • n 4 f. 3 8 6 7 
1 • ) L~ 6 2 R 1 l • 0 1 9 0 q 0 7 l • 0 0 5 7 0 2 0 1 • 0 0 3 4 2 6 6 1 • 0 1 3 8 2 6 4 1 • 0 2 2 R 2 4 · ~ 1 • 0 11 0 7 R 3 1 • 0 3 A 1 l 0 7 
1.044~401 t.J4CR 88 6 1.1~47q o o 1.osq7~73 1.~6199~5 t.06483P4 1.06A8077 1.06~4~71 
1.0')1'5114 l.OAQ9°49 l.07019 SO l.070035S: 1.0693092 1.0683413 1.0671501 1.06552~1 
1 .o 6 35P34 1.0615031 1.0592775 1.05~A330 1.0539656 l.05ll47S l.04900eO 1.0447502 1.0415249 1.03 ~ 0116 l.JJL35~4 1.0307474 1.0270338 1.0231371 1.0192270 1.0152q88 
t.Oll2~38 1.0 0 7216~ 1.0031534 0.90900Sl 1.0018044 1.0047159 1.0075350 1.0100002 
















































OF THE AV MATRIX 
-1 D E SIG~ VARI~PLF CORRELATICN ~AT~IX 
D. V. til G:JVERNS THESE ME~BERS 
1 3 









tj)p~q (lCOO.) ANn L0.WER (10.) ll'1ITS ON O.V. 
lO OJ .lOOO.lOOO.lOOO.tO. 10. 10. 10. 
UPPE~ LI~ITS CN 9ISPLACE~ENTS (FEET) 
• 2 .25 
UPPc~ Ll~ITS ON STPES~FS (K!P/!N**2) 
3J. -~a. 30. 30. 30. 
jQ. 30. 30. 30. 
30. 
LJ fl~ ;<. 
l. 
1.) AND UPPE:R LIMITS CN FREQUENCIES (RADIAI''S/SEC) 
100. 
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